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Preface

Having spent two successive years running online to prevent the spread of the Corona
virus, the traditional annual meeting of the German Research Training Groups (RTGs)
funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) in the field of computer science

returns to Schloss Dagstuhl – Leibniz Center for Informatics, one of the world’s premier venues
for computer science-related seminars. Returning to Dagstuhl and hosting this meeting as an
in-person-only event was a deliberate decision to revive interaction modes that many of the funded
researchers had yet to experience: fostering personal interchange of ideas and experiences in
order to strengthen the connection within the German computer science community. This volume
documents the abstracts of the research topics of funded researchers in the participating RTGs.

The event was jointly organized by RTG 2475 (Cybercrime and Forensic Computing) and RTG
2428 (ConVeY — Continuous Verification of Cyber-Physical Systems). It took place between
Sunday, June 12 and Wednesday, June 15, 2022, as in-person only Dagstuhl Event 22243. The
meeting featured the usual sequence of research presentations by funded researchers, networking
meetings for PIs and RTG coordinators, as well as two invited talks, one by Professor Martina
Seidl (JKU Linz, Austria) on “Competitions as Scientific Method” and another by Professor
Jennifer Byrne (School of Medical Sciences, The University of Sydney, Australia) titled “An
introduction to research paper mills”.

Because last year’s event marked the 25th anniversary of the workshop series, it featured a
live interview with Professor Otto Spaniol who had initiated the workshop series in 1996. We
document the interview in this volume.

The editors wish to thank Dr. Lena Reinfelder for her support in organizing the meeting and
the production of the proceedings.

Erlangen/München, May 31, 2022 Felix Freiling and Helmut Seidl
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Interview mit Professor Otto Spaniol

Professor Otto Spaniol war bis 2010 Lehrstuhlinhaber für Informatik an der RWTH
Aachen. Dieses Interview wurde geführt am 1.6.2021 aus Anlass des 25-jährigen Ju-
biläums der Vernetzungstreffen der Informatik-Graduiertenkollegs in Schloss Dagstuhl.

Die Fragen stellte Professor Felix Freiling, die Transkription besorgte Lena Voigt.

Freiling: Vor 25 Jahren fand das erste von mittlerweile 21 Vernetzungstreffen der Informatik-
Graduiertenkollegs in Schloss Dagstuhl statt. 1996 waren Graduiertenkollegs ein recht neues
Förderinstrument. Welchen Status hatten diese damals?
Spaniol: Graduiertenkollegs gibt es schon seit Anfang der 1990er, also länger als 25 Jahre. Damals
konnte sich niemand etwas unter dem Begriff vorstellen. Förderungstechnisch sah das aber gar
nicht schlecht aus. Damals in Aachen gab es zudem einen Bedarf an Promovierenden, die über
den Tellerrand ihrer eigenen Fakultät hinausschauen konnten. Die verschiedenen Fakultäten waren
in der Tat sehr unterschiedlich. Zum Beispiel gab es die Fakultät für Mathematik, Informatik
und Naturwissenschaften, und dann gab es die Fakultät für Maschinenwesen, die Fakultät für
Wirtschaftswissenschaften, für Medizin und so weiter. Wir hatten normalerweise nicht so viel
miteinander zu tun. Wir haben das Instrument der Graduiertenkollegs dann genutzt, um alle
Freaks, die sich mit Informatik in gewisser Weise beschäftigen, zusammenzufassen. Der allge-
meine Titel Informatik und Technik würde heutzutage niemals mehr eine Chance auf Bewilligung
haben, damals wurde er aber bewilligt. So hatten wir also eine gemeinsame regelmäßige Kolloqui-
umsveranstaltung jede Woche am Mittwochmorgen immer um zehn Uhr, wo sich die Beteiligten
unterschiedlicher Fakultäten gegenseitig über ihre Fortschritte unterrichtet haben. Das war damals
eine Sensation in Aachen, und es läuft bis heute sehr gut. Ebenso sensationell war damals die
Einführung eines Zwei-Betreuer-Systems: ein Erstbetreuer und noch dazu ein Zweitbetreuer aus
einer anderen Fakultät, der sich mit ein bisschen Abstand der Thematik widmen sollte. Das hat so
lange gut geklappt, wie die Betreuer vor Ort waren. Wenn zum Beispiel aus Neuseeland oder aus
Australien ein Betreuer dabei war, dann hat er sicherlich nicht sehr viel von dem Kollegiaten oder
Stipendiaten gesehen.
Freiling: Bei den ersten Vernetzungstreffen waren immer Sie Organisator oder Co-Organisator.
Wie kam es zu diesen Treffen?
Spaniol: Die Idee der Vernetzungstreffen kam dem Wunsch der DFG entgegen, dass sich ver-
schiedene Kollegs untereinander vernetzen sollten, was damals und heute aber wenig passiert.
Nach ein paar kleineren Versuchen mit Kollegen in Paderborn fiel mir ein, dass es das Informatik-
Begegnungszentrum in Dagstuhl gibt. Dagstuhl war auch ganz begeistert von dieser Idee, und
so haben wir 1996 das erste Mal dieses Treffen mit Graduiertenkollegs aus Karlsruhe, Stuttgart,
Paderborn, Darmstadt und natürlich Aachen dort gemacht. Unser Nachfolgekolleg Software für
mobile Kommunikationssysteme ist auch auf diesen Zug aufgesprungen. Dass wir damit eine
kleine Tradition begründen, konnte keiner wirklich absehen. Später haben wir dann auch noch
weitere Graduiertenkollegs aufgenommen, die unbedingt dabei sein wollten. Es gab sogar einmal
eine Zeit, wo es dann zu viele wurden.
Freiling: War das 2011 und 2012, wo es jeweils zwei aufeinanderfolgende Vernetzungstreffen im
gleichen Jahr in Dagstuhl gab?
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Spaniol: Es hatte sich offenbar herumgesprochen, dass die Vernetzungsmöglichkeit bei den
Promovierenden gut ankommt. Bei der großen Menge war es dann schon ziemlich problematisch,
weil die einzelnen Kollegs mit den anderen nicht unbedingt viel anfangen konnten.
Freiling: DFG-Recherchen zufolge gibt es bei den Graduiertenkollegs nur ein anderes Fach, das
sich regelmäßig trifft: die Medizin. Aber irgendwie scheint die Tradition in der Informatik doch
die stärkste zu sein. Haben Sie dafür eine Erklärung?
Spaniol: Wir haben es halt gemacht, und die anderen haben es ein bisschen schleifen lassen.
Wir waren in der Informatik natürlich auch damit gesegnet, dass wir dieses schöne Zentrum in
Dagstuhl haben, und wir haben das auch weidlich genutzt.
Freiling: Das Treffen wird zwar 2021 Pandemie-bedingt zum zweiten Mal online durchgeführt.
Aber welchen Beitrag leistet Dagstuhl zu dieser Tradition?
Spaniol: Wir haben uns jeweils sehr früh eine Veranstaltungswoche im Sommer gesichert, wo
man also auch die Natur etwas genießen konnte mit abendlichen Fahrradtouren zum Bostalsee
zum Beispiel. Die einmalige Atmosphäre und gute Organisation in Dagstuhl tun ihr übriges. Wenn
man Dagstuhl nicht schon längst hätte, müsste man es dringend erfinden.
Freiling: Wir haben ja dieses Jahr auch einen Tagungsband, in dem es kurze Abstracts der
beteiligten Promovierenden gibt. War das am Anfang auch schon so?
Spaniol: Manchmal haben wir einen echten Lecture Notes-Band bei Springer gemacht. Aber die
Kurzberichte, die über die Webseite von Dagstuhl verteilt werden, sind mittlerweile ja Standard.
Freiling: Neben der Möglichkeit des Tagungsbandes: Was macht für Sie den Wert von solchen
Vernetzungstreffen aus? Was bringt es tatsächlich, den PIs auf der einen Seite und den Pro-
movierenden auf der anderen Seite?
Spaniol: Den PIs bringt es natürlich eine bessere Sichtbarkeit, nicht nur national, sondern auch
international, wie sich gezeigt hat. Den Promovierenden, die mitmachen, bringt es eine schöne
Möglichkeit, ihre Promotion voranzutreiben. Wobei die von der DFG geforderten maximale
Förderzeit von drei Jahren natürlich irgendwie immer unrealistisch war. Das hat kaum einer
geschafft. Einige Kollegs haben die drei Jahre eingehalten, indem sie Kandidaten kurz vor
Ende ihrer normalen Förderung noch ins Kolleg geschoben haben. Die hatten dann Disser-
tationslaufzeiten von 6 oder 12 Monaten. Das war aber nicht unser Petitum, sondern bei uns
waren das ganz normale Stellen. Die waren anfangs teilweise nicht immer sehr beliebt, weil
man als Stipendiat schlechter gestellt war als jemand auf einer normalen Stelle. Allerdings gab
es beispielsweise anfangs auch Vorbehalte aus dem Maschinenbau, weil den Leuten aus dem
Graduiertenkolleg durch die fehlende Projektarbeit angeblich der Stallgeruch der Ingenieursarbeit
fehlte. Aber mittlerweile sind die Graduierten auch bei den Ingenieuren völlig anerkannt.
Freiling: Gab es auch inhaltliche Zusammenarbeit zwischen einzelnen Graduiertenkollegs?
Spaniol: Die eigentliche Idee der Vernetzungstreffen war natürlich, echte Zusammenarbeit zwis-
chen den Kollegiatinnen und Kollegiaten aus verschiedenen Kollegs zu fördern. Das ist relativ
selten wirklich zustande gekommen. Oft sind nach Dagstuhl Leute entsandt worden, die schon
relativ weit mit ihrer Promotion waren, damit sich die Standorte nicht blamieren. Die waren dann
eher an der Fertigstellung ihrer Dissertation interessiert als an Zusammenarbeit. Aber es gab in
einzelnen Fällen schon wunderbare Zusammenarbeiten über Kolleg-Grenzen hinweg. Es ist allein
schon hilfreich zu sehen, woran andere Leute arbeiten und dass die Probleme, mit denen die zu
kämpfen haben, gar nicht so anders sind als die eigenen Probleme.
Freiling: An welche besonderen Ereignisse erinnern Sie sich noch?
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Spaniol: Es gab auch traurige Ereignisse, wie beispielsweise eine dieser Fahrradtouren, auf der
es einen schweren Unfall gab. Dort ist ein Motorradfahrer mit einer 250 Kilogramm schweren
Yamaha ungebremst in eine Gruppe von Fahrradfahrern hineingefahren. Es mussten einige Leute
ins Krankenhaus, unter anderem auch ich. Das hat die Begeisterung für diese Fahrradtouren etwas
gebremst. Aber es gab auch lustige Begebenheiten, denn wir haben ja die Vorträge auf Englisch
gehalten und da wurde beispielsweise das Wort determine oft ziemlich falsch ausgesprochen,
nämlich Dieter Mein. Das klang immer wie aus einer Fernsehshow, in der Dieter Bohlen dabei
war. Und ich habe dann gedichtet: Dieter mein Dieter, trink doch nur 10 Liter. Nachher hat das
keiner mehr falsch ausgesprochen.
Freiling: Herr Spaniol, meine Fragenliste ist damit zu Ende. Vielen Dank an Sie für das Interview.
Ich wünsche noch gute Gesundheit und einen möglichst langanhaltenden Unruhestand. Vielen
Dank aber auch an Klaus Wehrle, Helen Bolke-Hermanns und Kai Jacobs, die den Kontakt
hergestellt und sich um die Technik gekümmert haben.
Spaniol: Vielen Dank für die Einladung. Es hat mich gefreut, das machen zu dürfen.
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GRK 2050: Privacy and Trust for Mobile Users

Prof. Dr. Max Mühlhäuser
Email: muehlhaeuser@privacy-trust.tu-darmstadt.de

Technische Universität Darmstadt
Internet: https://www.privacy-trust.tu-darmstadt.de

The RTG 2050 Privacy and Trust for Mobile Users is a highly interdisciplinary collaboration
between Computer Science and the fields of Law, Sociology, Information Systems (in Economics),
and Usability (in Psychology). We aim at improving the position of mobile users – think of
smartphone users – vis-a-vis digital service networks, social networks in form of digital collectives,
and sensor-augmented environments, i.e., “IoT” environments (all summarized in the follwing as
‘networks’).

In the mobile users’ experience, these networks and the players therein are becoming increas-
ingly opaque while the users themselves are becoming increasingly transparent. The term ‘players’
here refers to all kinds of digital ‘counterparts’ of mobile users and to the responsible people and
organizations, such as service providers, social network providers and peers, smart environment
operators, network operators, hard- and software vendors. In a multi-disciplinary effort, our RTG
counters these ‘paired trends’ – transparent users and opaque networks – with the ‘paired goals’
privacy & trust: privacy is considered as the main instrument for limiting user transparency,
while assessing the expected trustworthiness of players in the network is considered as the main
instrument for countering the opaqueness of the network players.

Privacy and trust are not yet commonly perceived as paired, i.e., tightly interwoven necessities
for making the Internet (and networks in general) a liveable digital habitat. This is in part due to a
somewhat misleading use of the term trust in cybersecurity research: fields like trusted computing,
trustworthy ICT, and trust management refer to issues of reliability-plus-security, tamper-free
hard- and software, and digital identities, respectively – all quite remote from the primary meaning
of the term trust. Our RTG fosters research into trust in its primary meaning: justified readiness
to engage in a risky engagement, with risks including privacy violations and other negative
experience with service provision. An important area of our trust research is computational trust,
where trust is formalized as the probability of a trustee acting as expected; expectations in turn
are justified from two categories of evidence: experience (own prior experience, reputation) and
indicators (certified audit results, attestations, etc.). Since trust assessment relies on evidence, i.e.,
information about the trustee, there is a potential conflict: trust aims at revealing what privacy
aims at concealing: information about an entity. This is relevant if trusters and trustees do not
form two distinct sets (cf. social network participants and agents in peer-to-peer economies). In
the RTG, privacy related research is (at least) as prominent as research on trust. Due to their
interweaving, we are addressing both aspects jointly in our research areas, structuring our RTG
according to the above-mentioned network categories: (social) collectives, service networks, and
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sensor networks in form of the ‘IoT’ – with an additional focus area emphasizing novel mobile
user support.

Outside the digial world, both trust and privacy were concerns since millenia. This mandates
our interdisciplinary approach that involves Sociology, Psychology, Laws and Economics. Our
experts from these fields contribute long standing experience in linking their disciplines to issues
from the digital world, which greatly facilitates their cooperation with our computer scientists.
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GRK 2050 Simon Althaus

User Empowerment Through Technical Transparency

Simon Althaus (althaus@tk.tu-darmstadt.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Max Mühlhäuser

Platform providers of large Internet services such as online social networks are known to collect
large amounts of data on their users that is monetized and used to provide targeted advertising for
example. The data collection of such platforms is often neither in the best interest of the users nor
are users aware of the extent and impact of this data collection.

A user could exercise his right of access according to the GDPR in order to request the data that
a provider has on the user. This would yield a first insight into the user data stored at providers,
however it is not guaranteed to be complete or even applicable outside the EU. Related work
proposed transparency enhancing tools (TETs) that try to make the user aware of this data collection
on mobile devices. On the one hand, this previous work mainly focused on the network view of
data collection instead of directly looking at what’s happening on the device level. Some work
also looked at discrepancies between this network data collection and privacy policy statements.
On the other hand, previous work considered the potential data collection as identified by the
granted and accessed permission of applications. However, this only reveals what data apps could
have accessed in the worst case, not what was actually collected and is subsequently used by
platform providers.

As such, current approaches like TETs are still lacking in the completeness of information
gathered and in illustrating implications of what platform providers can do with such information.
Thus, this subproject B.2 of the Research Training Group (RTG) 2050 focuses on empowering
users by increasing the transparency of this data collection by platform providers on mobile
devices. Among the expected benefits of this approach in comparison to previous work are a more
complete view of the gathered information on users and the potential to provide explanations on
observations how derived data is used, e.g., for targeted advertising.

For this, a TET is proposed that utilizes information from different levels: First, by adopting an
approach from the insider detection domain, we discover what data is collected on a low-level of
the operating system, whether this data collection is (ab)normal and with whom this information
is potentially shared. Second, on the application level, shadow profiles are created that depict
what information a service provider has collected from a user. Third, data from the network level
may be used to complement information. Finally, the information of different users is combined
in order to simulate the platform provider’s view and derive what additional information can be
induced that was not apparent beforehand. For that purpose, machine learning techniques such as
federated learning will be investigated to facilitate the approach in a privacy-preserving manner
and potentially improve it.
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GRK 2050 Mariska Fecho

Potentials and Challenges for the Organizational Adoption and
Implementation of Artificial Intelligence

Mariska Fecho (mariska.fecho@tu-darmstadt.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Peter Buxmann

Recent advances in digitization and the availability of high volume of data have led to higher
interest and usage of artificial intelligence (AI). Thus, AI and especially machine learning meth-
ods are increasingly influencing and improving many areas of our lives (e.g. medical diagnosis,
autonomous driving, digital voice assistants). A key concern, which is often discussed in the
context of intelligent systems, is their black-box behaviour. Due to their complexity, the results and
functions of the algorithms are often not transparent for the user. Some users are even completely
unaware of the intelligence of a system. This is particularly critical with regard to automated
decision processes, where decisions are delegated completely or partially to a machine or system.

Trust is a multi-faced concept that has been examined in various disciplines. It helps to over-
come perceived uncertainties and risks, especially in unfamiliar situations. By investigating trust
between human and technology trust has been shown as decisive factor for the usage and adop-
tion of technologies. Thus, the technology adoption literature has identified several factors that
influence trust in technology.

This project aims to investigate relevant factors for the organizational adoption and usage of
AI-based technologies. Furthermore, concepts and dimensions of trust for the initial adoption of
AI-based technologies shall be investigated.
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GRK 2050 Matthias Gazzari

Privacy Risks of Human-Centric Sensor Data

Matthias Gazzari (mgazzari@seemoo.tu-darmstadt.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Matthias Hollick

In our world of increasingly complex computing systems it becomes more and more difficult to
stay in control of the information gathered by sensors of everyday devices. An increasing number
of more accurate sensors create opportunities but also possibilities to violate the privacy of users
in ways they are often unaware of. In my current work I am focusing on analysing data from
human-centric sensors, working on human-targeted keylogging side-channel attacks and risks of
user identification.

Wearables with human-centric sensors like accelerometers or gyroscopes, but also with emerg-
ing sensors like electromyographic sensors, can be exploited to infer human actions like typing
on a keyboard. In the first part of my work, I am studying the effectiveness of such side-channel
attacks when using different sensor modalities in varying settings on different persons.

To study this, we collected a data corpus containing about 310000 keystrokes from 37 partici-
pants typing predefined texts and passwords. Using end-to-end machine learning we show that we
are able to detect keystrokes, as well as reduce the search space for passwords1. To foster further
research, we made the dataset, as well as the source code openly accessible.

Similarly, sensor data from wearables can also be used to derive attributes from their owners,
potentially allowing the user to be identified. As part of my second research aspect, we are
investigating photoplethysmogram (PPG) based inter-sensor impersonation attack on off-the-
person electrocardiogram (ECG) based authentication system. Using conditional generative
adversarial networks (cGAN), we transform PPG samples into impostor ECG samples in order to
fool an ECG identification system. For evaluating the attack on an authentication system we are
currently in the process of extending our data corpus of synchronized ECG/PPG samples.

In the future, I will continue to expand my view on both topics by stuying such side-channels
under varying conditions. With this, I am pursuing the goal of making the privacy risks of using
human-centric sensors more tangible and open the way for deriving defenses.

1“My(o) Armband Leaks Passwords: An EMG and IMU Based Keylogging Side-Channel Attack” by Matthias Gazzari,
Annemarie Mattmann, Max Maass and Matthias Hollick in Proceedings of the ACM on Interactive, Mobile, Wearable and
Ubiquitous Technologies, vol. 5, Issue 4, 2021.
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GRK 2050 Loïc Reissner

Procedural Requirements in the General Data Protection Regulation

Loïc Reissner (reissner@jur.uni-frankfurt.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Indra Spiecker gen. Döhmann

Procedural law is considered to be the counterpart to substantive law. But how do these two
counterparts interact with each other? How far is it possible to ensure material legal requirements
through rules of procedure?

These general questions are particularly important in view of the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR). Namely, the GDPR contains several rules that enable the compensation of
substantive law through technical and organisational measures, e.g. in Art. 5 I lit. e, Art. 24 I,
25 I, II GDPR. Moreover, opening clauses grant a margin in implementation for the member states.

Objective of the thesis in Research Area A.4 is an examination of the procedural requirements
for the protection of personal data and whether there are standards for rules of procedure to ensure
material requirements. For companies as data processors, the findings may provide leeway for
the development of new technologies or risky data processing instead of a complete ban of such
procedures.
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GRK 2050 Florian Müller

Platform Algorithms as Subjects and Objects of Governance — Studies
on the Generation, Compensation and Resolution of Trust Problems by

Algorithmic Coordination and Regulation Procedures on Online
Platforms

Florian Müller (florian.mueller@uni-kassel.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Jörn Lamla

In the course of the last 20 years, online platforms have become enmeshed in virtually all
aspects of social life. Thereby, platforms are not just neutral mediators or intermediaries, but
rather economically driven companies who increasingly decide, organize and structure under what
conditions we act, communicate, conduct relationships, consume content and make transactions.
This makes platforms very central and powerful actors in the orchestration and regulation of
sociality and at the same time raises questions and debates about the regulation, governance and
trustworthiness of these platforms.

With regard to non-transparent structures, data scandals, manipulation and the like, the trustwor-
thiness of online platforms or platform companies is repeatedly called into question. At the same
time, it is extremely important for online platforms to secure the trust of users that is necessary
for the use of the platform. Trust thus becomes in various respects a very central yardstick for the
negotiation of digital transformation processes and presents a crucial condition for the success
of platform companies, a central ’problem area’, which they try to deal with and solve through
various (platform-specific) coordination and regulation arrangements.

This is particularly evident — as I will be elaborating on in my thesis — in algorithmic
procedures on online platforms. More and more processes on online platforms are coordinated
and regulated by complex networks of algorithms, and more and more decisions are made and
legitimized by and within the framework of algorithmic processes. On the one hand, platform
algorithms thus deal with and solve various trust problems, for example by assisting platform
users in assessing trustworthiness or by performing various regulating and controlling functions
related to the fulfillment of certain normative trust expectations. On the other hand, with regard to
non-transparent calculation processes, bias, manipulation and discrimination they are themselves
sources of trust problems.

In order to capture and examine this ambiguity of platform algorithms, my PhD thesis will
focus on different perspectives on algorithms, interpreting algorithms both as subjects (performing
coordinating and regulating functions) and as objects that are evaluated, regulated, and used. The
main goal of my work therefore is to link the subjectivity (design and agency) and objectivity
(usage, evaluation and regulation) of platform algorithms to each other through the category of
trust. A central assumption underlying this approach is that trust and trustworthiness in their
various interpretations represent an essential frame of reference, both for the design of algorithmic
procedures by platform companies and for the evaluation and regulation of these procedures by
various governmental and non-governmental actors and institutions. In order to elaborate and
investigate this further, my PhD thesis will address the following three questions both theoretically
and empirically:

1. How do platform companies use algorithmic coordination and regulation procedures to
ensure the trust of platform users necessary for the use of their services? Which trust
problems are addressed, processed and ’solved’ by platform companies in which way? To
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what extent can different forms, substitutes and functional equivalents of trust be identified
and distinguished from each other? [Governance by Algorithms]

2. To what extent are normative trust expectations, which are expressed by the regulation of
online platforms and the use and evaluation of platform algorithms, addressed, implemented,
reinterpreted, violated, made explicit and implicit by the trust-building and trust-substituting
strategies and practices of online platforms? [Governance by and Governance of Algorithms]

3. Following the previous questions, to what extent can solutions be developed to make
algorithmic coordination and control procedures on online platforms more ’trustworthy’
(from a user-centered perspective)? [Trustworthy Governance]
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GRK 2050 Olga Sanina

Privacy in user-based key exchange protocols in mobile devices

Olga Sanina (sanina@privacy-trust.tu-darmstadt.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Marc Fischlin

Nowadays, the number of mobile devices and their deployment in everyday life is extensively
increasing. To communicate, the devices employ various wireless networks, such as Wi-Fi or
Bluetooth. Since sensitive information (e.g. heart’s rate as health data) can be communicated
via these networks, it is important to protect such information, e.g. by encrypting it. To start the
encryption, devices need to agree on the encryption key they will be using. For the agreement
process, various key exchange (KE) protocols can be used.

Whereas some attacks and vulnerabilities of devices depend on manufacturers, it is essential
to prove the security on the level of a standard, which is usually used as a building block when
designing devices. In this work, we analyse the KE protocols used in mobile networks and
presented in the corresponding standards. We are aiming to understand what guarantees the
protocols are attempting to provide and check whether they succeed in it.

To achieve the goal, we mathematically model the attacks. For this, we define the security
guarantees the standards wish to provide. Next, we define the adversarial power, i.e., what the
adversary is allowed to do, and finally we specify what is considered a security breach. We then
prove or disprove whether the protocol is secure in the defined model.

As part of the work1, we studied the KE protocols used in Bluetooth Classic and Bluetooth Low
Energy (BLE) modes. We showed that Bluetooth is secure in trust-of-first-use (TOFU) model:
the initial connection provides security guarantees only against passive adversaries and does
not protect against monster-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks, while the concurrent connections
are secure against active attacks. We also investigated the privacy mechanism of MAC-address
randomisation available in BLE. We concluded that although the mechanism does not achieve
the cryptographic standard of security, it still provides the decent level of privacy against passive
outsider adversaries (i.e. adversaries that do not have an access to the key used for MAC-address
resolution). We note that the result does not rule out the attacks based on the physical characteristics
of the devices, e.g. signal strength.

The next milestone is analysis of security and privacy guarantees in KE protocols in Wi-Fi
which rely on a user knowing the password.

From the interdisciplinary point of view, we are interested in cryptographic security of user-
device interactions (i.e. users entering passwords and pressing buttons) and user’s perception of
being involved into protocol run and securing process.

1Marc Fischlin, Olga Sanina. Cryptographic Analysis of the Bluetooth Secure Connection Protocol Suite. Lecture Notes in
Computer Science, vol. 13091, pp. 696725. DOI: 10.1007/978-3-030-92075-3_24
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GRK 2050 Carsten Schmidt

Privacy and Trust Enhancing Techniques for Internet-based Federation
Infrastructures

Carsten Schmidt (carsten.schmidt@sit.tu-darmstadt.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Michael Waidner

Secure and private communication via the Internet has some requirements to the communication
partners as well as to the Internet services and protocols. Furthermore, as attackers are also
advancing, these requirements should be looked at regularly.

On the end user side, mass produced devices tend to get smaller and lose core functionality. This
happens because manufacturers tend to minimalize the internal layout due to a lower production
cost, but still want their product to be “smart” — controllable via the smartphone or the Internet.
This leads to weak cryptography and inevitably to a loss of privacy and trust. Therefore we want
to identify the bare minimum of requirements to the user devices to securely participate in the
Internet. If possible, we want to suggest alternatives to standard methods if the requirements are
too high or could be lifted with new approaches.

On the Internet services side, we see that some of the core infrastructures (e.g. BGP, DNS)
are quite old and are unsecure already at this time. Furthermore, the deployment of new, secure
services is usually slow, as the service providers don’t want to exclude customers or old hardware.
As a result, even security extensions to mitigate some of these problems often support the old
unsecure method, which can be a problem in itself. We want to have a closer look at these core
infrastructure and especially how to ensure privacy and trust while using them. Our suggestions
will be in a way that new technology on either the attacker side or the end user side can be used or
developed without affecting the trust model. As an example, the availability of quantum computers
to the broad public, which breaks current cryptography, shouldn’t be a problem to our suggestions.

As a result we’ll modernize the way of communicating via the Internet to a recent technological
level and also adapt to new advancements in technology.
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GRK 2050 Linda Seyda

The compatibility of data processing by sensor-based devices in the
Internet of Things with the transparency requirements of (data

protection) law

Linda Seyda (linda.seyda@uni-kassel.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Gerrit Hornung

IoT environments like smart cities or smart cars are increasingly using more sensors that
often cannot be seen with the bare eye. By now, sensors have been designed so intelligently that
their capabilities sometimes exceed those of human perception. For example, the laser sensor
technology of autonomous vehicles can identify parking spaces as they drive past.1

The great potential of sensors is also evident in their interaction with humans: Acceleration
sensors on smartphones can provide information about the driving behavior of users2, so that even
car drivers can be recognized by their specific driving behavior (driver fingerprinting)3. Finally,
even the heart function of the driver can be detected4. Moreover, acceleration sensors can be
used to derive extensive information about a person’s location, activities, body characteristics,
gender, age, personality traits and emotional state. The potential of acceleration sensors, previously
considered harmless to privacy, even extends to the point where they can be used to unambiguously
reconstruct sequences of text entered into a device, including passwords.5

These smart sensors and the resulting intelligent data analysis open up great opportunities, but at
the same time also significant risks and challenges for privacy, especially regarding data protection
principles such as transparency. Therefore, a clear and universally applicable solution for user
privacy is needed (legally and technically). Such a solution could be found in the development of
new normative approaches and regulatory mechanisms regarding transparency. Intransparency is
a problem that has been criticized since the beginning of the implementation of the IoT, and for
which there is still no all-encompassing solution.6

The principle of transparency (originally set up with the Census Judgment of the federal
constitutional court (BVerfG) in 19837, now fixed in Art. 5 (1) lit. a GDPR, mainly realized
through the data subject’s rights in Art. 12–23 GDPR) has to be analyzed with regard to the
end-user. In that context, the principle of transparency is an expression and requirement of the
fundamental right to informational self-determination. Parallelly, the great amount of information
in the form of privacy-policies leads to the paradox result of over-information and fatigue8 of
the data subject as end-user. Clearly, this situation will be intensified if interaction between the
user and the data-processing object, such as occurs with websites and mobile applications, is
completely absent due to the lack of physical perceptibility of sensors. The process of informing
is also made more difficult due to the absence of interaction.

When considering the information requirements, alternative presentation options shall be
developed, such as the standardized image symbols provided for in Art. 12 (7) GDPR. Since some

1Jifu Zhou, Luis E. Navarro-Serment, Martial Hebert: Detection of parking spots using 2D range data. ITSC 2012: 1280–1287.
2González: Safe Driving Using Mobile Phones, IEEE Trans. Intelligent Transportation Systems 13(3): 1462–1468 (2012).
3Miro Enev, Alex Takakuwa, Karl Koscher, Tadayoshi Kohno: Automobile Driver Fingerprinting. PoPETs 2016(1): 34–50

(2016).
4https://www.ipms.fraunhofer.de/en/press-media/press/2015/2015-11-02.html.
5Kröger/Raschke/Bhuiyan, Privacy Implications of Accelerometer Data: A Review of Possible Inferences, 1, Berlin 2019
6Roßnagel, Datenschutz in einem informatisierten Alltag, Stabsabteilung der Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, Berlin 2007.
7S. BVerfGE 65, 1, 43: Mit dem Recht auf informationelle Selbstbestimmung wären eine Gesellschaftsordnung und eine diese

ermöglichende Rechtsordnung nicht vereinbar, in der Bürger nicht mehr wissen können, wer was wann und bei welcher
Gelegenheit über sie weiß.

8Dix in Simitis/Hornung/Spiecker gen. Döhmann (Hrsg.), Datenschutzrecht, DSGVO Art. 12 Rn. 12.
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information must be removed in order to maintain clarity, it must be assessed whether quantitatively
less information can lead to a qualitative increase in transparency. Not in a way to make existing
transparency regulations even stricter, but to find solutions for implementing and enforcing them
legally and in fact, and to propose changes if necessary when (technical) feasibility fails. In this
context, it will be examined to what extent personal information management systems (PIMS),
which were made possible by ğğ 25 and 26 of the new Telekommunkations- und Telemedien-
Datenschutz-Gesetz (TTDSG), offer a technically and practically manageable solution to facilitate
the informing of the data subject and thereby increase the level of transparency. It has to be
elaborated, if these regulations or their underlying ideas are applicable to sensor-based IoT
devices.
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GRK 2050 Enno Steinbrink

Privacy and Trust in Value Related Fields of Tension

Enno Steinbrink (steinbrink@peasec.tu-darmstadt.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Christian Reuter

Privacy is an issue in the online world that often arises in conflict with other interests and values.
These may be social connectedness online, financial interests in free-to-use services where people
pay with their data, personal health by the exchange of healthcare data, and more. Consequently,
users have to make complex decisions in which they evaluate many factors, possibly resulting in
the so-called privacy paradox. This paradox describes the willingness of people to give up privacy
for little incentives while at the same time stating to consider privacy as an important. This project
tries to explore the interplay between different factors that impact privacy behavior, especially
in situations when trust is critical or in crisis situations when personal stakes are high and trust
might be impaired. Trust has been previously identified by research as a key factor, because it
impacts the behavior towards the person or entity that is receiving the user data, as well as it
impacts the acceptance of technological solutions as most users lack technical expertise.

The project approaches the subject from three perspectives: First, from a perspective in which
specific situations are examined in which user privacy collides with other values in a complex
way (one example is the smartphone use of asylum seekers and refugees during their journey).
Second, on an abstract level to aggregate the results and to identify common denominators of
different contexts. Last but not least, it aims to address the issues identified by the development of
privacy enhancing technologies (PETs), e.g., in the context of transparent data sharing, and to
provide guidelines for trust-building (using the case of contact tracing apps during the COVID-19
pandemic).
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Mechanisms for Protecting Privacy in Applications

Amos Treiber (treiber@privacy-trust.tu-darmstadt.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr.–Ing. Thomas Schneider

Today, mobile applications are central to our lives. Driven by the goal of personalized user
experience through machine learning (ML) techniques, operators collect large quantities of
individual user data. As a result, user data has become essential to them, raising the need for
privacy protection and spawning legislation like the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

The usage of privacy-enhancing technologies from applied cryptography such as secure com-
putation (SC) has been shown to be a promising approach to preserve privacy while still allowing
an application to process user data. Recently, research has been focused on making machine learn-
ing techniques privacy-preserving. However, using these techniques usually requires large-scale
computations even without privacy in mind. Existing solutions with optimal leakage do not scale
well and require expert knowledge for deployment, which disincentivizes privacy protection in
real-world applications. While some privacy-preserving solutions gain efficiency by leaking some
information, this approach leaves open the real-world impact on privacy, partly because attacks
exploiting leakage have only been studied in artificial environments.

In this work, we evaluate and build mechanisms for protecting privacy, focused on large-scale
applications from the domain of machine learning. Our goal is for these mechanisms to enable
practical ways for effectively preserving privacy in real-world applications that can even be used
by non-experts.

To achieve this, we develop methods from SC for efficient, privacy-preserving applications at
large scale. Building on existing private ML work that was solely focused on privacy-preserving
neural networks and decision trees, we show how to practically protect privacy in crucial upcoming
variants from machine learning. As an important use case that requires the protection of biometric
information due to international standardization efforts, we demonstrate how to apply SC tech-
niques to allow for highly efficient, privacy-preserving speaker recognition that even includes
state-of-the-art cohort score normalization. We also show how to conduct privacy-preserving
inference of sum product networks, which are probabilistic graphical ML models. Our developed
tools are published as open source and are targeted to be usable by non-experts.

Additionally, we examine the practical security of existing solutions. We prove the insecurity
of a protocol central to a line of prior privacy-preserving ML research and show how to learn
private inputs. We also provide a first understanding of the practical impact of information leakage
by searchable encryption schemes, which is a SC mechanism for querying databases used in
private ML. For this, we evaluate existing attacks in scenarios surveyed by real-world data, finding
cases where attacks are much less or much more practical than what has been expected by the
previous empirical basis.
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GRK 2050 Dr. Ephraim Zimmer

AlterEgo as Trustworthy Device Collective

Dr. Ephraim Zimmer (zimmer@privacy-trust.tu-darmstadt.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Max Mühlhäuser

Smartphones have become a common and ubiquitous device for handling our personal data as well
as for interacting with services and devices—mobile devices are becoming our digital counterpart,
i.e., are becoming our AlterEgo. Rather than protecting our privacy, today’s mobile devices
on the contrary distribute personal data. More worrying, our options to assess their trustwor-
thiness are slim to non-existing. Finally, today’s mobile devices lack the ability to prove our
trustworthiness to others, and, in return, to allow us to quantify the trust in services, online social
networks (OSNs), and devices. The goal of this project is to evolve mobile devices towards a true
digital counterpart—an AlterEgo. Users should be able to assess the trustworthiness of their
digital counterparts and to control their personal data. Further, users, services, OSNs, and devices
quantify the trust in each other. Ultimately, AlterEgo should not only be capable of supporting
the user but also of acting autonomously on the user’s behalf.

To achieve this goal, this subproject D.4 of our Research Training Group (RTG) follows a
multi-layered approach: (1) deep and collaborative activity monitoring architecture, (2) distributed
AlterEgo architecture, (3) proactive user assistance, and (4) mechanisms to protect privacy and
assess trust according to dynamic constraints.

At the lowest layer 1, the lack of possibilities to assess the trust in a personal device is addressed.
No matter what functionality, data, and even security or privacy mechanisms are deployed on
the devices of users, if the hardware and software of those devices cannot be trusted, than the
personal data is at stake. Mechanisms for deep as well as inter-device collaborative monitoring
are able to assess the nature of ongoing device and network activities. As a result, among others,
hidden functionalities in hardware and software can be identified and a level of trustworthiness
can be established.

On layer 2 the privacy interests and rights of a user are provided and enforced accross different
devices by the functionality of an AlterEgo, which acts in a distributed manner. Either agent-
based or by means of an even stronger inter-connection of lower device levels than it is known
nowadays, the AlterEgo is providing access to private data for third parties but at the same time
keeps the control over this private data fully in the hands of the respective owner.

Layer 3 extends AlterEgo with device-local proactive assistance functionality. This function-
ality intends to increase the users’ understanding of their actions’ implications on privacy and
trust and even aims at interacting on the users’ behalf.

Layer 4 links this research project to the other research areas of our RTG 2050 by combining
their research into a holistic AlterEgo with additional measures to flexibly assess privacy and
trust, and enabling respective enforcement measurements.
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f(x)

Uncertainty is nowadays more and more pervasive in computer science. It is important both in
big data and at the level of events and control. Applications have to treat large amounts of data,
often from unreliable sources such as noisy sensors and untrusted web pages. Data may also be
subject to continuous changes, may come in different formats, and is often incomplete. Robots,
trains, and production machines have to deal with unpredictable environments. The growing use
of machine-learning components often providing weak guarantees forms an additional factor
of uncertainty. Probabilistic modelling and randomisation are key techniques for dealing with
uncertainty.
Many trends witness this. Probabilistic programming exceeds the capabilities of probabilistic
graphical models and automates statistical inference. Probabilistic databases deal with noisy data
by associating probabilities to the possible worlds. Probabilistic model checking emerged as a
key systems verification technique allowing to integrate correctness checking and performance
analysis. Similar developments take place in automata, logic, and game theory.
The pervasiveness of uncertainty urges to make substantial enhancements in probabilistic mod-
elling and reasoning so as to get deeper insight into, reason about, and master uncertainty. The aim
of this RTG is and was to significantly advance various theoretical concepts (in algorithms, logic,
verification) as well as their connection to deal with uncertainty and randomness, and to tailor
and apply these techniques to problems in application areas such as railway engineering, network
dynamics, and cyber-physical systems. This challenge is faced by a unique mixture of scientists
from theoretical and applied computer science, management science, mechanical engineering,
and railway engineering.
The qualification and supervision concept aims at offering the Ph.D. students an optimal environ-
ment to carry out their research. Every Ph.D. student has two supervisors; the rights and duties
of the supervisors and students are laid down in a written supervision agreement. Progress and
quality control is realised through regular individual meetings with the supervisors and regular
talks at the RTG events. The curriculum consists of bi-weekly research seminars, soft-skill courses,
reading groups, workshops (twice per year), a summer school in the first Ph.D. year, and (various
new) advanced lectures.
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Introduction. As the demand for health care services increases each year, the need for efficient
management of health care systems becomes more and more apparent. One of the most important
health care providers are hospitals. Hospitals are under tremendous cost pressure and must achieve
a balance between economic efficiency and a treatment that focuses on the patient. To improve
clinical operations and patient safety, my research considers the appointment scheduling problem
within a hospital.
Problem description. The problem aims to maximize the utilization of the hospital resources while
minimizing the patients inconveniences such as waiting time. Typically, an arriving patient needs
to undergo several types of treatment. This means that several hospital resources will be needed
either simultaneously or sequentially in a short time period. The treatments must be scheduled so
that they satisfy the resource capacity restrictions. The hospital environment is very dynamic:
The length of patients treatments varies and arriving patients represent an uncertain demand for
resources. The presence of emergency patients requires the schedule to be highly adaptable, i. e.,
robust and stable solutions are needed.
Envisioned work. Solutions of robust optimization problems depend on the uncertainty sets
constituting the problems input. In robust optimization, researchers assume these sets to be given
by experts. However, experts often do not understand the dynamics within robust optimization, e.g.,
that integrating scenarios with high fluctuations leads to unpredictably high costs. Furthermore,
especially in the hospital context, even for experts it is quite difficult to measure and obtain
all data needed for presenting a scenario. To overcome this obstacle, we will use agent-based
simulation to obtain all important parameters. To that end, the simulation framework SiM-Care 1

developed by Martin Comis needs to be extended and adapted. This agent-based simulation models
interactions between the population and the physicians in a primary care system. It evaluates
the input health care system by computing performance indicators that characterize the systems
efficiency both from patients’ and physicians points of view. Moreover, the simulation allows us
to assess the impact of changes in the system, such as changes in the patient-to-physician ratio or
novel management strategies of physicians.

In order to obtain realistic input scenarios for the appointment scheduling problem, we plan
to extend the model of SiM-Care further in order to integrate emergency and elective patients
requiring hospital treatment. Since SiM-Care produces scenarios based on parameterized proba-
bility distributions, we will investigate the influence of the uncertainty sets for demands generated
by SiM-Care on the resulting solutions for the robust appointment scheduling problem.

1Martin Comis, Catherine Cleophas, Christina Büsing, “Patients, Primary Care, and Policy: Simulation Modeling for Health
Care Decision Support,” arXiv.org (2019), no. 1910.11027, https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.11027
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Stochastic models like Markov decision processes (MDPs) and stochastic games are formalisms
used in a wide array of domains to model systems where uncertainty and non-determinism
are present. They assume perfect information about the state of the system at any time. Thus,
these models often optimistically overestimate the amount of information available to a decision
procedure to determine an optimal course of action for a given objective. In reality, a system’s
complete state is often hidden. Partially observable probabilistic systems extend the commonly
used models with the notion that only part of the system’s state is observable and decisions
must be made based only on the observable information. These systems find application in
fields like artificial intelligence, robotics and economics. Their analysis is significantly more
involved compared to the fully observable case. Intuitively, this is due to the significantly increased
dependence on the information history for making optimal decisions.

The research project focuses on the analysis and computer-aided verification of partially
observable MDPs (POMDPs). As perfect state information is not available, an optimal choice
of action to satisfy a property is based on an estimate of the probabilities to be in states of the
POMDP given the history of observations. These estimates are known as beliefs. These beliefs
can be used to construct a fully observable, but typically infinite, belief MDP that captures the
semantics of the POMDP.

Fully observable MDPs are well-studied in theory and many forms of analysis are tractable
in practice, in particular for finite-state MDPs. However, even fundamental problems like the
reachability problem (the question if a state of the system can be reached with a given probability at
some point in time) are generally undecidable for finite-state POMDPs. As a consequence, related
work typically restricts the considered properties to be bounded in time steps (finite horizon) or
applies discounting in the computation to guarantee convergence. This, however, can severely
distort results if a thorough analysis is desired.

The goal of the project is to develop novel, practically applicable verification methods for
POMDPs in the infinite horizon without discounting. As such, finite abstractions of the belief
MDP for a given POMDP are used to provide both upper1 and lower bounds on the optimal value.
These approximation algorithms leverage the existing knowledge in model checking finite MDPs
to reason about POMDPs. An implementation of the approach as an extension of the probabilistic
model checker Storm2 shows its practical applicability.

Possible future directions include exploring compositional approaches to POMDP analysis,
necessitating the definition of a compositional POMDP semantics and the development of model
checking approaches for partially observable stochastic games.

1Bork, A., Junges, S., Katoen, J.-P., and Quatmann, T., “Verification of indefinite-horizon POMDPs”, Automated Technology
for Verification and Analysis. ATVA 2020. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol. 12302, pp. 288-304, 2020

2Hensel, C., Junges, S., Katoen, J.-P., Quatmann, T., and Volk, M., “The Probabilistic Model Checker Storm”, STTT, 2021
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Matching Markets
Matchings appear in many combinatorial optimization models of applications where assignments
between two parties (sellers and buyers, students and courses, ) have to be found. In these examples
each player has preferences to which he would like to be matched. Often, prices might be used to
regulate imbalances between supplies and demands.
A possible aim is to find assignments and prices such that everyone is happy, i.e., with these prices
no one prefers to trade with someone else instead of the assigned person. These prices are called
equilibrium prices. If furthermore as much as possible is sold we call the prices market-clearing.
Prices which are competitive and market-clearing describing the set of Walrasian prices. One
possibility to find Walrasian prices is by a price raising auction (see for example 1 2 3). To find
the set of objects whose prices should be raised is quite complicated in the general case. We
could show that these sets could be found by a max-flow computation in case of linear valua-
tions. Furthermore we could give sensitivity results for the prices if the demand or supply in the
matching-market changes. In the future we like to generalize this results for matroid valuations.
There are many ways to expand this approach which we might consider in the future. One ex-
ample are two-stage variants. In the first stage, agents decide on a strategy based on probability
distributions of the agents valuations. The agents are allowed to switch their strategies in a given
neighborhood in the second stage when the true valuations are common knowledge. For example,
the agents decide on a strategy based on guesses of the valuations and they can adapt their strate-
gies in a given scope in the real scenario. The objective of an agent is to maximize the expected
profit.
Furthermore, we like to consider the setting with risk-averse agents. They prefer a robust solution
within all possible situations which means that the profit they receive in the worst-case scenario
should be maximized. The strategies of the agents are in equilibrium if each strategy is the best
robust response given the other strategies. We study the existence of equilibria in such markets. If
equilibria exist, we like to analyze the complexity and design algorithms to compute or approxi-
mate them.

Stackelberg Network Pricing Games
Consider a game with to players. The leader can choose prices for some items of an underling
network in the first stage. Afterwards, in the second stage, the follower chooses the items which
yields a min cost solution of his optimization problem (e.g. matching, vertex cover, closure). Most
of these problems are NP-hard in general, but if the underling network or the set of priceable
items is restricted there might be a polynomial algorithm to solve it.
We consider the Stackelberg Bipartite Vertex Cover Problem, which is NP-hard [4]. It is known
that the problem is polynomial solvable if the pricable vertices are on one side of the bipartition

1L.M. Ausubel, “An efficient dynamic auction for heterogeneous commodities,” American Economic Review, vol. 96(3), p.
602629, 2006

2G. Demange, D. Gale and M. Sotomayor, “Multi-item auctions,” Journal of political economy, vol. 94.4, p. 863-872, 1986
3K. Murota, A. Shioura, Z. Yang, “omputing a walrasian equilibrium in iterative auctions with multiple differentiated items,”

International Symposium on Algorithms and Computation, p. 468478, 2013
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[5]. We like to show similar results for pricable vertices on both sides but if the underling graph
has a special structure, e.g. if it is a path or a tree.
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Many optimization algorithms make the assumption that the input to problem is completely
known in advance. This is not always true in practice. In practice we often have to make decisions
before all the data about the problem are known. A further problem is that we may not have
complete information since the data we have to work with are not completely accurate. This is
due to the way data is acquired which introduces uncertainty, for example, perhaps the sensor
used only gives us an approximation of the actual value.

Nonetheless, we want to be able to make decisions in these cases. It is clear that we cannot
hope to always find the optimal solution that fits the actual data but we want to find a solution
that gives guarantees about objective value in comparison to the achievable value if the input is
known.

In my work I study these kinds of robust optimization problems.
One way of approaching robust optimization problems is to consider a 2 player game. The first

player (the algorithm) is presented with a (possibly infinite) set of possible inputs. The algorithm
has to fix an output. Now, in a second stage, the second player (the adversary) picks one of those
inputs from the set that causes the worst possible performance for the algorithm.

One of these 2-player problems is the Continuous Knapsack Problem (CKP). In the CKP, player
1, the leader, packs some items (or fractional parts of items) into their knapsack. In the second
stage, player 2, the follower, chooses items (or fractions of items) from the set of items already
chosen by player 1 to pack into their knapsack thereby trying to optimize their gain. The leaders
objective is to minimize the followers objective. In a recent paper it has been shown to be solvable
in time O(n2) 1. We were able to improve this running time in 2 to O(n log n).

One other robust optimization problem is the Recoverable Robust Assignment problem in
which on a balanced bipartite graph with 2n vertices for given linear cost functions c1 and c2 the
task is to find matchings M1 and M2 that have at least k edges in common while minimizing
c1(M1)+c2(M2). In joint work with Hartmann, Lendl, and Woeginger we were able to show
W[1] hardness for parameter k and parameter n−k even in very restricted special cases. We also
showed that it is polynomial time solvable if the cost functions are restricted to being Monge and
Anti-Monge. In the case where one of the matchings is fixed we showed that the Recoverable
Robust Assignment problem is contained in RNC2 while being at least as hard as the well-known
Exact Matching in Red-Blue Bipartite Graphs whose complexity is a long-standing open problem.
These results are not published yet.

Another problem is the bilevel bottleneck assignment problem. In this problem a bipartite graph
is given. The edges are split into a leader and follower set. The leader and follower have (different)
cost functions for the edges. First the leader selects edges that form a matching from their leader
set. Then the follower selects edges from the follower set to complete the leader matching to a
perfect matching. The goal of the leader is to minimize the largest used edge according to the
leader cost function. The goal for the follower is to minimize the largest used edge according to
the followers objective function. In joint work with Muluk and Woeginger we showed that this
problem is NP complete.

1Margarida Carvalho, Andrea Lodi, PatriceMarcotte, “A polynomial algorithm for a continuous bilevel knapsack problem Oper,”
Res. Lett, vol. 46(2), p. 185–188, 2018

2Dennis Fischer, Gerhard J. Woeginger, “A faster algorithm for the continuous bilevel knapsack problem,” Oper. Res. Lett., vol.
48(6), p. 784–786, 2020
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Another project is joint work with the UnRAVeL members Tauer, Fuchs, Koch, and Ziegler in
which we looked at complexity results in a train routing problem 3. This train routing problem is a
generalization of packet routing without buffers. We distinguished the case where the train depots
are part of the network or not and showed various complexity results on different networks.

3Bjoern Tauer, Dennis Fischer, Janosch Fuchs, Laura Vargas Koch, Stephan Zieger, “Waiting for Trains: Complexity Results,”
CALDAM 2020, p. 282–303, 2020
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The extended planning periods and the long life cycle of railway infrastructure require a lengthy
planning horizon. Thus, bottlenecks in the infrastructure have to be recognized at an early stage
to initiate adequate measures. At the present, the infrastructure is planned while only little about
the intended operation is known. Hence, the timetable and the operation are adjusted to the
infrastructure. Since space, time and money for extension measures of railway infrastructure are
limited, each modification has to be done carefully and and in a long lasting manner. To meet the
customers future needs, infrastructural projects have to planned such that the infrastructure will
be appropriate for future unknown demand.

For the long-term service life of the planned infrastructure, it makes sense to include timetable
scenarios in the planning in order to be able to expand the railroad infrastructure, which is already
reaching its capacity limits on some lines, in a targeted manner.

The aim of the project is to provide a procedure for timetable-based, robust infrastructure
planning to complement the previous infrastructure-based timetable construction. In doing so,
the idea of a long-term timetable and the infrastructure adaptation based on it will be precisely
defined and further developed. For this purpose, infrastructure planning is modeled as a network
design problem under uncertainties. Subsequently, a solution is to be found by means of robust
optimization.

The term “robustness” is generally understood as the ability of a method to find a correct
solution even under uncertain input data. In the context of this project, the timetables are not
yet fixed until the end of the infrastructure’s service life and are, thus, still uncertain at the time
of infrastructure planning. For example, it is not a realistic scenario to run only one timetable
throughout, but likewise infrastructure cannot be held in reserve for every scenario, no matter
how unlikely, for both financial and spatial reasons. In the context of this project, both the various,
potential timetable scenarios as well as the actual operational scenarios are to be included in the
considerations.

For this purpose, the uncertain input data will be modeled in a first step. In the context of the
project, it is first determined which criteria for a “similarity” of timetable scenarios have to be
fulfilled to which extent.

Subsequently, infrastructure planning is modeled as a network design problem. Here, a solution
has to be found for which new edges, i.e. track sections, are needed and for which edges the
capacity should be increased. This solution should ensure the feasibility of all planned timetable
scenarios at the lowest possible cost.
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The graph exploration problem demands the shortest tour that visits every vertex at least once
in an unknown graph. Regarding the decisions of the algorithm, its knowledge is limited by the
perception of the explorer. There are different models regarding the perception of the explorer.
For our research, we used the fixed graph scenario, proposed by Kalyanasundaram and Pruhs
(Proc. of ICALP, 1993), where the explorer starts at a vertex of the network and sees all reachable
vertices, their unique names and their distance from the current position. Thus, the algorithm
recognizes already seen vertices and can adapt its strategy during exploring as it does not forget
anything.

Since the algorithm learns the structure of the graph during computation, it cannot determin-
istically compute an optimal tour that visits every vertex at least once without prior knowledge.
Therefore, we are interested in the amount of crucial a-priori information needed to solve the
problem optimally, which we measure in terms of the well-studied model of advice complexity.

There are different variations of the graph exploration problem and they can be differentiated
between directed or undirected edges, cyclic or non-cyclic solutions, unit costs or individual costs
for the edges and different amounts of a-priori structural knowledge of the explorer.

For general graphs, it is known that n log n bits of advice suffice to compute an optimal solution.
We found algorithms with an advice complexity of O(m+n), thus improving the classical bound
for sparse graphs. Our algorithms solve the problem on directed or undirected graphs. We can
solve the cyclic graph exploration problem, where the explorer has to end at the same vertex
where it started, and can be used to also solve the non-cyclic version of the problem by adding
log n bits of advice.

The basic idea of the algorithms is to use the structure of the graph that is induced by the edges
that are used in an optimal solution. There are edges that are used: never, precisely once or more
than once in the optimal solution. By giving this information to the algorithm, mistakes can be
avoided. But to find the shortest tour that visits every vertex at least once more information is
necessary.
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Introduction. Optimization under uncertainty is a field in which problems are optimized against
some form of uncertainty. For this, finding measures of robustness to find solutions that deal
with the given form of uncertainty is of interest. The project will focus on different measures of
robustness and different complexity viewpoints to analyze certain forms of problems. Among
those may be problems with one player against an adversary (the nature), two players against each
other or multiple player settings playing against or with each other. That is, the uncertainty is
modelled by an adversary player playing against the agent. The complexity analysis may be based
on classical complexity classes as well as parameterized complexity.

The first project is on Recoverable Robustness with a Hamming-distance measure which shall
encounter combinatorial uncertainty scenarios. In this setting, a solution S is given and for every
possible scenario, which may occur in this setting, we can choose another solution, S′, which
differs in at most only k elements from solution S′. That is, we can recover from a harmful
scenario by choosing a different solution, which is not too far away from the first solution.

The project surveys the complexity of k-Hamming-distance recoverable robust version of
problems that are in NP for different types of scenarios among a constant number of arbitrary
scenarios, Gamma-scenarios, and general scenarios for elements of the universe. The analysis is
primarily based on classical complexity measures such as the polynomial hierarchy. There are
already results that have to be formulated into a paper. The results contain a hardness proof for
the recoverable robust version of the undirected s-t-path problem, which may extend to a variety
of other problems. The aim is to provide a structural theorem that captures this very variety of
combinatorial problems that have this hardness structure. The second project, which is currently
planned, may inspect parameterized complexity counterparts to the classical complexity analysis
of the first paper. Instead of NP problems, W [t]-problems and other problems in parameterized
hierarchies are considered; they may have a similar or the same hardness structure.
References:

1. Christoph Grüne. Dial-a-Ride for Railway Traffic. Master Thesis, RWTH Aachen University 2019

2. Jörg Flum, Martin Grohe. Parameterized Complexity Theory, Springer, 1998.

3. G. Rodney Downey, M. R. Fellows. Parameterized Complexity, Springer, 1999.

4. Marek Cygan, Fedor V. Fomin, Lukasz Kowalik, Daniel Lokshtanov, Dániel Marx. Parameterized Algorithms, Springer,
2015.

5. Raymond Greenlaw, James Hoover, Walter L. Ruzzo. Limits to Parallel Computation: P-Completeness Theory, Oxford
University Press, 1995.
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Introduction. In many application areas of logic in computer science the aspect of uncertainty
plays an increasingly important role. For example in railway systems the high utilization of
the existing infrastructure often causes a trains delay to impact several other trains as it is not
possible to reserve the infrastructure for an extensive time after each train. When scheduling
additional trains to a given timetable, the trains travel time in practice does not only depend on
the distance, but also on external influences such as weather conditions, traffic and passengers. An
additional uncertainty results from unreliable railway networks. Some of the tracks might even
fail completely, for example due to construction work. Especially for long forecast periods the
models of railway traffic include various uncertainties.

Despite the uncertainty in the available data long-term decisions on the design of railway
networks, train timetables, and construction periods have to be made. These decisions are required
to be robust, i.e. to deliver (almost) optimal solutions even for uncertain input data.

In an approach to estimate the remaining infrastructure capacity of railway systems by deter-
mining how many additional trains can be scheduled is presented. This approach can be used to
compare different solutions to the above mentioned problems, however, uncertainty is completely
neglected.

In [1] other approaches where uncertainty is considered in the form of varying primary delays
this is often done by implementing Monte Carlo simulation, e.g. in [2] or [3]. There is one
approach that implements analytic procedures to compute delay propagation instead of Monte
Carlo simulation, presented in [4].

The aim of this project is to create an efficient system that can cope with uncertainty in railway
traffic while making reliable statements about the network capacity. Thus, Christian Meirichs
work, presented in his dissertation [1], is extended to take uncertainty into account.
Current project status. As a basis for our work, we had to mathematically model railway systems
at a suitable level of detail. In order to consider uncertainty in a meaningful way, we modeled
time discretely but at least in minutes, in contrast to the model in [1], where just one time period
is considered. In order to cope with the considerable size of the problems, we modeled the
infrastructure slightly less detailed. This should not be problematic as we do not require the
individual infrastructure elements capacity due to considering individual time steps. This model
is presented in [5], as well as an algorithm to schedule additional trains without disturbing a given
timetable.

In order to consider uncertainty when scheduling additional trains, respectively computing how
many additional trains might be scheduled, we developed a probabilistic simulation algorithm.
This algorithm can be used to compute, for example, the expected utilization of infrastructure
elements over time, which can then be considered instead of the planned utilization. The first
approach for this algorithm, where stochastic dependencies are neglected, is presented in [6].

Currently, we modify the analytical simulation to take stochastic dependencies into account.
Additionally, we are working on the visualization of the simulation results in order to make them
better understandable and more accessible for human users to take into account for decision
making. Therefore, we also work on the computation of the causes of delays. It is also planned to
integrate these simulation results in the computation of additional trains.
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Introduction> Formalisms such as Golog [6] and PDDL [7] allow the specification of a robots
behavior in an abstract manner. Based on a logical model of the environment, the agents actions
are specified with preconditions and effects. This allows for determining the course of action by
searching for an appropriate action sequence (PDDL), possibly intertwined with agent programs
specified by the user (Golog). However, when deploying such a system on a real robot, one often
faces additional challenges, such as the need to calibrate a robot arm before its usage. Those
issues are intentionally ignored when specifying the abstract behavior, as it would impair the
reasoner performance. This research project aims to close the gap between high-level reasoning
and low-level robot platform [5]. Instead of specifying all the low-level details in the reasoning
domain, we instead model the platform components separately as timed automata. Then, we spec-
ify constraints that connect a high-level program with the platform, e.g., by requiring that the arm
needs to be calibrated five seconds before the robot picks up an object. We then need to transform
the high-level program into a sequence of actions that satisfies all those constraints, resulting in a
task specification that follows the high-level program while dealing with the low-level platform
details.
A logic for specifying metric temporal constraints for Golog programs. In the first step, we ex-
tended ESG [3], a modal variant of the Situation Calculus that allows temporal constraints, with
metric temporal constraints [4]. The resulting logic retains most of the properties of ESG and
thus allows the specification of basic action theories and Golog programs extended with metric
constraints.
Plan Transformation based on Timed Automata Reachability Analysis. In a first approach to solve
the temporal platform constraints, we looked at timed automata reachability analysis. In a first
step, we transform a high-level action sequence into a timed automaton such that each action
is one location in the resulting automaton. This automaton is then combined with the platform
model such that in the product automaton, all edges that violate a constraint are removed. Finally,
we apply reachability analysis using the model checking tool UPPAAL [1]. The resulting path
describes the transitions of the platform models such that all constraints are satisfied during the
execution of the original plan. Despite the combinatorial blowup due to the automata product, this
approach performs well and we were able to transform plans with 50 actions and several platform
components in a few seconds.
Controller Synthesis for Golog Programs. The first approach, however, poses some limitations:
For one, it only works on pre-determined plans. Thus, it cannot be used with any formalism that
uses online sensing, as this would require online decision making. Also, it does not distinguish
between controllable actions (e.g., starting to pick up an object) and actions that are controlled by
the environment (e.g., the arm going into an error state, or even the end of an action). To tackle
those limitations, we used a different approach based on MTL synthesis. Instead of applying
reachability analysis, we build on top of results on controller synthesis for MTL specifications [1].
We first convert a given Golog program into a timed automaton, apply MTL controller synthesis
on the automaton, the platform model, and the platform constraints, and then use the resulting
controller to guide the Golog executor. We presented the theory of the approach in [8] and we are
currently working on an implementation in cooperation with the former UnRAVeL researcher
Stefan Schupp and UnRAVeL supervisor Erika Ábrahám. This cooperation, which allows us to
combine expertise in robotics with expertise in hybrid systems, directly resulted from an Un-
RAVeL workshop in April 2020, where we presented preliminary results for the synthesis approach.
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In secure multi-party computation a number of parties wants to compute a function over their
inputs such that their inputs are kept private. The participating parties shall only learn their
prescribed output without learning anything beyond that. The output can be either the same for all
parties or each party obtains a different output. A trusted third party can be used to perform these
computations. However, in some settings the parties want to keep their inputs private, e.g., if it is
confidential or private information the parties are not willing to share with anyone. In order to
keep the inputs private the parties avoid the trusted third party by computing the function in a
distributed fashion, i.e., they jointly execute a secure protocol to simulate the trusted third party. In
addition, such a protocol shall provide privacy and security in the presence of adversaries, i.e., a
malicious party that wants to learn more than intended or deviates from the protocol specification
arbitrarily.

For the most common secure multi-party computation settings it is assumed that everything is
known prior to the protocol execution, i.e., the parties know their personal input and the set of
parties participating in the protocol execution is somehow known. For such a determined setting
there exist already a variety of protocols for different requirements. However, there are cases
where the scenario is more uncertain and might change over time.

The aim of this dissertation project is to analyze these scenarios in more detail and provide a
framework to define security and privacy in these settings. We will focus our research on online
algorithms and develop protocols that can deal with different types of uncertainty.
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Hospitals are under tremendous cost pressure and must achieve a balance between economic
efficiency and a treatment that focuses on the patient. To improve clinical operations and patient
safety, methods from economics, mathematical optimization and IT-driven management systems
are imported into the operational management of hospitals. The goal is to maintain the high quality
in medical care while lowering the costs. A major challenge in this optimization process is the
changing demand arising from emergencies or patients without appointments, which are difficult
to forecast, and thus are, in general, not integrated into the planning process. In this part of the
project we will focus on the integration of such uncertainties into three main areas of hospital
management:

1. the operational planning and utilization of hospital beds,

2. the patient appointment scheduling, and

3. the transportation from patients to their appointments.

In the next subsection we will give a rough overview of existing scientific work in the mentioned
subproblems. Finally, we will describe our approach to these problems in detail.

In 2012, Hulshof et al. [14] published a detailed bibliography and taxonomic classification
on methods from operations research applied to problems in health care. Uncertainties are part
of most decision problems in planning and controlling in health care. Mainly methods from
queuing theory, Markov processes, and stochastic programming are used to include them into
the optimization process, e.g., [1,2,3,9,13]. Besides dealing with uncertainties, [14] identifies the
challenge for researchers to develop integral models of different hierarchical planning levels and
services in health care.

The location of beds and the assignment of patients to these beds in a hospital is studied in
operations research at the strategical, tactical and operational level. To support strategic planning
queuing techniques, simulation and models from mathematical programming are already used.
Traditionally, these planning decisions are based on target occupancy levels. However, Green
[36] points out that, due to high fluctuations, different measurements such as patient waiting time
[5] or patient refusal rate [18] need to be integrated into the optimization process. In [17], Ma
and Demeulemeester combine the allocation of beds with the appointment of elective patients.
In order to integrate emergencies, they reserve a fixed capacity. The Patient-to-Bed Assignment
Problem on an operational level has been formalized in 2010 by Demeester et al. [8]. They use a
combination of a patient-bed-suitability rating, the number of inpatient transfers and the number
of mixed-gender-occupied rooms as the objective function and propose a hybrid tabu search
algorithm for this problem. Later, the problem is reformulated to patient-to-room assignment, as it
is generally assumed that all beds, located in the same room, are equal. Also more practical variants
and other exact and heuristic approaches for patient-to-room assignment have been published,
e.g., [6,7,16].

Vehicle routing problems are well-studied in discrete optimization [10]. In the context of patient
routing within the hospital, Hanne et al. [12] designed a computer-based planning system. Johnson
et al. [15] introduced a simulation tool, and Beaudry et al. [4] a two-phase heuristic to solve the
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dynamic problem. Schmid and Doerner [19] solved the combination of operating room scheduling
and transportation with a hybrid metaheuristic.

So far, we concentrated on the operational patient-to-room assignment. Hospital beds are
a special resource in a hospital. According to the number of beds the capacity of a hospital is
measured and, thereby, the size of wards and clinics are given by this number and the corresponding
budget on medical and nursing staff is determined by this number. Yet, the number of available
beds fluctuates due to capacity changes in the nursing staff, patient demands and special needs
of patients [11]. These fluctuations primarily affect the scheduling of elective patients and the
daily allocation of emergency patients to different wards and rooms. In the case of a mismatch of
available beds to admitted patients, a relocation of a bed or of a patient to a different clinic or
ward, or the rejection of elective patients is possible. However, such means should only be used in
extreme situations and not on a daily basis.

Contrary to all previously published work, we do not regard a weighted combination of the
patient-bed-suitability rating, the number of inpatient transfers and the number mixed-gender-
occupied rooms as the objective function. Choosing appropriate weights is very challenging and,
also, no procedure has yet been proposed to check afterward if good weights have been chosen.
Also, using a weighted combination prevents us from gaining better insights into how the different
objectives influence each other. For this reason we keep the three different aspects separated
and treat them as independent objective functions. We compare and develop exact and heuristic
approaches to solve the multi-objective patient-to-room assignment problem with a focus on
robust solutions.
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Introduction. A belief program [1], a member of GOLOG program family, is a type of proba-
bilistic program where test conditions inside the program refer to the agents subjective belief and
the agents effectors and sensing could be noisy. Due to the action-centered feature and subjective
feature, it is extremely suitable for high level robot control. An important step before deploying
such a program is to verify whether the program satisfies certain properties. There is related work
that focuses on the verification problem of programs where the agents knowledge is categorical and
sensing is accurate [2]. Also, efforts have been made to verify programs where tests refer directly
to the real world [3,4]. All of them rely to some degree on the hypothesis of full accessibility
to the world. Yet, such a hypothesis no longer holds in the context of a belief program, where
effectors and sensing could be noisy and the agents knowledge is quantitative belief.

Before considering verification, formal semantics of the belief program are required, more
concretely, one must design a probabilistic logic of belief that incorporates noisy sensors and
stochastic actions. Perhaps the most successful work in doing this is the BHL model which
combines probability theory and situation calculus [6]. This is the formalism adopted in the
semantics of belief programs in [1]. However, everything in BHLs model and its variant are
axiomized. Such axiomatic approaches would suffer when expressing temporal property.

For instance, temporal properties such as Eventually and Globally have to resort to second-order
logic and the fix-point calculus. Based on possible world semantics, a modal variant of BHL, i.e.
the logic DS, seems to be more suitable for our purpose by which the usual temporal operators G
and F can be defined smoothly. Nevertheless, the DS has its disadvantages as well. For example, it
lacks the expressiveness of specifying belief distribution and also it lacks the projection reasoning
mechanism. Projection reasoning is a mechanism with which one can infer whether a given
formula is entailed by an initial knowledge base. The task is accomplished by either translating
the initial knowledge base to a knowledge base about the future (progression) or translating the
formula about the future to another about the initial state (regression). Such a mechanism is the
foundation of verification.

My research begins with lifting the expressiveness of the Logic DS and investigating projection
therein. Afterwards, I will explore the verification of belief programs. So far, a variant formalism
of BHL has been proposed and we are investigating verifying belief programs. The following
section details the results achieved.
Reasoning about beliefs and beta-beliefs in an expressive probabilistic action logic. In this work,
we overcome the downsides of the logic DS by first introducing the notation rigidity to ensure
fixed interpretation on rigid terms. Among other things, this fixes the drawback of DS that truth of
belief formula might rely on the real world which is counter-intuitive. Additionally, such a fixed
interpretation enables us to express arbitrary mathematical probabilistic distribution as belief. In
terms of regression, we propose a regress operator that works on not only beliefs about the world
but also beliefs about beliefs, namely meta-beliefs. The paper arising from this work is under
review.
Reasoning about beliefs by progression. Progression in general is much more difficult than regres-
sion since, as proved by [7], progression might not be first-order definable. In this work, we show
that progression in the nullary fluent fragment of DS is first-order definable, roughly speaking,
this amounts to assuming the system only has finite random variables. Subsequently, based on the
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notion of progressed distribution, we provide a semantic account of progression. We are preparing
a submission for this work.
Verification of belief programs. In terms of verification, based on our improved logic, we provide a
semantics of a belief program, where specification of property can be expressed by a logic similar
to the probabilistic computational tree logic. As observed by [5], the decidability of GOLOG
program verification depends on the underlying logic, the program constructs and the domain
specifications. Roughly speaking, domain specifications are a set of axioms describing rules
the world obeys. Perhaps the dimension of domain specification is less well-known compared
to the others. We studied the decidability regarding domain specification. As it turns out, even
under very restricted domain specification setting, the problem is still undecidable. Therefore, we
restrict the properties needed to verify and investigate fragments where the verification problem
is decidable. This work is ongoing.
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In recent years, the study of probabilistic programs and methods to ensure their correctness has
been an active field of research. Probabilistic programs are classical programs that are enriched
with a notion of probabilistic choice. Such programs may then for instance branch on the outcome
of a coin flip or assign a value that is sampled according to a probability distribution to a program
variable.

One of the most important correctness properties of programs is their termination behaviour.
When compared to classical programs the termination behaviour of their probabilistic counterparts
is much more nuanced. One distinguishes between almost surely terminating (AST) programs,
i.e., programs that terminate with probability 1 and positively almost surely terminating (PAST)
programs that are characterised by the finiteness of their expected time to termination. In this
project, we focus on the development of algorithms and techniques for the automated computation
of (non-trivial) bounds on the expected time to termination. Such bounds can be interpreted
as a measure of the efficiency of the analysed programs. Moreover, a finite bound guarantees
the analysed program to satisfy PAST as well as AST (since PAST implies AST). Probabilistic
ranking functions, a variant of ranking functions adapted for probabilistic programs based on
the theory of ranking supermartingales1(RSM), present a natural way to obtain bounds on the
expected time to termination.

In recently published work2, we introduced the concept of expected sizes of program variables.
Moreover, we presented a novel modular approach for the computation of (upper) bounds on the
expected time to termination in a fully automated fashion by combining bounds on the expected
time to termination for parts of the program with bounds on the expected variable sizes.

In ongoing work we are looking at possible improvements to the expressiveness of probabilistic
ranking functions. While lexicographic variants already exist34, there is, to the best of our knowl-
edge, no equivalent of multiphase-linear ranking functions (MΦRFs)5. In the classical setting the
nested version of MΦRFs leads to linear bounds on a program’s runtime. If this does transfer to
the probabilistic setting it will be particularly useful due to the linearity of the expected value
operator.

For deterministic programs there are classes of non-trivial loops for which termination is known
to be decidable67. In further ongoing work we investigate whether similar classes, which would
allow the decidability of AST, exist in the case of probabilistic programs.

1L.M.F. Fioriti, Hermanns, H.: Probabilistic termination: Soundness, completeness, and compositionality. In: Proc. POPL 15.
pp. 489501 (2015)
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TACAS (2021).
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An optimization problem under adversarial uncertainty can be essentially formulated as a game
between a player and an adversary: The player partially constructs a feasible solution for a given
scenario, and then the adversary completes this to a full feasible solution. The goal of the player is
to optimize some objective function and the goal of the adversary is to make the player perform as
bad as possible. There are various types of adversarial problems. The PhD thesis of Berit Johannes
(2011)1 develops a machinery for deriving hardness results for large classes of the optimization
problems with adversarial uncertainty. The thesis only discusses the negative aspects (hardness
results) of the area.

The goals of my doctoral project are twofold: On the one hand, the project will derive new
negative results, perhaps by extending and generalizing the machinery of Johannes to other fami-
lies of optimization problems, such as problems in robust optimization. This should lead to new
families of hardness and completeness results for the first or the second level of the polynomial
hierarchy or for one of the intermediate complexity classes. On the other hand, the goal of the
project is to develop positive results for the considered optimization problems. Major emphasis
will be put on the investigation of crucial problem parameters, which will be done by applying the
tool kit of parameterized complexity. A further goal is the development of fast exact algorithms
with decent running times. Finally, the project will identify tractable special cases, for instance
by constraining the combinatorics of underlying graph structures, or by imposing additional
conditions on underlying cost matrices.

1B. Johannes, “New Classes of Complete Problems for the Second Level of the Polynomial Hierarchy,” Doctoral Thesis, TU
Berlin, 2011
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Introduction. Algorithms and tools for checking the satisfiability of quantifier-free first-order
logic formulas over different theories have many applications in e.g. verification, planning and
numerous other fields and enjoy increasing interest. The theory of non-linear real arithmetic
(also called real algebra), whose formulas are Boolean combinations of (in)equalities between
polynomial expressions evaluated over the real numbers, admits a high expressive power at the cost
of high computational costs for satisfiability checking. A subset of this theory, linear arithmetic,
where the polynomial expressions are all linear, can be solved more efficiently. In particular, these
theories are expressive enough for encoding complex properties about uncertainties. These could
be safety properties of systems with linear and non-linear behaviour such as neural networks, and
more generally non-linear probability distributions This project is about the general problem of
solving (non-)linear arithmetic rather than specific applications. For this, several algorithms are
developed and extended, which are implemented and evaluated in our SMT solver SMT-RAT [1,2]
which builds on top of our computer algebra library CArL.
Non-linear arithmetic. Although Tarski [3] proved in 1948 that non-linear arithmetic is decidable,
the cylindrical algebraic decomposition (CAD) method published in 1975 by Collins [4] was
the first complete decision procedure for its solution. Recently, several novel approaches have
been developed; namely the model-constructing satisfiability calculus (MCSAT) [5], the one-cell
construction method [6] and the cylindrical algebraic coverings method (CAlC) [7]. MCSAT
and the one-cell construction can be used in a symbiotic way to solve existential real-arithmetic
problems. This new approach is still based on the CAD idea, but instead of a full decomposition
it uses the CAD idea to generalize a non-satisfying sample point to a non-satisfying region. The
cylindrical algebraic covering methods generates a covering of unsatisfying regions using similar
ideas. We developed and implemented a more flexible variant of the original one-cell construction
algorithm. This work allows future improvements of both theoretical as well as heuristic nature.

Currently, a publication with a formal proof of the one-cell algorithm algorithm and its ex-
perimental evaluation is in progress. In the future, we will develop further improvements of this
method and will re-implement the cylindrical algebraic coverings to benefit from these ideas as
well.
Linear arithmetic. Linear arithmetic is of interest as it is not only a subset of non-linear arith-
metic but also (incomplete) reductions from non-linear arithmetic to linear arithmetic exist. Thus,
improving our linear arithmetic solver also benefits the non-linear solver.

The general Simplex algorithm [8] is the most common method for solving linear arithmetic
in SMT solving. Despite its exponential running time in worst case, it is efficient in practical
instances, heavily depending on chosen heuristics. We are working on improving our Simplex
implementation using state-of-the-art heuristics.

Furthermore, we are developing a novel approach that could be promising in the SMT solving
context based on the Fourier-Motzkin variable elimination [9] procedure. Extensions of this novel
method for learning combinatorial properties of the problem as well as deeper interleaving with
the Boolean structure of formulas are conceivable.

While working on these problems, we proved the extension of the Simplex method and others
for strict inequalities, which is currently under review. Although a proof already exists, we think
that our publication provides more insights into the nature of the problem.
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SMT-RAT and CArL. For several reasons, we maintain our own library for arithmetic operations.
We are currently evaluating our library against other libraries with regards to efficiency and
examine possible extensions or integrations of our library.
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We introduce a new type of covering, Solidarity Cover, and investigate the decision and
approximation problems which naturally follow. Various real-world scenarios require partitioning
a set into an ideally-high number of disjoint subsets such that each subset covers the entire set
according to a given metric and an ideally-low radius parameter. Examples include network
resources allocation 1 and facilities allocation 2. Another motivating scenario is sensing. Assume
a set of locations for which a certain data needs to be repeatedly measured by sensors in those
locations. Assume each sensor’s reading is a good estimation in a certain radius, r, and there is a
limitation on the frequency each sensor can be queried, fs. Finally assume there is a requirement
for an estimation of the data in each location in frequency fr > fs. A solidarity cover of the
set of sensors, in radius r and of size m = fr

fs
will allow having an estimation of the data in

all locations in the required frequency by alternating between querying each of the m covering
subsets.

Formally, let (S, d) be a metric space consisting of a finite set of points S = {s1, . . . , sn} and
a metric d : S × S → R+, and let Br(v) = {u ∈ S | d(u, v) ≤ r} denote the set of elements
in distance r ∈ R from element v ∈ S. Given parameters m ∈ [n], r ∈ R+, an m-solidarity-r
cover is a partition of S to m pairwise disjoint subsets S1, . . . , Sm, Si ⊆ S, i 6= j ⇒ Si ∩ Sj = ∅
such that ∀i ∈ [m]

⋃
v∈Si

Br(v) = S. The Solidarity Cover Problem (SCP) is to decide whether
there exists such a partition. The problem resembles the already-studied Domatic Number Prob-
lem (DNP) which is defined as follows: Given an undirected graph G = (V, E) and an inte-
ger 2 ≤ m ≤ |V | decide whether there exists a partition of V to pairwise disjoint subsets
S1, . . . , Sm, Si ⊆ V such that ∀i ∈ [m] ∀v ∈ V ∃w ∈ Si : {v, w} ∈ E.

Thus far, scenarios of the kind mentioned above were modeled as a DNP. Compared to the DNP
the SCP allows the metric space to be more specific than a graph and adds a radius parameter,
allowing to model the aforementioned scenarios more accurately. The new framework gives rise
to questions about complexity in Euclidean space, most specifically in Euclidean 2D, and about
approximability with regards to the radius. For the DNP, a tight (1 + o(1))ln(n) approximation
bound is known for general graphs 2. A specific and interesting setting of the DNP is unit disc
graphs which coincides with the definition of the SCP for Euclidean 2D space. In the context of
the DNP, a probabilistic constant-factor approximation algorithm was presented in 3, however, no
lower bound has been proven for that setting. To the best of our knowledge, the DNP for unit disc
graphs has not been even shown to be NP-hard.

Decision-wise, our research of the SCP consisted of proving NP-hardness in the Euclidean 2D
space setting, hence proving hardness also of the DNP for unit disc graphs. Approximation-wise we
examined partition-size approximability, radius approximability, and bi-creteria approximability.
For the partition-size, we showed a reduction from DNP to SCP in Euclidean space, implying in
that setting the same tight approximation bound known for the DNP. For the radius, we introduced
a 3-approximation algorithm as well as proving a 2-approximability lower bound in general

1Pemmaraju, Sriram V and Pirwani, Imran A, “Proceedings of the 7th ACM international symposium on Mobile ad hoc
networking and computing,” p. 143-154, 2006

2Feige, Uriel and Halldórsson, Magnús M and Kortsarz, Guy and Srinivasan, Aravind, “Approximating thedomatic number,”
SIAM Journal on computing, vol. 32(1), p. 172-195, 2002

3Pandit, Saurav and Pemmaraju, Sriram V and Varadarajan, Kasturi, “Approximation algorithms for domatic partitions of unit
disk graphs,” Approximation, Randomization, and Combinatorial Optimization. Algorithms and Techniques, p. 312-325, 2009
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metric space setting and a
√

2-approximability lower bound already in the Euclidean 2D space
setting. Finally, we introduced a bi-criteria approximation algorithm in the 2D setting, allowing to
compromise the optimality of the radius in return for a better approximation of the partition-size
and vice versa, enabling for example a 1

16 and 2 approximation factors for the partition-size and
radius respectively.
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The Tournament Isomorphism Problem

Tim Frederik Seppelt (seppelt@informatik.rwth-aachen.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Martin Grohe

Introduction. The Graph Isomorphism Problem (GI), i.e. the computational problem of deciding
whether two given graphs X and Y admit an isomorphism X↔Y , is of both theoretical and
practical relevance in Computer Science and many adjacent fields [7]. For example, in chemistry
it is desirable to determine whether two molecules encoded as graphs are structurally the same.
The main interest from a theoretical viewpoint stems from the fact that despite intensive research
efforts, the complexity of GI remains unknown. It is neither established that GI is NP-complete
nor that it is in P. The best known algorithm, developed by Babai [2], runs in quasi-polynomial
time in the number of vertices of the input graphs.

In order to resolve the complexity status of GI, restricted graph classes such as planar graphs
and graphs with excluded minors have been considered in the past [6,8]. In each of these cases,
researchers succeeded in showing that GI, when restricted to these classes, can be solved in
polynomial time.

While the aforementioned graph classes have been eliminated as barriers for a potential poly-
nomial time algorithm for GI, the class of tournaments persists in representing a bottleneck.
Tournaments are directed graphs whose underlying undirected graphs are complete. The best
known algorithm for the Tournament Isomorphism Problem (TI) from Babai and Luks [4].
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Faster Algorithms for TI. Although decades-long research efforts have produced a variety of tools
for variants of the GI, only a few methods tailored for the TI are known. TI fundamentally differs
from other variants of GI in the sense that the automorphism group of a tournament is soluble
which renders an efficient treatment of the occurring groups possible [9]. This in turn creates the
need for refined combinatorial techniques. Subsequently, possible approaches for resolving the
complexity status of TI are outlined.
Probabilistic Approaches. Probabilistic methods have been fruitfully used in the past in the context
of TI. This includes randomized algorithms and reductions [11] but also probabilistic arguments
used to derive structural insights into the involved combinatorial objects [1]. It is, therefore,
desirable to further develop such probabilistic techniques in order to deepen the understanding of
TI.
Exploiting Regularity. Whenever vertices of a graph can be distinguished, e.g. by their degrees,
divide-and conquer techniques can be applied efficiently. These strategies fail if the graphs con-
sidered are regular. Looking at arcs instead of vertices gives rise to more powerful notions such
as strong regularity. Especially in the realm of undirected graphs, the study of strongly regular
graphs has led to a deep structural insights [5] and advanced algorithms [3,12]. This raises the
question as to whether a structure theory for highly regular tournaments can be developed.
The WeisfeilerLeman Algorithm. The WeisfeilerLeman (WL) algorithm [13] is a ubiquitous tool
in the context of the Graph Isomorphism Problem. Its k-dimensional version colors k-tuples of
vertices according to their local structure. It is, hence, natural to identify levels of regularity with
monochromaticity with respect to WL in certain dimensions. For example, graphs are strongly
regular if and only if they are monochromatic with respect to 2-WL. Along these lines, the power
of WL deserves further scrutiny. In [10], we studied the expressiveness of WL from a spectral
perspective.
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Monotonicity in Parametric Markov Chains

Jip Spel (jip.spel@cs.rwth-aachen.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Joost-Pieter Katoen

In several kinds of systems probabilistic behaviour occurs. For instance unreliable or un-
predictable behaviour in computer networks can be seen as probabilistic behaviour. Also, in a
communication protocols, messages might not be received with a given probability, this yields a
probabilistic state change.

Research has been done on formal methods for the specification and verification of probabilistic
systems. Questions such as: “What is the probability that the file is transferred correctly if messages
are lost with a probability 0.05?” could be analyzed through formal methods. One way to describe
these probabilistic systems is through Markov chains. In a subset of these Markov chains all state
changes are probabilistic and in discrete time.

However, the probabilities of these state changes are not always known in advance. Therefore,
parametric Markov chains have been developed. They allow the use of parameters in the prob-
abilities. For instance, in a biochemical reaction network, the rates of reactions might not be
exactly known. In the past, they were then estimated. However, parametric Markov chains allow
the analysis of them more precisely. Also in the case of transferring a file, the probability that a
message is lost might not be known in advance. Instead of estimating this probability, we can now
— based on the parametric Markov chain and a requirement, for instance “the probability that
the file is transferred correctly should be at least 99%” — obtain parameter values for which the
requirement holds.
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I want to investigate the effect of changing these parameter values on the probability that a
requirement holds. In particular, parameters might have a monotone effect on the probability that
a given system state is reached. I want to find this monotonicity in parameters and exploit this
to improve the analysis on the behaviour of systems. During my Master’s thesis I began work
on this by providing a framework to determine monotonicity based on the probabilistic program
describing a system.

My first two publications focus on finding monotonicity in parametric Markov chains and
integrating this approach into existing techniques. The next goal is to extend the search for mono-
tonicity to Markov decision processes, and possibly also to other Markov models. Furthermore,
together with colleagues, I’m looking at other methods to improve the existing techniques.
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Programming and Verifying Uncertain Phenomena
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In recent years, programming languages have been enhanced with probabilistic constructs,
allowing programmers to write statements like “Flip a fair coin, if heads comes up then increment
variable x by 1” or “If two processes A and B are in the same state, then process B crashes
with probability 5%”. It is important to understand that this extra randomness does not present
a contradiction to the unambiguous nature of programming languages: Instead of yielding a
predetermined output like classical programs, a probabilistic program typically results in a pre-
determined probability distribution over possible outputs. The following are a few of the most
important use cases of probabilistic programs:
Randomized Algorithms are traditional algorithms extended with coin flips to increase perfor-
mance or enable realizability of certain computational tasks. The latter is especially the case for
computations distributed among several agents [1]. Such algorithms are meant to be actually
implemented and run on a physical machine, often using a pseudo-random number generator.
Probabilistic Model Checking aims at verifying behavioural properties of processes involving
randomness. The process under consideration is usually modelled by means of a probabilistic
program. The purpose of the program is not to be actually executed but describe the process of in-
terest in a precise mathematical manner. Application areas include verification of randomisedoften
distributed algorithms (internal randomness), systems making decisions in an uncertain environ-
ment (external randomness), biological processes and many more. A distinguishing feature of
model checking is that the program at hand is typically (but not always) finite-state. This enables
exact algorithmic solvability (decidability) of almost all properties of interest by constructing
a finite low-level model of the process such as a continuous- or discrete-time Markov chain, a
Markov Decision Process, a stochastic game and others. See [2] for an overview of the field.
Probabilistic Programming (e.g. [3]) is a relatively new paradigm that aims to automate statistical
inference. Similar to model checking, programs of the corresponding languages are not meant to
be run directly but rather to describe a process in which unknown events may occur. The purpose
of a Probabilistic Programming System is to automatically infer the likelihood of those events
given observations about the outcome (or intermediate stages) of the process. It can, thus, be
seen as an automated approach to Bayesian statistics, and it generalizes traditional graphical
models such as Bayesian networks. Languages for Probabilistic Programming typically support
continuous probability distributions and have additional primitives for observations. In general,
inference can only be done approximately, using sampling based approaches.
Clearly, the three directions are closely related. Moreover, program verification is key in all of
them: While this is obvious for Randomised Algorithms and Probabilistic Model Checking, it
turns out that verification and inference mostly coincide in the case of Probabilistic Programming.
The aim of my research is twofold:

A. To help foster a common theoretical basis for the three areas: More specifically I am
interested in the development of new verification logics in the spirit of classical Hoare logic
and weakest precondition transformers [4,5] to facilitate and systemize the verification tasks
mentioned above. This is closely related to program semanticsmathematical definitions of
the meaning of a programas different approaches to semantics lead to different verification
rules.
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B. Contributions to the ample field of Probabilistic Model Checking, more concretely:

1. Stochastic games. Such games arise from controlled stochastic processes, additionally
faced with unquantifiable uncertain external events, i. e., events whose occurrence
cannot be described be means of probabilities, e.g. because relevant statistical data
is unavailable. I plan to investigate the two-player turn-based variant of such games
under non-standard multi-objectives [6].

2. Recursive stochastic processes. These are naturally described by imperative prob-
abilistic languages allowing (mutually) recursive function calls. I plan to work on
Model Checking finite-state versions of such programs [7]. Applications include
self-reproducing stochastic processes.

3. Program rewriting. Another direction I intend to pursue is to rewrite probabilistic
programs prior to Model Checking with the aim of simplifying the latter task, in
particular by decreasing the size of the resulting finite-state model.
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Probabilistic Operating Concepts for Highly Automated and
Autonomous Rail Vehicles in Rural Areas
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Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Nils Nießen

Introduction. Mobility is an important component of various human activities, ensuring the
access of citizens to exercise their social rights and the capacity to partake in productive activities.
In an urban environment, with higher population densities and levels of economic activity, mobility
drives economic development and contributes to social equity.

In large parts of Europe, it can be observed that the population is drawn to metropolitan areas.
As a result, the population in the rural areas declines which in turn leads to a closure of several
rural railway lines as regular services became unprofitable.

Current technology, i.e., highly automated vehicles, modern communication technology as
well as intelligent vehicles aware of their environment, and flexible transportation concepts such
as Demand-Responsive Transport can help to overcome current challenges and enable rural local
rail transport again. Therefore, an on-demand rail service with small highly automated vehicles is
proposed and its feasibility is researched.
Mathematical Programming Approach. A mixed-integer program is derived from existing ap-
proaches to formulate general scheduling tasks and Dial-a-Ride problems. Modelling railway
operations carries several pitfalls, e.g., the inclusion of technical minimum headway times which
are especially relevant on single-track sections. The modelling suffers greatly from its large
number of interdependent constraints and variables. Although approaches for drastically reducing
the number of constraints were implemented, the problem can only be solved for small instances
due to the strongly increasing number of variables and constraints.
Simulation Approach. Another possible means to investigate the feasibility and behaviour of such
an on-demand railway service is simulation. All passenger requests are gathered centrally and
then the vehicles act on these requests according to some strategy profile, e.g., the closest vehicle
in terms of distance serves the request, if possible. Several such strategies will be simulated,
compared and ideally the gap to an optimal behaviour can be investigated.
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CompCancer is a PhD programme (DFG funded research training group) that focusses on com-
putational aspects of cancer research. Contemporary cancer research generates enormous data
sets characterising tumours at unprecedented molecular details. To integrate and interpret these
new layers of data, computational methods are becoming central to cancer research. Increasingly,
computational methods are also required for clinical oncology, as more and more patients are
receiving therapies based on integrated molecular profiles.

The overarching research theme of the RTG is the application and development of novel
computational and bioinformatics approaches to study development, diagnosis, and treatment of
tumors. Within this broad field, the RTG focuses on three specific biomedical research areas that
are closely aligned with the research interests of its PIs:

• (A1) personalized and advanced drug therapies

• (A2) tumor heterogeneity

• (A3) therapy resistance.
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We intentionally do not restrict our research to a specific tumor entity for two reasons. First, we
want to explicitly include projects on pan-cancer analysis, and address tumor-type overarching
themes. Second, the computational methods we will study are typically not restricted to one
specific tumor type. We believe that it is essential that future computational cancer researchers
can apply their methods broadly, which requires them to learn about differences and similarities
of various tumor entities. To approach the different research questions within the research areas,
PhD students of the RTG will develop and evaluate novel algorithms, systems and technologies
based on one of the following basic types of computational methods:

• (M1) methods for single-cell analysis

• (M2) mathematical modeling

• (M3) integrative multi-omics analysis

• (M4) IT systems for translational research.
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Radiotherapy is a main treatment strategy for head and neck cancer, and radioresistance of
tumors remains a major problem as it is not well understood.

To get a better understanding of how therapy resistance emerges through differential signalling
activity, we performed time-course mass cytometry (CyTOF) analyses of irradiated (6 Gy) and non-
irradiated head-and-neck squamous carcinoma (HNSCC) cells. To examine potential differences
in signaling dynamics that could explain the divergent responses to irradiation, we investigated
the heterogeneous Cal33 cell line (parental), and two genetic subclones of Cal33 that revealed
opposing responses to radiation (radiosensitive and a radioresistant subclone).

Cell cycle classification based on IdU, pH3, Geminin, and Cyclin B1 indicated a delay in
cell cycle progression after irradiation, mainly characterized by an accumulation of cells in S-
phase and G2-phase, 8 hours and 12 hours after irradiation, respectively. However, the cell cycle
dynamics were largely comparable for the three cell lines studied, suggesting that their differential
radiation sensitivity is not explicitly linked to distinct cell-cycle dynamics. Interestingly, we
observed differential dynamics of p-p53 [S15] phosphorylation as characterised by: 1) a first
pulse 12h after irradiation in the parental Cal33 and the radio-resistant subclone in cells with high
p-H2AX [S139] signal, and 2) a second pulse 48h after irradiation, which was stronger in the
radio-sensitive subclone. The cells exhibiting this second p-p53 pulse at 48h showed intermediate
levels of phosphorylated p-H2AX [S139], suggesting that these cells did not completely repair
the radiation-induced DNA damage by that time. Additionally, these cells showed high levels of
p-ERK1/2 [T202/Y204]. We observed that following the 48h pulse in p-p53 and p-ERK1/2, the
levels of cleaved Caspase-3 and pNF-κB[S536] increased in the radio-sensitive subclone.

Altogether, these results allow us to hypothesize that the 12h p-p53 pulse induces DNA repair
in the resistant subclone, while the second 48h p-p53 pulse accompanied by a pERK1/2 pulse
occurring in cells with residual DNA damage leads to Caspase-3-mediated cell death in the
sensitive subclone. In order to evaluate this, we will perform single-cell time-course perturbation
experiment with pharmacological inhibition of Chk1 and/or MEK.

With this, well be able to further dissect the underlying mechanisms of radiation resistance and
find therapeutic vulnerabilities that will allow target radiosensitization of the resistant subclone.
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Enhancer hijacking events in cancer
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Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Martin Vingron, Dr. Stefan Haas

Many genome studies1 have revealed that a large number of structural variations (SV) occur
in cancer, not only in the coding part of the genome but also in the noncoding parts, especially
in regulatory regions. A structural variation can disrupt the regular transcription network by
introducing or deleting a new regulatory element. Enhancer hijacking is a phenomenon where an
enhancer, a key gene regulatory element, is relocated nearby to a novel target gene through an
SV, thus causing the target gene to under/over-express. Recently studies have shown the effect
of enhancer hijacking events in various cancer types2 and the oncogenic effect of variation on
enhancers3. This research is on developing a pipeline that can systematically prioritize structural
variations that are disrupting the regulatory network of enhancers such as enhancer hijacking
events in cancer. Because enhancers are tissue-specific, it is challenging to define and assign
them to their target genes, even in a healthy genome. We use CRUP4 enhancer prediction tool for
106 cell-type and tissues which enable us to define the genomic coordinates of enhancers in a
tissue-specific manner. To verify the tissue label for each enhancer, tissue labels are compared
with the closest target gene biological functionality and with locations of tissue-specific gene
expressions data. Other than tissue labels enhancers are also inferred with their evolutionary
conservation score across vertebrates, their topologically associated domains (TADs), and being
part of a cluster i.e. enhancer-rich regions. Inferred enhancers are overlapped with newly merged
two previously distal regions due to an SV to find characteristically differential enhancers on each
side of the merging. We have in-house small-cell lung cancer (SCLC) split-reads indicating SVs
from 110 patients5 as a test case for our pipeline. The evaluation of the prioritizing pipeline is
through retrieving known noncoding genomic alterations associated with SCLC subtypes as top
rankings. We also apply the pipeline to a comprehensive collected set of SVs for different cancer
types from COSMIC6 to investigate ranking under different cancer types.

1Li, Y. et al., “Patterns of somatic structural variation in human cancer genomes.”, Nature, 2020
2Haller F. et al., “Enhancer hijacking activates oncogenic transcription factor NR4A3 in acinic cell carcinomas of the salivary

glands”, Nature Communications, 2019
3Li, GH. et al., “Super-enhancers: a new frontier for epigenetic modifiers in cancer chemoresistance”, J Exp Clin Cancer Res,

2021
4Ramisch, A. et al., “CRUP: a comprehensive framework to predict condition-specific regulatory units”, Genome Biology, 2019
5George, J. et al, “Comprehensive genomic profiles of small cell lung cancer”, Nature, 2015
6Tate, J.G. et al., “COSMIC: the Catalogue Of Somatic Mutations In Cancer”, Nucleic Acids Research, 2019
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Linking transcriptomic and genomic tumour heterogeneity in
neuroblastoma
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Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Roland Schwarz

Intratumour heterogeneity (ITH) poses a challenge when investigating tumour development
and patient outcome. One possible driver for ITH is extrachromosomal DNA (ecDNA), which
describes small circular DNA elements harbouring oncogenic amplifications. The consequences
of ecDNA presence in various cancer types have been intensely studied and it has been shown that
oncogene amplification on ecDNA is associated with poor prognosis. Nonetheless, the phenotypic
effects of ecDNA copy number heterogeneity within a tumour on the single-cell level have not
been thoroughly investigated.

My project aims to determine the extent of ecDNA copy number heterogeneity and investigate
how ecDNA shapes cellular and patient phenotypes by analysing single-cell DNA-Seq and RNA-
Seq data from the same cells in neuroblastoma cell lines and patients. Neuroblastoma is a paediatric
cancer frequently harbouring an amplification of the MYCN oncogene on ecDNA. Here I propose
an approach to accurately call ecDNA copy number by using existing single-cell copy number
callers and adapting copy number profiles to account for the unique ecDNA amplicon structure of
different samples.

Initial results show substantial heterogeneity of ecDNA across cells and a positive correlation
of ecDNA copy number and gene expression levels for genes present on ecDNA. I compared
high and low MYCN expressing cells and uncovered diverse transcriptomic profiles that affect
MYCN target gene expression. Unsupervised gene set enrichment analysis of biological processes
uncover a variety of enriched terms including increased ribosome biogenesis activity in cells with
high MYCN expression.

Future analyses will focus on further characterising ecDNA-mediated phenotypes by investigat-
ing distinct profiles as well as gradual differences within a tumour cell population.
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Population Dynamics of Tumoural Cell Populations
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I apply methods from dynamical systems and single-cell data analysis to the field of cancer
biology. In particular, I have derived a mathematical model of the intestinal epithelium to identify
the conditions required for the loss of feedback control preceding the emergence of a cancerous
lesion1. To validate some of the model predictions, I next examined single-cell transcriptomic
datasets taken from healthy and cancerous patient-derived colon organoids, as well as fresh frozen
tissue samples 2. Finally, I extended a literature model of a cancer stem cell driven tumour to
study the problem of limiting tumoural growth. I showed that cellular dedifferentiation enhances
tumour growth and limits the success of potential treatment avenues; however, the model also
predicts specific synergistic treatment combinations which can be expected to show superadditive
joint effects 3.

1Fischer, Herzel and Blüthgen, “Mathematical modelling identifies conditions for maintaining and escaping feedback control in
the intestinal epithelium”, Scientific Reports, vol. 12, 5569, 2021.

2Fischer, Lüthen, Sers, Morkel, Blüthgen, “Unbiased characterisation of the transcriptomic heterogeneity of healthy and cancerous
colon epithelium at single-cell resolution”, Manuscript in preparation.

3Fischer and Blüthgen, “On tumoural growth and treatment under cellular dedifferentiation”, Manuscript in preparation.
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With the rapid growth of biomedical literature it is becoming increasingly difficult to obtain
comprehensive information on any entity, such as a specific gene or drug, by only reading.
Systematizing and making this information accessible is crucial to biomedical research, however
manual curation of scientific publications is costly and often prohibitively time-consuming. As
an alternative, information extraction can help to automatically identify new findings at scale.
A critical step of this process is the recognition of relevant entities and their linking (a.k.a.
normalization) to an ontology, e.g. identifying "motrin" and "ibuprofen" as being the same concept.
For entity recognition there exist models that can be directly applied and readily trained for new
entities1. This is not the case for normalization, where there exist a plethora of enity-specific tools.
While recent studies have investigated the employment of transformers-based language models2

which would offer a unified framework for the task, all approaches focus exclusively on diseases
and chemicals. In this PhD project we will work on developing easily-adaptable methods for
biomedical entity linking, expanding to all commonly used entities. Since the available training
data in this domain is scarce and the importance of large-scale pre-training is central for the
success of these models3 we will explore semi- and weakly-supervised training strategies.

1Weber, L., Sänger, M., Münchmeyer, J., Habibi, M., Leser, U., Akbik, A. (2021). HunFlair: an easy-to-use tool for state-of-the-art
biomedical named entity recognition. Bioinformatics, 37(17), 2792-2794.

2Sung, M., Jeon, H., Lee, J., Kang, J. (2020, July). Biomedical Entity Representations with Synonym Marginalization. In
Proceedings of the 58th Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics (pp. 3641-3650).

3Zhang, S., Cheng, H., Vashishth, S., Wong, C., Xiao, J., Liu, X., Poon, H. (2021). Knowledge-Rich Self-Supervised Entity
Linking. arXiv preprint arXiv:2112.07887.
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GRK 2424 Mădălina Giurgiu

Extrachromosomal circular DNA structure heterogeneity in
neuroblastoma

Mădălina Giurgiu (Madalina.Giurgiu@charite.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. med. Anton Henssen, Prof. Dr. Knut Reinert

Extrachromosomal circular DNA (ecDNA) formation is hypothesized to be a series of deletion and
recombination events, called the ’Episome model’. Reshuffling and religation of these genomic
segments generates a large diversity of ecDNA structures, contributing to oncogenic remodelling,
resulting in complex genomic rearrangements or hijacked enhancers. Oncogenes are often ampli-
fied on ecDNA or densely packed in homogeneously staining regions (HSR). These new structures
promote tumorigenesis as they facilitate an elevated oncogene expression.

In particular for high-risk neuroblastoma patients, MYCN amplification is the strongest pre-
dictor for poor prognosis. The high ecDNA copy number and diverse structure seem to drive
heterogeneous outcome in patients. Yet, it is poorly understood why the response to treatment is
so variable for MYCN amplified tumours.

To address this issue, we plan to investigate how ecDNA (1) intra-tumour structure variation
and (2) reintegration relates to therapy resistance by developing novel methods. To study ecDNA
diversity at a high resolution the full sequence is required. In this work we will develop methods to
reconstruct full-length ecDNA and detect putative reintegrated ecDNA. To facilitate the study of
ecDNA structure diversity and reintegration, a high-risk MYCN amplified cohort of ten samples,
including diagnosis and post-treatment timepoints, was sequenced with long-read nanopore
technology.
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GRK 2424 Viola Hollek

Impact of drugs and oncogenic mutations on signalling and phenotypes
in intestinal epithelium

Viola Hollek (viola.hollek@charite.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Nils Blüthgen

Colorectal cancer is the third most common type of cancer and leads to the second highest
cause of cancer mortality worldwide. Oncogenic mutations activating signalling pathways such
as Wnt/β-catenin and MAPK signalling are commonly found in this type of cancer, leading to its
initiation and progression via different routes. It is well-known that these genetic alterations can
perturb intestinal homeostasis and thereby drive cancer development, heterogeneity and therapy
resistance. However, a thorough understanding of the behaviour of the individual genotypes and
their impact on the emergence of different phenotypes is currently still lacking.12

Therefore, this project is intended to advance our understanding of different clones in colorectal
cancer to improve therapeutic outcomes for patients. In order to do that, I will use patient-derived
organoids to study the impact of various genetically introduced alterations of tumour suppressor
and proto-oncogenes in this type of cancer.3 More specifically, I will analyse changes in signalling
networks and their impact on cell fate decisions and tumour heterogeneity induced by these genetic
alterations. Additionally, I will treat the different clones with various inhibitors to identify their
susceptibilities to certain therapy options.

Since several studies have shown that transcript levels alone are not sufficient to infer protein
abundance and post-translational modifications, which are of great importance for the manifesta-
tion of a phenotype, I will focus on the analysis of the (phospho-)proteome on the single-cell level,
by mass cytometry for instance.45 The resulting findings will then be utilised to find meaningful
signatures that might have the potential to become clinically relevant for tumour characterisation
and, as a result, benefit patients with more personalised treatment options. These signatures will
then be applied and evaluated on clinical samples of colorectal cancer patients. In addition, the
findings will be subject to further mechanistic studies to gain greater insight into the underlying
processes and advance our understanding of genotype-phenotype relationships as well as inter-
and intra-clonal interactions.

1Fearon, “Molecular Genetics of Colorectal Cancer”, Annu. Rev. Pathol. Mech. Dis. 6, 479507 (2011)
2Woolston et al., “Genomic and Transcriptomic Determinants of Therapy Resistance and Immune Landscape Evolution during

Anti-EGFR Treatment in Colorectal Cancer”, Cancer Cell 36, 35-50.e9 (2019)
3Clevers, “Modeling Development and Disease with Organoids”, Cell 165, 15861597 (2016)
4Saba et al., “Translational control of stem cell function”, Nat. Rev. Mol. Cell Biol. 22, 671690 (2021)
5Spitzer et al., “Mass Cytometry: Single Cells, Many Features”, Cell 165, 780791 (2016)
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GRK 2424 Josef Lorenz Rumberger

Panoptic Segmentation in gigapixel 2D microscopy images

Josef Lorenz Rumberger (joseflorenz.rumberger@mdc-berlin.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Dagmar Kainmueller

The gold-standard for subtyping tumors and stratifying patients is the assessment of hematoxilin
and eosin stained (HE) tissue specimens by expert pathologists. Assessment is done by discerning
morphology and distribution of macro-structures such as cancerous regions, stroma and necrosis.
Then pathologists zoom in and analyze the morphology and orientation of individual nuclei, the
topology of fine-grained tissue structures and the immune infiltration of the tumor. In recent years,
this has been complemented by highly multiplexed imaging modalities that spatially quantify
marker expression profiles of single cells, thereby showing the spatial abundance of certain cell
types. It has been shown that the co-localization patterns of these cell types have a high impact
on tumor progression, therapy response and patient survival. Unfortunately, these multiplexed
methods are currently not widespread available and thus not used in daily clinical practice.
Therefore, our aim is to bridge the gap by transferring knowledge generated on highly multiplexed
to HE stained images by transferring cell-types and their spatial abundance from one modality to
the other via cell segmentation and classification. For this, we use Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) to do panoptic segmentation on gigapixel 2D HE whole-slide images.

Since current hardware is incapable of predicting segmentation maps for gigapixel images all
at once, predictions are done in a tile-and-stitch fashion. Unfortunately, this leads to segmentation
inconsistencies at the tile boundaries. We show analytically and empirically how to configure
CNNs to avoid boundary inconsistencies in tile-and-stitch inference once and for all 1.

In panoptic segmentation it is notoriously difficult to correctly predict rare classes in the face
of high class imbalance in the training data which is typical for cell types in tumor tissues. We
developed a general solution by combining sampling methods and loss weighting in order to
correctly predict rare as well as abundant cell types and won the 2nd place at the CoNIC: Colon
Nuclei Identification and Counting Challenge 2

1Josef Lorenz Rumberger and Xiaoyan Yu and Peter Hirsch and Melanie Dohmen and Vanessa Emanuela Guarino and Ashkan
Mokarian and Lisa Mais and Jan Funke and Dagmar Kainmueller, “How Shift Equivariance Impacts Metric Learning for
Instance Segmentation,” Proceedings of the IEEE/CVF International Conference on Computer Vision, p. 7128–7136, 2021

2Josef Lorenz Rumberger and Elias Baumann and Peter Hirsch and Andrew Janowczyk and Inti Zlobec and Dagmar Kainmueller,
“Panoptic segmentation with highly imbalanced semantic labels” Proceedings of the IEEE International Symposium on
Biomedical Imaging, 2022
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GRK 2424 David Steinbrecht

Modelling the influence of signalling on transcript dynamics

David Steinbrecht (david.steinbrecht@charite.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Nils Blüthgen

Eukaryotic cells are able to respond to environmental stimuli via complex gene regulatory networks.
Activation of cellular signalling networks influences a cell’s transcriptional output which is closely
linked to its biological function and state. Mutations affecting signalling pathways are associated
with the pathogenesis and progression of different cancer types.

Despite high-throughput sequencing enabling assessment of steady-state gene expression
levels, the intracellular dynamics of RNA transcription, localisation and processing remain poorly
characterised.

On the basis of time-resolved RNA sequencing data I try to gain insight into the kinetics of
fundamental processes that control gene expression. One of my projects focuses on quantifying
the processing rates of RNA between different subcellular compartments. Combining standard
sequencing methods with metabolic labelling and fractionation we obtain transcriptome-wide
RNA export rates in mouse embryonic stem cells. By characterising these kinetic rates we hope
to find links between RNA dynamics and function of genes.

Another approach investigates how the duration and frequency of signalling pulses influence
the transcriptional output. Inducing an optogenetic receptor in human breast epithelial cells we are
able to activate the mitogen-activated protein kinase pathway in a controlled manner by stimulation
with blue light. Based on the dynamical changes in gene expression levels we try to identify gene
modules with specific functions or properties.

My aim is to provide values of key parameters in gene regulatory systems that others can rely
on and use in higher-level cancer research e.g. regarding the effect of chronic signals induced by
oncogenes on transcriptional programmes in cancerous cells.
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GRK 2424 Tom Kaufmann

Copy-number signatures of cancer evolution

Tom Kaufmann (tom.kaufmann@mdc-berlin.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Roland Schwarz and Prof. Dr. Klaus-Robert Müller

Cancer genomes are shaped by the accumulation of diverse mutational processes. Somatic
copy number alterations (SCNA) include large-scale events, such as chromosome arm-level gains
and losses as well as focal amplifications and deletions and play a key role in the evolutionary
processes that shape cancer genomes. SCNAs often appear together with whole genome doubling
(WGD) which generates near-tetraploid cells and is associated with poor patient outcome.

In the case of small-scale events such as point mutations or small indels, there exists a list of
established mutational signatures that can be linked to distinct exogenous or endogenous exposures
such as tobacco exposure1. Despite previous efforts23, accurate and meaningful copy-number
signatures are still elusive.

The biggest obstacle in creating copy-number signatures is that, in contrast to point mutations,
the copy-number state does not necessarily reflect the mutations that lead to it. This becomes
especially apparent in the presence of WGDs, as a copy-number of 3 can be obtained by a single
gain from the diploid genome or a WGD combined with a subsequent loss.

To overcome this barrier we explicitely model copy-number events using our recently published
tool MEDICC24 which - using a parsimony approach - can infer the copy-number events leading
to the observed copy-number state of a given sample. By utilizing structural-variant data and the
timing of point mutations we can furthermore lift the parsimony restriction and infer accurate
copy-number events. From these copy-number events we can infer copy-number signatures that
reflect the underlying mutational processes. The analysis is benchmarked using an independent
simulation of mutational processes and subsequently applied to 2,778 single sample tumours
from the Pancancer analysis of whole genomes (PCAWG) to infer copy-number signatures.

1Alexandrov et al., “The repertoire of mutational signatures in human cancer”, Nature, vol. 578, 2020
2Macintyre et al., “Copy number signatures and mutational processes in ovarian carcinoma”, Nature Genetics, vol. 50, p.1262-

1270, 2018
3Steele et al., “Undifferentiated Sarcomas Develop through Distinct Evolutionary Pathways”, Cancer Cell, vol. 35, p.441-456.e8,

2019
4Kaufmann et al., “MEDICC2: whole-genome doubling aware copy-number phylogenies for cancer evolution”, bioRxiv, 2021
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GRK 2424 Iliana Karina Tristán Moreno

Data integration focused on BRAFV600E mutation in colorectal cancer
patients

Iliana Karina Tristán Moreno (karina.tristan@charite.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Christine Sers

Colorectal Cancer is a highly heterogeneous disease not only on outcomes and treatment
responses but also on the molecular level. Gene expression is widely studied with the main aim
to understand better its behaviour and predict future progression and survival rates. Guinney,
et.al. have done an attempt of a consensus classification as molecular subtypes. 1. Although this
has been done, a deeper understanding at a transcriptomic level needs to be done specifically on
those cancers with the most common mutations such as BRAF and KRAS. BRAF mutations are
reported in 10% of the patients2. Thus the number of patients that can be collected from a single
dataset is narrowed, using different datasets is a must to gather a significant number of samples.
Data integration is one problem that needs to be addressed while using datasets from different
groups as they can be done by different methods.

Signatures for colorectal cancer are established by research groups focusing on a certain
pathway, process or taking the overall look at the patients/samples they have gathered therefore
this signatures are substantially and not specific for BRAF. The two main goals for this project
which will be mainly carried out in R are the establishment of a cohort of consistent signatures
aimed for the analysis of BRAFmut cancers and the collection along with data integration of
datasets.

1Guinney J, Dienstmann R, Wang X, et.al., “The consensus molecular subtypes of colorectal cancer”, Nature Medicine, vol. 11,
2015

2Morkel M, Riemer P, Bläker H, Sers C, “Similar but different: distinct roles for KRAS and BRAF oncogenes in colorectal
cancer development and therapy resistance”, Oncotarget, vol. 6, 2015
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GRK 2424 Eleonora Usatikova

Modeling the circadian control of EGFR signaling

Eleonora Usatikova (eleonora.usatikova@charite.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Hanspeter Herzel

In animals, most cells contain an internal time-keeping system, called circadian clock, and
receive various rhythmic inputs. Together, they drive the daily rhythmicity in many cellular
processes, including metabolism, proliferation, and cell signaling. In the recent years, circadian
rhythmicity in the activation of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) has been reported,
which is a signaling pathway frequently altered in cancer and targeted by anti-cancer therapy.
In the field of circadian rhythms, time series transcriptomics data is commonly used to infer
rhythmicity of signaling pathway activation. A common approach is to evaluate if the pathway
components are overrepresented among the rhythmic transcripts and their phases cluster together.

However, it has been shown, that the expression of pathway components does not necessarily
correlate with pathway activity, since the latter is largely regulated posttranslationally. In the first
project, we designed an alternative approach a pipeline to score pathway activities with a gene
expression signature-based approach (PROGENy software) and then evaluate if there is evidence
for rhythmic activation of a pathway in transcriptomics time series datasets. We then used this
pipeline to access the evidence for circadian rhythmicity in the EGFR signaling in mouse liver.

In the future projects, we want to further explore the oscillations in EGFR signaling, as well as
the previously reported crosstalk between glucocorticoid receptor (GR) and EGFR. This system
exhibits multiple feedback loops and rhythmic inputs, and thus mathematical modeling might help
to understand its dynamics. This, in turn, could lead to identification of new promising treatment
algorithms. Importantly, in the current EGFR targeted therapy approaches the circadian dynamics
of EGFR signaling is not yet considered. Moreover, since chemotherapy is often administered in
combination with glucocorticoids to combat side effects, the model of GR-EGFR crosstalk could
also be useful for the optimization of glucocorticoids delivery in such cancer patients.
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GRK 2424 Jennifer Wiederspahn

Modeling the tumor microenvironment in patient-derived organoid
culture

Jennifer Wiederspahn (jennifer.wiederspahn@charite.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Nils Blüthgen

Patient-derived organoids are a model of choice to elucidate inter- and intratumoral heterogeneity
to combat therapy resistance. However, their utility is limited by heterologous and poorly-defined
extracellular matrices and lack of proper tumor microenvironment, thus failing to model the tumor
in its complexity.

Here, we present an approach to identify relevant paracrine interactions between stromal and
tumor cells in colorectal cancer. Single cell-RNAseq data of 12 patients were analyzed for ligand-
receptor pairs enabling stroma-to-tumor signaling. Physiological relevance was tested by adding
stroma-derived ligands to the organoid culture, followed by mass cytometry and scRNAseq analysis.
We also aimed to model extracellular matrix composition in colorectal cancer by supplementing
the laminin/collagen IV rich environment with other known matrix proteins such as collagen I to
identify the impact of a changing substrate on cell plasticity.

We identified paracrine factors and signals affecting proliferation, differentiation, and devel-
opmental trajectories of patient-derived organoids in vitro. We hypothesize that environmental
factors may limit the phenotypic space in which organoid cells differentiate, disabling the study
of more invasive behaviors in vitro. We show that extracellular matrix parameters have a strong
impact on cell plasticity and highlight the importance of adjusting and expanding organoid in
vitro culture models.

Our data provide guidelines to improve existing tumor organoid models and provide a feasible
approach to address common limitations in organoid culture. Based on our findings, we currently
identify factors that can interfere with drug efficacy and potentially favor clinically relevant therapy
resistance mechanisms.
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GRK 2424 Robin Xu

Comprehensive characterisation of mutational processes on
extrachromosomal circular DNAs

Robin Xu (robin.xu@charite.de)
Supervisor: PD Dr. med. Anton G. Henssen

The development of aggressive and resistance lesions after induction chemotherapy remains
one of the leading challenges in cancer biology and is believed to be a consequence of genetically
heterogenous clonal subpopulations within a tumour. One Mechanisms by which tumors drive
and maintain intratumoural heterogeneity is the extrachromosomal amplification of oncogenes as
extrachromosomal circular DNAs (ecDNA). EcDNAs are up to megabases long circularized DNA
fragments. Because they are lacking centromeres, they segregate unequally and can accumulate
in high copy numbers in subsequent daughter cells, providing subclones with a competitive
advantage in changing environments adhering darwinian dynamics. Compared to noncircular
amplification, oncogenes encoded on ecDNA show an increased number of gene transcripts and
are associated with a poor clinical outcome. However, little is known about the implications of
mutational processes on ecDNA for tumour evolution and progress. High genetic intratumoural
heterogeneity increases the chance for tumour clones with certain mutations to further thrive
under selective pressure. Therefore, we hypothesize, that mutational processes on ecDNA differ
from those on linear DNA and may resemble a driving force in tumours harbouring ecDNAs.

We have adapted a method to specifically enrich for and sequence high molecular weight
circularized DNA in single cancer cells. Preliminary data suggests different ecDNA species within
and between single cells. Therefore, we hypothesize that ecDNA species with different mutations
can occur mosaic-like within a cell, a characteristic also termed heteroplasmy. Because basic
assumptions, such as diploidy, do not apply anymore, high levels of heteroplasmy are challenging
for established bioinformatical variant calling models. Therefore, we aim to develop a method
for sensitive detection of single base substitution variants on circular DNAs. We will then use
this information to evaluate whether ecDNA variant calls can be utilised for single cell lineage
tracing applications, as shown before for mitochondrial DNA. We will de novo extract mutational
signatures characteristic to ecDNAs to identify their underlying processes in comparison to linear
DNA. Here, we aim to present a comprehensive characterisation of mutational processes on
ecDNA and its impact on tumour evolution.
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GRK 2428: ConVeY — Continuous Verification of
Cyber-Physical Systems

Prof. Dr. Helmut Seidl
Email: seidl@in.tum.de

TU München and Ludwig Maximilian Universität München
Internet: https://convey.in.tum.de/

Networks, computers, sensors, and actuators are being increasingly integrated into cyber-
physical systems, i.e., software systems that interact with the physical world and must cope with
its continuous behavior. An increasing number of cyber-physical systems operate in safety-critical
domains, e.g., autonomous vehicles, robotic surgery, traffic control, human-robot collaboration,
and smart grids. For this reason, their design and deployment should ideally be accompanied by a
formal check of correct behavior. A fundamental challenge in the verification of cyber-physical
systems is the fact that they are subject to change. The physical environment changes continuously,
at runtime, and in ways that cannot be completely foreseen at the design stage. At the same
time, the requirements may change. Sought-after aspects include more functionality, lower power
consumption, or faster response. In many cases, the system should be migrated to a different
hardware platform. To face this multi-level continuous change, we propose to

• develop verification and synthesis technology for robust system design, i.e., for the design
of systems that maintain correct behavior under change

• develop verification and synthesis technology able to cope with frequent or even continuous
change in the specification and the environment.

Areas of Research

Robust System Design. We will develop techniques to guarantee correct behavior under
changes in plant parameters, under certain classes of perturbations including sensor mea-
surement errors, and under uncertainties introduced by the implementation platform. In
particular, we will investigate the design of controllers that are robust by construction
against those changes.

Evolving Systems. Novel construction and verification techniques shall be investigated that
adapt to offline changes in the specification, the hardware, or the implementation of control
software, and reuse efforts from earlier stages as much as possible.

On-the-fly Synthesis and Verification. We will develop techniques for the online verification
and synthesis of controllers that operateand provide a correctness guaranteeonly within a
given time horizon. Repeated execution of this procedure, combined with availability of a
fail-safe strategy, ensures safe operation.
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GRK 2428 Mahathi Anand

Formal Verification and Synthesis of Stochastic Cyber-Physical Systems

Mahathi Anand (mahathi.anand@lmu.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Majid Zamani

Cyber-physical systems (CPS), i.e., systems with interacting physical and software components,
have achieved significant attentions in the past two decades. They model many applications such
as power grids, air traffic networks, medical equipment, etc., and are often required to perform
complex logic tasks. Examples of such tasks include those expressed as linear temporal logic
or (in)finite strings over automata. Due to the large system size and the presence of random
disturbances and uncertainities, the development and verification of safe CPSs is a challenging
problem. Therefore, formal verification and synthesis of large-scale stochastic control systems
against temporal logic specifications has received significant attentions in past few years. Tradi-
tionally, such systems have been analyzed using discretization-based methods 1. These approaches
suffer from the curse of dimensionality since the computational complexity grows exponentially
with the number of state variables. More recently, discretization-free techniques using barrier
certificates 2 have been developed to potentially alleviate this computational burden. In the context
of stochastic control systems, barrier certificates take the form of inductive expectation invariants.
They are non-negative real-valued functions that take higher values over the unsafe states of the
system than in the initial states and satisfy the supermartingale property, i.e., the expected value
decreases as the system evolves. Then, the existence of suitable barrier certificates guarantees the
satisfaction of logic specifications such as safety. However, the computation of barrier certificates
is a difficult problem. First, imposing the supermartingale requirement on barrier certificates
can be very restrictive. As a result, fewer classes of functions can behave as barrier certificates.
In order to overcome this problem, we propose the notion of k-inductive barrier certificates
which relax the traditional conditions and allow to improve the search for barrier certificates.
Secondly, the computation of barrier certificates is not scalable to large-scale systems. To handle
these limitations, we propose a compositional controller synthesis framework to construct barrier
certificates for large-scale stochastic control systems. Utilizing these, the goal is to synthesize
hybrid controllers enforcing specifications that are expressed by automata over (in)finite time
horizons, while providing a (potentially tight) lower bound on the probability that the system
satisfies the given specifications.

1A. Lavaei, S. Soudjani, and M. Zamani, Compositional (in)finite abstractions for large-scale interconnected stochastic systems, IEEE Transactions on
Automatic Control, vol. 65, no. 12, p. 52805295,2020.

2S. Prajna, A. Jadbabaie, and G. J. Pappas, "A framework for worst-case and stochastic safety verification using barrier certificates", IEEE Transactions
on Automatic Control, vol. 52, no. 8, p. 14151428,2007
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GRK 2428 Gunther Bidlingmaier

Energy-Efficient Scheduling Algorithms for Processor Systems

Gunther Bidlingmaier (g.bidlingmaier@tum.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Susanne Albers

Reducing the energy usage of computing systems has become a major concern in recent years.
Reasons include ecological, economical and thermal concerns as well as wide adoption of battery
powered devices. As of this writing in 2022, the conservation of energy is also a crucial political
concern in Europe due to Europe’s strategic dependence on oil and gas imports from Russia. The
study of energy-efficient algorithms aims to reduce the energy usage of computer systems while
still guaranteeing certain performance bounds.

I study a particular setting in which a set of n jobs with individual release times, deadlines,
and processing times has to be scheduled across p homogeneous processors while minimizing the
consumed energy. Idle processors can be turned off so as to save energy, while turning them on
requires a fixed amount of energy. While there had not been any results for the general version
of this basic scheduling problem for a long time, recent work1 developed the first algorithm
with significant mathematical guarantees. Their algorithm is based on Linear Programming and
rounding and guarantees that the energy consumed by the resulting schedule is at most 3 times
the minimum required energy. More recent work2 slightly modified this Linear Program and
improved the approximation guarantee to a factor of 2.

While Linear Programming is a powerful and generic algorithmic technique, it provides little
insight into how a solution is constructed. On the other hand, Combinatorial Algorithms and in
particular Greedy Algorithms, which operate by making locally optimal choices, often provide
valuable insights into how a solution is constructed. Greedy Algorithms are also often preferred
in practice since their implementation tends to be simpler.

I identified two simple Greedy Algorithms which are suitable for the problem and showed that
their resulting schedules exhibit non-trivial structural properties. My further work aims at using
these structural properties to provide constant-factor approximation guarantees for the two Greedy
Algorithms.

1Antonios Antoniadis, Naveen Garg, Gunjan Kumar, Nikhil Kumar, “Parallel Machine Scheduling to Minimize Energy Con-
sumption,” Proceedings of the 2020 ACM-SIAM Symposium on Discrete Algorithms, SODA 2020, p. 2758-2769, 2020

2Antonios Antoniadis, Gunjan Kumar, Nikhil Kumar, “Skeletons and Minimum Energy Scheduling”, 32nd International
Symposium on Algorithms and Computation, ISAAC 2021, p. 51:1-51:16, 2021
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GRK 2428 Marvin Brieger

Logical Safety Analysis of
Concurrent Cyber-Physical Systems

Marvin Brieger (marvin.brieger@sosy.ifi.lmu.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. André Platzer

Cyber-physical systems (CPSs) are ubiquitous in our everyday lives. They occur as cars,
robots, airplanes, etc., and are often safety critical. However, due to their interlocked discrete and
continuous dynamics CPSs are difficult to get right making them a natural target of verification 1.

Often a CPS can be better understood as several CPSs running in parallel. For example, each
car in a convoy is a CPS on its own. However, the convoy needs to be studied as a whole including
the interaction between the cars to answer questions about the convoy’s safety. This verification
of parallel CPSs is challenging as hybrid systems verification and concurrency verification are
nontrivial challenges own their own. Additionally, parallel CPSs share physical time synchronously.
The fact that parallelism is omnipresent in real world makes the development of verification
techniques for parallel CPSs significant.

To tackle the CPS concurrency challenge, we aim for the development of a concurrency
extension of differential dynamic logic dL 2. In dL CPSs are modeled using hybrid programs
and verified using dynamic logic. So far we extended hybrid programs with a parallel operator
and communication primitives for modeling parallel CPS behavior. For verification, we adapted
the assumption-commitment approach3 to dL, which allows for compositional reasoning about
parallelism and communication behavior.

1André Platzer, “Logic and proofs for cyber-physical systems,” Proc. 8th Intl. Joint Conf. Automated Reasoning (IJCAR), vol.
9706 of LNCS, p. 15 – 21, 2016

2André Platzer, “Logical Foundations of Cyber-Physical Systems,” Springer, 2018
3Jayadev Misra and K. Mani Chandy, “Proofs of Networks of Processes,” IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering, vol. 7(4),

p. 417 – 426, 1981
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GRK 2428 Po-Chun Chien

Boosting Interpolation-based Model Checking with Invariants

Po-Chun Chien (po-chun.chien@sosy.ifi.lmu.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Dirk Beyer

Interpolation-based Model Checking (IMC)1 is a state-of-the-art hardware verification algo-
rithm. By computing interpolants from unsatisfiable BMC2 queries, it constructs an overapproxi-
mation of reachable state set, which is an inductive invariant of the hardware transition system. A
recent study3 shows that, with single-loop transformation and large-block encoding4, IMC can be
adopted for software model checking.

In this research, we combine IMC with a light-weight invariant generator based on date-flow
analysis that supports dynamic precision adjustment5. The invariants generated by the invariant
generator are injected into the internal SMT queries of IMC. We can terminate IMC earlier if we
find an overapproximation of reachable state set that is inductive with respect to these injected
invariants.

The approaches mentioned above have been implemented in the open source configurable
software verification framework CPAchecker6, and were evaluated against several state-of-the-art
algorithms on the SVCOMP ’227 benchmark set. In the experiments, IMC with injected invariants
were able to verify the safety of 27.2% more programs than plain IMC within the same time and
memory limit. The preliminary evaluation shows that combining IMC with continuously-refined
invariants greatly increases effectiveness and efficiency and that this new approach outperforms
other, more mature software verification techniques.

For the future work, we plan to analyze the computing resources used by each of IMC and
invariant generator and come up with a heuristic to distribute these resources in a more efficient
way. In addition, we would like to explore the possibility of combing invariant generator with
other verification approaches.

1K. L. McMillan, “Interpolation and SAT-Based Model Checking,” Proc. CAV, pp. 1-13, 2003.
2A. Biere, A. Cimatti, E. M. Clarke, Y. Zhu, “Symbolic Model Checking without BDDs,” Proc. TACAS, pp. 193-207, 1999.
3D. Beyer, N.-Z. Lee, P. Wendler, “Interpolation and SAT-Based Model Checking Revisited: Adoption to Software Verification,”

https://www.sosy-lab.org/research/cpa-imc, 2021.
4D. Beyer, A. Cimatti, A. Griggio, M. E. Keremoglu, R. Sebastiani, “Software Model Checking via Large-Block Encoding,”

Proc. FMCAD, pp. 25-32, 2009.
5D. Beyer, M. Dangl, P. Wendler, “Boosting k-Induction with Continuously-Refined Invariants,” Proc. CAV, pp. 622-640, 2015.
6D. Beyer, M. E. Keremoglu, “CPAchecker: A Tool for Configurable Software Verification,” Proc. CAV, pp. 184-190, 2011.
7D. Beyer, “SV-Benchmarks: Benchmark Set of 11th Intl. Competition on Software Verification (SV-COMP 2022),” Zenodo,

2022.
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Study of Weak Models of Distributed Computing

Philipp Czerner (czerner@in.tum.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Javier Esparza

Many natural or artificial distributed systems, such as molecules, cells, microorganisms or nano-
robots, consist of parts with limited computational capacities. These parts (called agents) can, for
example, store only a small amount of information, have no identities, and interact stochastically.
Various weak models of distributed computing have already been researched intensely in the
literature, such as population protocols or chemical reaction networks.

The goal of this area of research is to find efficient protocols to perform distributed computations
in these models and analyse their characteristics. Additionally, we want to develop automated
procedures which can prove properties of specific protocols, such as their correctness or running-
time.

I focus both on extending the existing theoretical knowledge on models such as population
protocols, and on considering variants of known models.

Population protocols are a weak model of distributed computing, where agents have only finitely
many states. They interact pairwise and stochastically an agent has no knowledge about the global
state of the population. Despite these limitations, they can compute global properties of the initial
configuration, e.g. whether initially more red than blue agents exist in the population.

A natural topic of inquiry is the succinctness of population protocols: how many states does
a protocol need to implement certain properties? Here, we showed the first elementary lower
bound, by proving that protocols for properties of the form x ≥ k, where k is a constant and x the
number of agents in the population, have at least Ω(log log log k) states. We since improved that
bound to Ω(log log k) and very recently presented a O(log log k) construction, meaning that
the bounds are tight. In a related investigation, we gave a construction for arbitrary predicates that
is both succinct and fast, and close to optimal on both axes showing that there is no space-speed
tradeoff.

Chemical reactions are often assumed to be well-stirred, meaning that an agent does not have
a fixed location and could interact with any other agent. For other, e.g. biological, systems this
assumption does not hold, however, and an agent can communicate only with its neighbours in some
fixed structure (a communication graph). We investigate protocols operating on these structures,
where an agents perceives only the states of its neighbours. Based on a previous classification,
we determine the expressive power for a number of classes. This enables comparisons between
different models, and helps answering basic questions such as: How important is randomness in
this model? or How much information do agents need about their neighbours to decide certain
properties?
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Synthesizing Controllers With Guarantees

Kush Grover (grover@in.tum.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Jan Křetínský

My research aims to develop techniques for synthesizing controllers with guarantees for safety
critical systems. A safety-critical system is a system whose failure or malfunction may result
in death/serious injury to people or loss of a lot of money. That is why it is necessary to prove
correctness of such systems.

Markov decision processes (MDP) are widely used formalism for modeling non-deterministic
and probabilistic behaviors of systems like a robot, warehouse storage management etc. Usually,
for any continuous system, a model is generated by some sort of abstraction which discretizes the
actual continuous space. Although, there exist sound analysis techniques which gives guarantees
on the discrete models, these abstractions can be a source of errors in the final result. Hence,
to tackle this problem, we have developed an algorithm to solve the rechability problem in a
continuous space MDP directly while preserving the guarantees1. This algorithm also generates
an optimal controller for which the error is bounded by some given precision.

In contrast to this, I also worked on synthesizing controllers for discrete MDPs which satisfies
some specification. We modeled a robotic arm using a discrete MDP which only incorporates the
high level tasks the arm can perform. We use PRISM to generate the controller and dtControl to
store and use it efficiently. So far, the planners that roboticists use generate a sequence of actions
to be executed next but that plan may become invalid because of some changes or faults in the
environment and the planner will have to do the planning again. The controller that we synthesize
is “universal” which only depends on the current state of the system. Hence, it is much faster
for the robot to find what to do next and have a fail-safe mechanism as well. This approach can
be extended to work with more complicated models and also to find the best strategy w.r.t some
reward structure.

For MDPs, mean-payoff reward is the average reward you get on an infinite run. We plan on
solving the problem of strategy synthesis for multi-objective mean-payoff rewards for MDPs. For
multi-objective queries, the solution is usually a Pareto frontier, which is the optimal trade-off
curve for the different objectives and it is possible to find strategies corresponding to different
points on the curve. Multigain2 is a tool which solves this problem with linear programming
whereas we plan on doing it with value iteration which is usually better from a practical point of
view.

Going in a bit different direction, Motion planning is the problem of finding a path (usually
for a robot) from some starting point which satisfies a specification. There exists algorithms
which does this quite efficiently. People have also wondered how can we solve this problem in an
unknown environment i.e. the robot does not know the map of the environment, instead it can
sense things within a certain radius. In this case, the robot has to explore the environment while
searching for the path. We gave an algorithm to find a path which satisfies some specification in
an unknown environment. We compare our approach to “first explore, then plan” algorithm on
100 randomly generated environments and our approach performs significantly better. This work
can be extended by also considering the dynamics of the robot.

1Kush Grover, Jan Křetínský, Tobias Meggendorfer, and Maximilian Weininger. An anytime algorithm for reachability on
uncountable mdp, arXiv:2008.04824, 2020.

2Brázdil, T., Chatterjee, K., Forejt, V., Kuera, A.: MULTIGAIN: a controller synthesis tool for MDPs with multiple mean-payoff
objectives. In: Baier, C., Tinelli, C. (eds.) TACAS 2015. LNCS, vol. 9035, pp. 181187. Springer, Heidelberg (2015).
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One of the many ways of extending this framework of motion planning is to first find good
specifications for the agent and then satisfying them. Learning of LTL specifications3 is doable in
the passive setting where you have a set of positive and negative runs of the agent, but doing it
actively, i.e finding specification as you get runs of the agent one by one has not been tackled yet.
We plan on solving this problem of active learning and combine it with motion planning.

3Raha, Ritam, Rajarshi Roy, Nathanaël Fijalkow, and Daniel Neider. "Scalable Anytime Algorithms for Learning Fragments of
Linear Temporal Logic." In International Conference on Tools and Algorithms for the Construction and Analysis of Systems,
pp. 263-280. Springer, Cham, 2022.
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Population Protocols and Chemical Reaction Networks

Martin Helfrich (helfrich@in.tum.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Esparza

Population protocols are a model of distributed computation where a constant but unknown
number of finite-state agents interact to decide a property. For example, in a majority protocol,
there are initially agents that vote for “yes” and agents that vote for “no”. The agents need to
decide if there is a majority for “yes” by interacting in pairs. All agents follow the same protocol
that determines how two agents in a rendez-vous interaction change their state. By interacting in
a stochastic manner, the agents need to stabilize to the correct consensus in order to answer the
property in question for every possible number of agents.

Population protocols are widely studied in the distributed computation community. Research
areas are for example their computational power, their computation speed, their succinctness as
well as automatic verification and synthesis procedures. Extensions of the model like broadcasts
or are also investigated. Another interesting and related model are graph automata, where the
communication graph of the agents is not complete, like in population protocols, but arbitrary.

While population protocols are a theoretical model, the closely-related model of chemical
reaction networks has more practical applications such as modelling and analysis of biochemical
systems, high-level programming of molecular devices and synthetic biology. In a chemical
reaction network, molecules interact in reactions with different speeds that correspond to actual
chemical reactions.

An important research topic is the efficient analysis of these complex and possibly infinite-state
systems to accurately predict the evolution of a mixture of molecules without the need for an
expensive and potentially dangerous wet lab. Because chemical reaction networks have an infinite
state space, abstractions are used to make the system more tractable while preserving its global
behaviour. A promising approach is called population abstraction, where states are grouped based
on large intervals of molecules. However, while this defines the states of the abstraction, it is
unclear what type of system it should be. In general, there is a trade-off between precision of the
abstraction and ease of analysis that needs to be investigated. For this, a metric that measures how
good the abstraction predicts the behaviour of the system need to be defined. To allow chemists to
answer high-level questions like “Is DNA produced after 3 days?” or “Does the system oscillate
between acidic and alkaline?”, a specification language for model checking needs to be developed.
This framework could also help to find unknown reactions in chemical reactions or even allow the
synthesis of systems with desired properties.
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Formal Synthesis of Controllers for Interconnected Stochastic Control
Systems with Partial Information

Niloofar Jahanshahi (niloofar.jahanshahi@lmu.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Majid Zamani

This research is motivated by the challenges arising in the synthesis of controllers for stochastic
systems enforcing complex logic specifications. Stochastic control systems are becoming ubiq-
uitous and an integral part of our daily lives. Examples of such systems range from robots and
medical devices to smart grids and automative networks. In many real-world applications, these
systems are expected to do complex logic tasks. Such tasks can usually be expressed using tempo-
ral logic formulae or as (in)finite strings over finite automata. For this reason, formal synthesis
of controllers enforcing complex logic specifications has attracted significant attentions from
both academic and industrial communities. In the past few years, abstraction-based techniques
have been very promising for formal synthesis of controllers for stochastic control systems .
Since these techniques are based on discretization of state and input sets, when dealing with
large-scale systems, unfortunately, they suffer severely from the curse of dimensionality (i.e., the
computational complexity grows exponentially with the dimension of the state set). In order to
overcome the large computational burden, a discretization-free approach, based on control barrier
functions has shown potential to solve the formal synthesis problems. In our research, we provide
a systematic approach to synthesize a hybrid control policy for stochastic control systems without
discretizing the state sets. Furthermore, since in many real-world applications access to full state
information is not available, this research is considering partially-observable stochastic control
systems. Our goal is to utilize the notion of control barrier functions to synthesize control policies
providing (potentially maximizing) a lower bound on the probability that the trajectories of the
partially observed stochastic system satisfy some complex specifications (usually expressed by
temporal logic formulae . Though synthesis of controllers for lower-dimensional systems is chal-
lenging itself, the task is much more computationally expensive (if not impossible) for large-scale
interconnected system. Driven by this challenge, in this research we further extend our results
for networks of partially-observed stochastic control systems by proposing a compositionality
approach for the construction of control barrier functions, resulting in a compositional controller
synthesis scheme.

Currently, we are extending our work to the synthesis of safety controllers for partially-
observable systems with unknown dynamics. To tackle this problem, we utilize a data-driven
approach and construct control barrier functions via a set of data collected from the output trajec-
tories of the system and the trajectories of the estimator and provide a-priori confidence on the
safety of the system.
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Provable Safe Reinforcement Learning
for Motion Planning of Autonomous Systems

Hanna Krasowski (hanna.krasowski@tum.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Ing. Matthias Althoff

The recent development of motion planning techniques for autonomous systems has become more
data driven due to the advance in computational power and the increasing amount of available
data. Compared to rule-based methods, data-driven learning approaches require much less expert
knowledge based on their ability to ascertain complex dependencies from data.

For real-world motion planning tasks of autonomous cars, vessels, drones or other mobile
robots, it is desirable to provide guarantees that ensure specified safety bounds for the system
behavior. As the reinforcement learning agent usually explores at random, unsafe actions are
possibly executed and this impedes the applicability for real-world tasks. Thus, safe reinforcement
learning researchers have recently begun to develop methods to decrease the randomness in
reinforcement learning such that less or no unsafe states are explored. Still, only some of the safe
reinforcement learning research can formally prove safety during learning and deployment.

We investigate three methods to achieve provable safety for reinforcement learning: action
replacement, where the safety method replaces all unsafe actions from the agent with safe actions,
action projection, which projects unsafe actions to the safe action space, and action masking,
where the agent can only choose actions from the safe action space. Thereby, we determine the safe
actions through formal methods such as reachability analysis. We compare the different provably
safe approaches on an inverted pendulum. In addition, we study provably safe reinforcement
learning for motion planning of autonomous vehicles on highways1, and in urban driving situations,
as well as, for autonomous vessels. We show that our approaches are provably safe during training
and deployment and evaluate the performance efficiency compared to the unsafe baseline.

In the future, we will extend the verification with interaction rules, which are often present
for motion planning tasks. Further, we want to investigate a generalization of the concepts to
a framework which can handle continuous and discrete action spaces, interaction rules, and
different types of reinforcement learning algorithms for motion planning tasks while preserving
verifiability. Due to the fact that the precise safety specifications differ between motion planning
tasks, our framework should be easily adaptable and modular to facilitate research in provably
safe reinforcement learning.

1H. Krasowski, X. Wang, M. Althoff, “Safe Reinforcement Learning for Autonomous Lane Changing Using Set-Based Prediction,”
IEEE International Conference on Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITSC), p. 1-7, 2020
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Verification of Post-Quantum Cryptography: Formalization of
NP-hardness Results of Underlying Problems

Katharina Kreuzer (k.kreuzer@tum.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Tobias Nipkow

As quantum computers come into reach more and more, the threat of their implications becomes
more imminent. With quantum computers, most of the existing crypto algorithms like RSA, Diffie-
Hellmann and elliptic curve Diffie-Hellmann algorithms could be broken easily. Developing
quantum resistant cryptography – and verifying it – is a major task of modern research. For the
long term goal of my research, the focus will lie on verifying the hardness of such post-quantum
crypto algorithms, in particular lattice-based algorithms, using the proof assistant Isabelle. As
a first stage, I have formalized the classical NP-reduction proofs of the well-studied partition
problem to the closest vector problem and the shortest vector problem in the `∞ norm (according
to 1 and 2 ). This will be the first formalization of NP-hardness reduction proofs underlining the
security of post-quantum crypto systems in Isabelle. For the `2 norm, there only exist randomized
reduction proofs. My next goal is to implement a framework to formalize and verify randomized
reduction proofs as well. In my knowledge, this has not been attempted so far.

1D. Micciancio and S. Goldwasser, “Complexity of Lattice Problems” Springer US, p. 48-52, 2002
2P. van Emde-Boas, “Another NP-complete Partition Problem and the Complexity of Computing Short Vectors in a Lattice”

Department of Mathematics University of Amsterdam, vol. 81, 1981
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Neural Network Abstraction for Accelerating Verification

Stefanie Mohr (mohr@in.tum.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Jan Krestinsky

Neural Networks (NN) are successfully used to solve many hard problems reasonably well in
practice. However, there is an increasing desire to use them also in safety-critical settings, such as
perception in autonomous cars, where reliability has to be on a very high level and that level has
to be guaranteed, preferably by a rigorous proof. This is a great challenge, in particular, since
NN are naturally very susceptible to adversarial attacks, as many works have demonstrated in
the recent years 1. Consequently, various verification techniques for NN are being developed
these days. Most verification techniques focus on proving robustness of the neural networks, i.e.
for a classification task, when the input is perturbed by a small ε, the resulting output should be
labeled the same as the output of the original input. Unfortunately, verification tools struggle
to scale when faced with real-world neural networks. Reducing the size of a NN by abstraction
leads to several possibilities. Firstly, since the abstracted NN is smaller, it may be preferred in
practice because generally smaller networks are often more robust, smoother, and obviously less
resource-demanding to run. Note that there is a large body of work on distilling smaller NN
from larger ones, e.g. re naturally very susceptible to adversarial attacks, as many works have
demonstrated in the recent years 2, i.e. training a smaller NN based on the output of a bigger one.
Secondly, and more interestingly in the safety-critical context, we can use the smaller abstract
NN to obtain a guaranteed solution (robust or satisfying other properties) to the original problem:
We can analyze the abstract NN more easily as it is smaller and then transfer the results to the
original one, provided the differences are small enough.

We already developed an abstraction framework for NN. In contrast to syntactic similarities,
such as having similar weights on the edges from the previous layer 3, our aim is to provide a
behavioral, semantic notion of similarity, such as those of predicate abstraction, since such notions
are more powerful. Additionally, we investigate the behavior of neurons not only in the sense of
similarity based on weights, but also in their linear dependence. It can be seen that neurons often
span a space that is smaller than their number which leads to the assumption that some of them
are linearly dependent.

In future, we want to extend the tool for application to more complex settings and create a full
CEGAR-loop.

1Akhtar, Naveed and Mian, Ajmal, “Threat of adversarial attacks on deep learning in computer vision: A survey,” IEEE, 2018
2Hinton, et al., “Distilling the Knowledge in a Neural Network,” 2015
3Guoqiang Zhong et al., “Merging Neurons for Structure Compression of Deep Networks,” ICPR, 2018
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Theoretical Analysis and Formal Guarantees of Machine Learning
Algorithms

Mahalakshmi Sabanayagam (maha.sabanayagam@tum.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Debarghya Ghoshdastidar

Machine learning has become the preferred choice for problems in a wide range of fields,
from microbiology to cosmology due to their remarkable performances. For instance, Deep
Neural Networks (DNNs), a modern machine learning method, predicted the protein structure
with very high accuracy, incomparable to any other methods. Despite their phenomenal success,
these networks are poorly understood as classical learning theory fails to explain the behavior of
modern machine/deep learning1 and therefore, these methods require exploration of non traditional
analysis.

In the recent years, interesting research directions are developed by rigorous theoretical and
empirical study of shallow neural networks. One approach is to analyse the network in infinite
width limit theoretically, which resulted in establishing an interesting connection between neural
networks and kernel machines2. Another breakthrough is the discovery of a peculiar phenomenon
in deep over-parameterized neural networks called double descent3.

One of our research goals is to explain the behavior of neural networks developed specifically for
graph data called graph neural networks using the infinite width analysis. Graph neural networks
are of particular interest as it exhibits different characteristics compared to DNNs when made
deeper. As a first step, we studied the effect of an aspect of the network called normalisation 4 and
further continuing to explore other components of the network. Another direction of our research
aims at theoretically deriving the double descent phenomenon for a simplified neural network
architecture.

We further focus on studying robustness of DNNs theoretically as DNNs are vulnerable to
noise in the ground truth labels and to indistinguishable modification to the input data, both cause
the model to misclassify it. Different methods are developed to increase robustness, but this comes
at the expense of accuracy. We specifically analyse this tradeoff between accuracy and robustness
of DNNs with the larger goal to reason the unreliability of the networks and with the possibility
to develop effective techniques to overcome it.

1V. Nagarajan, and J. Z. Kolter. “Uniform convergence may be unable to explain generalization in deep learning.” Neural
Information Processing Systems, 2019

2A. Jacot, F. Gabriel, and C. Hongler. “Neural tangent kernel: Convergence and generalization in neural networks.” Neural
Information Processing Systems, 2018.

3M. Belkin, D. Hsu, S. Ma, and S. Mandal. “Reconciling modern machine learning and the bias-variance trade-off.” Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences, 2019

4M. Sabanayagam, P. Esser, and D. Ghoshdastidar. “New Insights into Graph Convolutional Networks using Neural Tangent
Kernels.” arXiv:2110.04060, 2021.
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Verified Solution Methods for Markov Decision Processes

Maximilian Schäffeler (maximilian.schaeffeler@tum.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Tobias Nipkow, Ph.D.

Markov decision processes (MDPs) are a standard model for decision-making problems in
probabilistic systems. They are widely used in reinforcement learning and the probabilistic versions
of planning and model checking as well as operations research. Since algorithms on MDPs have
applications in safety-critical scenarios, e.g. in cyber-physical systems, we require a high level of
trustworthiness from both the underlying theory and the implementation .

In our project, we work towards that goal by formally proving correct executable algorithms on
MDPs in the interactive theorem prover Isabelle/HOL. As a first step, we have already verified
dynamic programming algorithms that can solve tabular MDPs optimally1. We build on existing
formalizations of probability theory to analyze the expected total discounted reward criterion on
infinite-horizon problems. Our developments formalize the Bellman equation and give conditions
under which optimal policies exist. Based on this analysis, we prove the correctness of (Gauss-
Seidel) value iteration and (modified) policy iteration.

There already exist formalizations of the expected total discounted reward in Isabelle/HOL2 and
Coq3. We improve upon these efforts by formally verifying optimized variants of both value and
policy iteration that are also executable. Finally, we evaluate the formally verified implementation
experimentally on standard problems and show that it can solve MDPs with tens of thousands of
states.

Our goal is to build on these developments and use them as a basis for the formalization of
more practically relevant algorithms on MDPs. Ideas for future work include the verification of
safe reinforcement learning algorithms and partially observable or factored MDPs. We also plan
to certify the results of unverified solvers to achieve formal guarantees without compromising on
performance.

1Maximilian Schäffeler, Mohammad Abdulaziz, "Verified Algorithms for Solving Markov Decision Processes", Archive of
Formal Proofs, 2021

2Mark Chevallier, Jacques Fleuriot, "Formalising the Foundations of Discrete Reinforcement Learning in Isabelle/HOL", CoRR,
2021

3Koundinya Vajjha, Avraham Shinnar, Barry M. Trager, Vasily Pestun, Nathan Fulton, "CertRL: formalizing convergence proofs
for value and policy iteration in Coq", CPP, 2021
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Thread-Modular Abstract Interpretation for
Multi-Threaded Code

Michael Schwarz (m.schwarz@tum.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Helmut Seidl

Larger software systems tend to be multi-threaded where their correctness depends on the possible
ways in which different threads can interact with each other. In particular, correctness may depend
on the set of possible values of global variables.

However, analyzing all possible interleavings of different threads of larger programs is expensive
in analysis time — in some cases even prohibitively so. Ideally, such analyses should be thread-
modular, implying that their complexity does not increase exponentially with the number of
threads.

As a reference semantics, we rely on a local trace semantics that is formulated by means of
side-effecting constraint systems.1 Local here means that each thread has only a local view of the
system, i.e., it only knows things about its own past and those actions of different threads that are
observable by it, but not about other, non-observable, actions of different threads.

Based on this setting, we provided thread-modular non-relational value analyses and showed
that a generalization of the analysis provided by the static analyzer Goblint2 as well as a natural
improvement of Antoine Miné’s approach 3 can be obtained as instances of this general scheme.4

We will investigate the possibility of improving the precision of such analyses by splitting the
control locations based on further finite abstractions of the reaching local trace. As one instance
of this framework, we will, e.g., obtain an analysis of dynamically generated thread ids, and thus
threads possibly-running-in-parallel.

We will then design new thread-modular analyses such as relational analyses of the values of
global variables and analyses of signaling and waiting in multi-threaded programs.

1Apinis K., Seidl H., Vojdani V., "Side-Effecting Constraint Systems: A Swiss Army Knife for Program Analysis.", APLAS, vol.
7705, p. 157-172, 2012

2https://goblint.in.tum.de/
3Miné A., "Static Analysis of Run-Time Errors in Embedded Real-Time Parallel C Programs", LMCS, vol. 8, 2012
4Schwarz, M., Saan, S., Seidl, H., Apinis, K., Erhard, J., Vojdani, V., "Improving Thread-Modular Abstract Interpretation.",

SAS, vol 12913, p. 359-383, 2021
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Incremental Automatic Software Verification
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Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Dirk Beyer

Automatic Software Verification has become more and more powerful over the recent years,
but still there are easy ways to generate verification tasks that cannot be solved by any of the
currenty state-of-the-art tools. One of the reasons for this is that different analyses often have
orthogonal weaknesses, and specific combination of techniques would be needed to proof a certain
program correct. This lead to the development of Conditional Model Checking 1 2, which we try
to improve upon by further increasing the ways via which different tools, approaches, and the
users can interact with each other.

One obvious way is to leverage the information exchange of invariants that are contained in the
verification witnesses. Currently the main purpose of these witnesses is to validate the results of
verification, and their usefulness in exchange between tools is limited.

As a first step we enable verifiers to directly reuse this information by encoding the information
in the witnesses into a new verification problem that is potentially easier to solve. 3.

To better understand the information that is really important for a particular verification approach,
a next step is to enable automatic verifiers to be used like interactive verifiers, i.e., provide
easy ways for the users to add annotations and proof hints that can be transparently translated
into verification tasks. Of course one can also use the information generated by the verifiers to
automatically generate annotations. This can make the verification results more clear to the user,
and help tool developers improve the quality of the exported information. For example, currently
there is no way to make quantified invariants available in the verification witnesses, and more
features like this might be revealed as necessary to further improve the state-of-the-art.

Lastly we envision a way for a precision-based parametric analysis that can choose between
different verification approaches either automatically via CEGAR or interactively via user-provided
annotations (very similar to how interactive proof assistants work). The goal is to use the insights
gained in the previous steps to create new ways of designing powerful analyses that can apply
working strategies for different subproblems in a larger verification task.

1D. Beyer and T. A. Henzinger and M. E. Keremoglu and P. Wendler,
Conditional Model Checking: A Technique to Pass Information between Verifiers,
Proc. FSE 2012, article no. 57, https://doi.org/10.1145/2393596.2393664

2D. Beyer and M.-C. Jakobs and T. Lemberger and H. Wehrheim, Reducer-Based Construction of Conditional Verifiers, Proc.
ICSE 2018, pp. 1182-1193,
https://doi.org/10.1145/3180155.3180259

3D. Beyer and M. Spiessl, Witness Validation via Verification,
Proc. CAV 2020, pp. 165-177,https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-53291-8_10
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Cooperative Software Verification
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Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Dirk Beyer

In software verification, there is no jack-of-all-trades. A tool or technique may perform well on
one set of problems where another might fail. At least we want to extract the best of all worlds.
Ideally, interacting tools can solve more verification problems than the portfolio of each of them
running separately. Here, cooperative verification comes into place.

Depending on the domain, cooperation between tools may be tuned to increase the precision or
speed of verification. The research on cooperative verification may benefit the users by aiming for
a standardized API between tools.

As a first result, we want to answer the question: Is it possible to have existing verifiers interact
to improve the verification result? We plan to implement a proof of concept and evaluate it on
multiple benchmarking sets, i.e., the ones from SV-COMP1. During the evaluation, we put special
focus on the change in precision and if there are improvements in scalability and performance of
the verification.

1D. Beyer, “Progress on Software Verification: SV-COMP 2022” in Tools and Algorithms for the Construction and Analysis of
Systems, Springer, 2022
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Adaptive Reachability Analysis: Near-Optimal Effortless Safety
Verification

Mark Wetzlinger (m.wetzlinger@tum.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Matthias Althoff

Applying cyber-physical systems in safety-critical environments requires formal verification
techniques to ensure correct functionality. A contemporary example is the launch of a rover to
another planet, where even small failures are critical as they might lead to severe consequences.
One of the main techniques to provide safety guarantees is reachability analysis where all possible
system behaviors over time are computed under the influence of uncertainty in the initial state
and external input or disturbances. If the reachable set does not intersect an unsafe set determined
by unwanted system behavior, safety is formally guaranteed.

In general, reachable sets cannot be computed exactly. The tightness of the reachable sets as
well as the computational efficiency of the reachability algorithm heavily depends on the tuning
of algorithm parameters, such as the time step size or the accuracy of the set representation.
This entails the main research question: How can we measure the tightness of the reachable sets
and tune the algorithm parameters accordingly? In the literature, a wide variety of reachability
algorithms have been proposed, but many have to be manually tuned to yield good results. This
requires expert knowledge about the intricacies of the algorithm, thereby hindering widespread
application in practice and even among researchers.

Our research aims at developing methods to adaptively tune the algorithm parameters for
reachability analysis of linear and nonlinear continuous systems. The effects contributing to the
over-approximation of the reachable sets are analyzed and the induced errors are bounded. This
information is used to enhance the underlying reachability algorithm by an automated parameter
tuning approach ensuring tight reachable sets for any provided system.

For linear systems, we have proven that any prescribed error bound can be satisfied by a novel
adaptive parameter tuning approach. This allows any practitioner to effortlessly yield reachable
sets of desired accuracy. For nonlinear systems, we have devised an algorithm which balances
the main sources of over-approximation by solving an optimization problem. In both cases, the
performance was evaluated on benchmark systems and demonstrated the competitiveness of our
novel approaches compared to expert manual tuning in both accuracy and computation time.

Future research questions will aim to increase the efficiency of our algorithms for high-
dimensional systems which require special methods. Investigated methods include the abstraction
of dynamics either by decomposition or order reduction methods, which both aim to find a simpler
description of the original system which is easier to compute and therefore greatly enhances the
scope of reachability analysis in general.
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Günter Rote
Email: rote@inf.fu-berlin.de
FU Berlin, TU Berlin, HU Berlin

Internet: facetsofcomplexity.de

We treat complexity as a multifaceted subject at the interface between Discrete Mathematics and
Theoretical Computer Science (algorithmics, logic, geometry, numerics, combinatorics, but also
algebra and topology). Our group provides a wide and interdisciplinary range of viewpoints on
this subject.

Computational Complexity Theory in particular, as an area of Theoretical Computer Science,
studies the effort (running time, memory space) needed to solve algorithmic problems. It is
founded on the theory of NP-completeness, established mainly by Cook and Karp in the early
1970s. It has been instrumental in distinguishing “easy” (polynomially solvable) from “hard” (NP-
hard) algorithmic problems although the assumption underlying this distinction, that P 6= NP ,
is still unproved.

However, besides this (i) computational or algorithmic aspect of complexity, the concept
of complexity has other facets: (ii) The intrinsic complexity of mathematical structures (not
to be confused with Structural Complexity Theory), like for example graphs and networks in
combinatorics or polytopes in geometry, is concerned with parameters that can be counted or
measured directly, like the number of vertices or the diameter of a graph. We will refer to this
aspect as combinatorial complexity. (iii) Descriptive complexity concerns the way how structures
can be captured in some language. This can refer to the length of a logical formula, or the number
of terms or the degree of a polynomial. A succinct representation can be the key to managing or
bounding other aspects of complexity.

These various facets of complexity are closely interwoven, and we give our doctoral researchers
a broad view of the field, in order to benefit from the links between the different areas.

The participating researchers come from the three universities in Berlin: Freie Universität Berlin,
Technische Universität Berlin, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin), and they work on algorithmic
complexity (Peter Bürgisser, Stefan Kratsch, Stephan Kreutzer, Wolfgang Mulzer, Günter Rote,
Nicole Schweikardt, Martin Skutella), with particular emphasis on parameterized complexity
(Stefan Kratsch, Stephan Kreutzer, Rote) and complexity of optimization (Matrin Henk, Martik
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Skutella, Günter Rote). The combinatorial and graph-theoretic sides of complexity are also
strongly represented (Stefan Felsner, Stephan Kreutzer, Martin Skutella, Tibor Szabó). Another
focus is the geometric viewpoint on complexity (Pavle Blagojevi, Stefan Felsner, Christian Haase,
Martin Henk, Michael Joswig, Wolfgang Mulzer, Günter Rote), with a special emphasis on tropical
geometry (Christian Haase, Michael Joswig, Martin Skutella), which straddles the boundary
between geometry, algebra, and optimization. In addition, the faculty includes experts on logical
approaches (Stephan Kreutzer, Nicole Schweikardt) and algebraic and topological approaches to
complexity (Pavle Blagojevi, Peter Bürgisser, Christian Haase).
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GRK 2434 Helena Bergold

Structures in Combinatorics and Geometry

Helena Bergold (helena.bergold@fu-berlin.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Günter Rote

In the past years I investigated mappings from r-tuples to {+, −} with some special properties
which are fulfilled by some geometrical arrangements. One part is about pseudoline arrangements
which are combinatorially described by (3-)signtotopes1 which are mappings from triples to
{+, −}. Signotopes can also be defined more general in higher ranks. Those r-signotopes describe
a class of pseudohyperplane arrangements in dimension r − 1. The case r = 3 corresponds to the
pseudoline arrangements. An r-signotope is a mapping from r-tuples to {+, −} such that for all
(r + 1)-element subsets the signs of the lexicographic ordered sequence of r tuples has at most
one sign change. For 3-signotopes we defined a generalization by allowing two sign changes in the
corresponding sequence of signs of the lexicographic ordered sequence2. Generalized signotopes
are appear as a combinatorial generalization of simple topological drawings in the plane. We
assign + or − depending on the orientation of the triangle.

In the context of generalized signotopes, we studied classic theorems from convex geometry.
Some of them we could extend to topological drawings and for example for Kirchberger’s theorem
we could proof that it still holds in the generalized signotope setting. It would be interesting to
study more properties and to get an insight to the connection between simple topological drawings
and generalized signotopes. In the setting of signotopes we investigated a extension from Levi’s
Enlargement Lemma for pseudoline arrangements to higher rank signotopes. Levi’s Enlargement
Lemma states that for two prescribed points we can always find a new pseudoline arrangement
extending the previous one. This was already studied in a even more general context of oriented
matroids which are a combinatorial structure describing pseudohyperplane arrangements. Even
with two prescribed points Richter-Gebert found an counterexample in dimension 3 (rank 4). There
are no further results on this. We investigated this question for rank r signotopes. It turns out that
there always exists an extension with two prescribed points not on a common pseudohyperplane
if the rank r is odd. Furthermore we found some counterexamples for rank 4, 6, 8. Certainly we
try to understand the structure of the counterexamples to construct an infinite family for all even
ranks.

All in all, I study structures and properties of (generalized) signotopes. My main interest to see
which of the properties of the geometric arrangements can be formulated in the combinatorial
setting and which of them can be generalized maybe also to higher ranks.

1Felsner, Weil, "Sweeps, Arrangements and Signotopes," Discrete Applied Mathematics, 109(1):67–94, 2001
2Bergold, Felsner, Steiner, Scheucher, Schröder, "Topological Drawings Meet Classical Theorems from Convex Geometry," GD

2020, volume 12590 of LNCS, p.281–294. Springer
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GRK 2434 Michaela Borzechowski

Search Problem Complexity Classes

Michaela Borzechowski (michaela.borzechowski@fu-berlin.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Mulzer

Many tasks in computer science are naturally formulated as search problems, where the goal is
to find a “solution” for a given instance. Promise problems, where it is guaranteed that we see only
instances that have a certain property, are also an intuitive approach to formulate certain tasks.
Nonetheless, standard complexity theory works with decision problems, and it may happen that
the computational complexity of the decision problem and the search problem are not equivalent.
In particular, this is the case for problems for which it is guaranteed that a solution always exists.
The complexity of such total search problems has been studied since at least 1991, when Megiddo
and Papadimitriou defined the class Total Function NP (TFNP)1.

In my research I concentrate on a subclass of TFNP, namely the complexity class Unique End
of Potential Line (UEOPL)2. It contains some interesting problems for which no polynomial time
algorithm is known but which are unlikely to be NP-hard, for example α-Ham-Sandwich and the
P-Matrix Linear Complementarity Problem. Currently UEOPL contains one complete problem:
One-Permutation-Discrete-Contraction.

My goal is to elucidate the nature of this class. In my Master Thesis I proved containment of
the Unique Sink Orientations of Grids3 problem in UEOPL. I presented this result at the EuroCG
in 2022.

Now I search for problems contained in this class, problems that are complete for this class and
the relationship between UEOPL and its super classes EOPL, PLS and PPAD.

A good candidate for another complete problem is the α-Ham-Sandwich problem. Recently,
Filos-Ratsikas and Goldberg proved that discrete Ham-Sandwich is PPA-complete 4. I want to try
to adapt this proof to α-Ham-Sandwich and UEOPL.

All in all, I think it is very important to analyze the complexity of search problems which differ
from their decision problem complexity, since in software development the interest is usually to
find the solution to a problem.

1N. Megiddo and C. Papadimitriou, “On total functions, existence theorems and computational complexity,” Theoretical
Computer Science, vol. 81, p. 317–324, 1991

2J. Fearnley, S. Gordon, R. Mehta and R. Savani, “Unique end of potential line,” Journal of Computer and System Sciences, vol.
114, p. 1 – 35, 2020

3B. Gärtner, W. Morris and L. Rüst, “Unique sink orientations of grids,” Algorithmica, vol. 51, p. 200–235, 2008
4A. Filos-Ratsikas and P. Goldberg, “The complexity of splitting necklaces and bisecting ham sandwiches,” Proceedings of the

51st Annual ACM SIGACT Symposium on Theory of Computing, p. 638–649, 2019
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GRK 2434 Simona Boyadzhiyska

Hyperplane coverings with multiplicities

Simona Boyadzhiyska (s.boyadzhiyska@fu-berlin.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Tibor Szabó

Motivated by a problem in finite geometry, Jamison1 and independently Brouwer and Schrijver2
proved that the minimum number of hyperplanes needed to cover every point of Fn

q \ {~0} while
leaving~0 uncovered is n(q−1). This result was generalized by Alon and Füredi3, who established
a tight bound in the setting of covering all but one point of an arbitrary finite grid. Problems of this
type have attracted significant attention over the past decades and have driven the development of
a powerful method in combinatorics, known as the polynomial method.

One natural way to generalize the problem is to introduce multiplicities. Bruen4 studied the
minimum number of hyperplanes needed to cover every point of Fn

q \ {~0} at least k ≥ 2 times
while missing ~0 completely and proved a general lower bound. Bruen’s result was generalized to
arbitrary grids by Ball and Serra5, but our knowledge about the tightness of these lower bounds
remains limited.

In a recent joint project with Anurag Bishnoi, Shagnik Das, and Tamás Mészáros6, we study
hyperplane coverings with multiplicities over the binary field F2. In this special case, determining
the minimum number of hyperplanes needed to cover every point of Fn

2 \ {~0} at least k times
while missing ~0 is equivalent to a difficult problem in coding theory. As a result, we consider a
relaxation: we define f(n, k) to be the minimum number of hyperplanes needed to cover every
point of Fn

2 \{~0} at least k times while covering~0 at most k−1 times. Our main results determine
the precise value of f(n, k) when one of the parameters n and k is much larger than the other.
Further, we study the transition between the two extreme ranges and determine the asymptotic
behavior of f(n, k) when n and k are close to each other. Our ideas generalize to coverings
with lower-dimensional subspaces, and we again give tight bounds for certain ranges of the
parameters. In contrast to previous results in this direction, which often use algebraic techniques
(the polynomial method), our arguments are combinatorial and probabilistic and exploit the
aforementioned connection to coding theory.

1R. E. Jamison, “Covering finite fields with cosets of subspaces,” Journal of Combinatorial Theory, Series A, 22(3), p. 253–266,
1977

2A. E. Brouwer and A. Schrijver, “The blocking number of an affine space,” Journal of Combinatorial Theory, Series A, 24(2),
p. 251–253, 1978

3N. Alon and Z. Füredi, “Covering the cube by affine hyperplanes,” European Journal of Combinatorics, 14(2), p. 79–83, 1993
4A. A. Bruen, “Polynomial multiplicities over finite fields and intersection sets,” Journal of Combinatorial Theory, Series A,

60(1):19–33, 1992
5S. Ball and O. Serra, “Punctured combinatorial Nullstellensätze,” Combinatorica, 29(5), p. 511– 522, 2009
6A. Bishnoi, S. Boyadzhiyska, S. Das, and T. Mészáros, “Subspace coverings with multiplicities,” Combinatorics, Probability

and Computing, to appear
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GRK 2434 Vera Chekan

Exact Complexity of Hard Connectivity Problems

Vera Chekan (vera.chekan@informatik.hu-berlin.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Stefan Kratsch

Parameterized complexity studies the complexity of NP-hard problems in a finer way where
aside from the size of the input, other values called parameters usually denoted by k, are considered
in the running time. The parameter might be for example solution size or some structural property
of input. The class of fixed-parameter tractable problems (FPT) contains problems that admit
an algorithm with running time O(f(k)nc) for a computable function f and a constant c, also
denoted with O∗(f(k)). Since f is only required to be computable, it might grow very rapidly,
e.g., f(k) = 100k or kk , or even the power tower function is allowed by this definition. Therefore,
from a practical point of view, a problem being FPT does not necessarily say much about the
solvability of the problem in a reasonable running time.

This inspired the search for better functions f . Since the problems we deal with are already
NP-hard, hardness conjectures stronger than P 6= NP (e.g., ETH or SETH) have been assumed to
show that some function f is essentially optimal for some problem and some specific parameter.
For many problems parameterized by treewidth (a structural parameter based on vertex separators),
it has been shown that O∗(ctw)-algorithms are essentially optimal under SETH where c is a
problem-depending constant (e.g., 1).

In our research, we concentrate on graph problems and the so-called connectivity problems are
of particular interest. In such problems, we either impose certain connectivity constraints on the
solution itself (e.g., Connected Vertex Cover) or certain disconnectivity constraints on the
graph arising after the removal of a solution (e.g., Feedback Vertex Set). We are interested in
tight bounds for such problems parameterized by decompositional parameters. Although it has
already been widely studied for treewidth (e.g., 2), there are still open questions for this parameter
and only little is known about further decompositional parameters. For the last several months
from the beginning of my Ph.D. studies, we were working on parameterization by cutwidth which
is an edge-separator analogue of pathwidth. For now, we have determined tight bounds for this
parameterization for six problems, namely Connected Vertex Cover, Connected Dominating
Set, Odd Cycle Transversal, Connected Odd Cycle Transversal, Feedback Vertex Set,
and Steiner Tree.

1Daniel Lokshtanov, Dániel Marx, and Saket Saurabh. Known algorithms on graphs of bounded treewidth are probably optimal.
ACM Trans. Algorithms, 14(2):13:113:30, 2018.

2Marek Cygan, Jesper Nederlof, Marcin Pilipczuk, Michal Pilipczuk, Johan M. M. van Rooij, and Jakub Onufry Wojtaszczyk.
Solving connectivity problems parameterized by treewidth in single exponential time. FOCS 2011, pages 150159.
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Tropical Principal Component Analysis

Andrei Comăneci (comaneci@math.tu-berlin.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Michael Joswig

The goal of phylogenetics is to understand relationships between groups of organism and their
evolutionary history. Using data from protein or DNA sequences, the true ancestral relations
among species are sought which are represented as trees. Different phylogenetic trees appear from
different measurements and methods, so a statistical analysis of treelike data is needed.

A geometric model of the space of trees was developed by Billera, Holmes, and Vogtmann1,
who provided a metric with non-positive curvature. Later, Lin et al.2 compared this metric to
the tropical one, providing some evidence that a tropical approach can have better properties. In
particular, they proposed tropical methods for analyzing phylogenetic data, as the tropical principal
component analysis investigated by Yoshida, Zhang, and Zhang3—representing phylogenetic data
on a best-fit tropical linear space.

The case of linear spaces of dimension 0 corresponds to Fermat–Weber points under the tropical
distance function. This leads to consensus trees, which describe a common ground for the different
trees that could arise from distinct measurements. This is a topic with a long history4, but there is
still debate over the right use of them.

In the current project, we studied geometric medians arising from an asymmetric distance5.
This is strongly related to the tropical convexity and the combinatorics of tropical polytopes—any
median lies in the tropical convex hull of the input data. Moreover, obtaining a tropical median is
dual to a transportation problem, allowing for efficient computations.

The phylogenetic trees are represented by ultrametric distances. This space is tropically convex,
so tropical medians of phylogenetic trees are also trees. These observations give rise to a continuous
consensus method in phylogenetics which is computationally efficient.

1Billera, Louis J.; Holmes, Susan P.; Vogtmann, Karen: “Geometry of the space of phylogenetic trees”, Adv. Appl. Math. 27, No.
4, 733–767 (2001).

2Lin, Bo; Sturmfels, Bernd; Tang, Xiaoxian; Yoshida, Ruriko: “Convexity in tree spaces”, SIAM J. Discrete Math. 31, No. 3,
2015–2038 (2017).

3Yoshida, Ruriko; Zhang, Leon; Zhang, Xu: “Tropical principal component analysis and its application to phylogenetics”, Bull.
Math. Biol. 81, No. 2, 568–597 (2019).

4Bryant, David: “A classification of consensus methods for phylogenetics”, DIMACS, Ser. Discrete Math. Theor. Comput. Sci.
61, 163–183 (2003).

5Comăneci, Andrei; Joswig, Michael: “Tropical medians by transportation”, in preparation.
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Additive Combinatorics and Percolation

David Fabian (davidjf@math.fu-berlin.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Tibor Szabó, PhD

In 1968 Bollobás1 initiated the study of the following graph processes: Given a graph G
and a positive integer t the Kt-bootstrap process on G is defined as the sequence (Gi)i∈N
of graphs that begins with G0 := G and in each step adds every edge that completes a copy
of Kt. This process eventually stabilises because the set of pairs of non-adjacent vertices is
finite. A central part of the doctoral project is to investigate the number of steps the process
needs at most to stabilise when Kt is replaced by a fixed graph H and G varies, that is the
quantity MH(n) := maxG:|V (G)|=n min{i ∈ N : Gi+1 = Gi}, and to determine which
graph properties of H control this number. One of the results presented in the thesis asserts that
for trees the maximum running times are bounded by constants, i.e. we can associate constants
cT > 0 to every tree T such that MT (n) ≤ cT for all n ∈ N. This tells us that no matter how
many vertices the underlying starting graph has, the T -bootstrap process will always stablise
after at most cT steps. This result gave rise to the following three related questions: How large
does cT have to be? Is it bounded as a function of T ? If not, for which trees T is cT maximal?
Several other classes of graphs are investigated in the thesis, e.g. cycles, complete bipartite graphs,
hypercubes and certain random graphs. Many of the constructions that appear in this context
are variants or generalisations of a method for H = Kr , r ≥ 5, given by Balogh et al.2 and
several of these constructions make use of solutions to certain extremal problems in additive
combinatorics. A typical problem of this type is to maximise the density of a set in an ambient
abelian group that is free of non-trivial solutions to a fixed equation. The equation we are most
interested in is the Sidon equation x + y = w + z. A recently3 introduced generalisation
is the concept of an α-strong Sidon set, where the set is required to be free of solutions to
the inequality |x + y − (w + z)| ≥ wα for a parameter 0 ≤ α < 1. This can be further
generalised to α-strong Bh sets for h ≥ 3. In a Bh set all h-fold sums a1 + . . . + ah with
a1 ≤ . . . ≤ ah are required to be distinct, a Sidon set is thus a B2 set. An α-strong Bh-set is a
set satisfying |(x1 + . . .+xh)−(y1 + . . .+yh)| > max{xα

1 , . . . , xα
h , yα

1 , . . . , yα
h } whenever

x1, . . . , xh, y1, . . . , yh ∈ S with max{x1, . . . , xh} 6= max{y1, . . . , yh}. In the thesis the
density of infinite α-strong Bh-sets is investigated, and it is shown that every 0 < α < 1 and
h ≥ 2 there exists a Bh-set S ⊂ N with

|S ∩ {1, . . . , n}| ≥ n

√
(h−1+α/2)2+1−α−(h−1+α/2)+o(1)

.

1Bollobás, B. (1968). Weakly k-saturated graphs. In Beiträge zur Graphentheorie (Kolloquium, Manebach, 1967) (Vol. 25, p.
31).

2Balogh, J., Kronenberg, G., Pokrovskiy, A., and Szabó, T. (2019). The maximum length of Kr -Bootstrap Percolation. arXiv
preprint arXiv:1907.04559.

3Kohayakawa, Y., Lee, S. J., Moreira, C. G., and Rödl, V. (2021). On strong Sidon sets of integers. Journal of Combinatorial
Theory, Series A, 183, 105490.
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Fine Adjunction Theory and the Cayley Structure of Polytopes

Sofía Garzón Mora (sofiag96@zedat.fu-berlin.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Christian Haase

Adjunction Theory is an area which originally surged within the context of algebraic geometry and which has
played a fundamental role in the classification of projective algebraic varieties. After a connection between
polarized toric varieties and lattice polytopes was found, the development of Polyhedral Adjunction Theory
was prompted, an area which initiated around 2009 by Dickenstein, Di Rocco and Piene1. It studies adjoint
polytopes and their invariants, which play a role in decomposition theorems regarding the Cayley Structures of
polytopes. In this work, we redefine adjoint polytopes using a slightly stronger condition which in turn allows
us to improve the existing lower bounds in dimension for a polytope that is guaranteed to have a Cayley sum
structure.

In Polyhedral Adjunction Theory we study n-dimensional polytopes and their adjoints, obtained
by moving all facets inwards and taking the remaining such points inside the original polytope.
There are some invariants having their counterparts in algebraic geometry, such as the nef value
or Q-codegree µ(P ). These play a role in the classification of polytopes that are Cayley sums of
Cayley polytopes. A decomposition theorem was proven2, giving a lower bound for dimensions of
polytopes that decompose into Cayley sums using the Q-codegree. Thus, one of the open questions
studied in this project is if we can find a better and more precise bound for such decomposition
theorems and what this means in terms of algebraic geometry.

Towards this goal, we redefine adjoint polytopes into so-called Fine adjoint polytopes, where
we consider the points inside the original polytope P that remain after pushing inwards all valid
inequalities on P instead of just the facets. Among other results, we obtain that the new Fine
Q-codegree µF (P ) satisfies that for all polytopes P , µ(P ) ≤ µF (P ), giving a tighter lower
bound for a decomposition theorem on the Cayley Structure of polytopes. Apart from its strongly
geometric intrinsic motivation, this area has also connections to Ehrhart Theory, where there are
more open questions on classification theorems of polytopes.

1Alicia Dickenstein, Sandra Di Rocco, and Ragni Piene, “Classifying smooth lattice polytopes via toric fibrations.” Advances in
Mathematics, 222(1):240254, 2009.

2Sandra Di Rocco, Christian Haase, Benjamin Nill, and Andreas Paffenholz. Polyhedral adjunction theory. Algebra and Number
Theory, 7(10):24172446, 2014.
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GRK 2434 Benjamin Hauskeller

Lower Bounds and Efficient Algorithms for Dynamic Query Evaluation
on Databases

Benjamin Hauskeller (hauskeller@hu-berlin.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Nicole Schweikardt

In the classical approach to database theory one typically assumes the database to be static, that
is, the database does not change. In practice, however, database updates are quite frequent and
there are many use cases in which the same query is evaluated against a changing database. In
the static setting we would have to evaluate the query from scratch whenever the database has
changed since the last evaluation. This approach may lead to redundant calculations since database
updates usually only affect a small part of the database and, thus, partial results of a previous
query evaluation may be reused in subsequent evaluations of the same query.

Dynamic Query Evaluation tries to avoid or reduce these recalculation by using a data structure
with which the query can be evaluated and which can be maintained under updates to the database.
By maintenance we mean that upon an update the data structure is altered such that it reflects the
evaluation of the query against the updated database.

Berkholz, Keppeler, and Schweikardt identified the class of so called q-hierarchical conjunctive
queries that can be maintained with an update time independent of size of the database. They
also showed that, under reasonable complexity theoretic assumptions, any non-q-hierarchical
query requires at least an update time in O(N

1
2 ), where N is the number of tuples in the current

database.1
We are currently developing a framework for maintaining any quantifier-free conjunctive query.

For some queries our approach matches known lower bounds, for example Sx ∧ Exy ∧ T y or
the triangle query Rxy ∧ Syz ∧ T zx. Both queries are non-q-hierarchical and can be maintained
in our framework with an update time in O(N

1
2 ), matching the lower bound mentioned before.

Other queries, for which our approach is essentially optimal, are cliques of any size k. Here,
we achieve an update time in O(N

k
2 −1). Any significant improvement would violate the lower

bound provided by Marx in the static case (which assumes ETH to hold). 2 For certain queries,
however, our framework may require more time for a single tuple update than other algorithms
need for calculating the entire result. It remains an open question whether there is an easy to test
criterion to identify those queries. Another interesting question is, whether we can expand our
framework to queries with quantifiers.

1Berkholz, Keppeler, Schweikardt, “Answering Conjunctive Queries under Updates”, PODS ’17, pp. 21–30.
2Chen, Huang, Kanj, Xia. “Linear FPT Reductions and Computational Lower Bounds”. STOC 04, pp. 212–221.
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PosSLP and Related Problems

Gorav Jindal (gorav.jindal@gmail.com)
Supervisor: Prof. Peter Bürgisser

My research interests are broadly in computational complexity. In particular, I am eager to work
in any research areas which are related to algebra or computational complexity. The sub-field
of algebraic complexity theory is what exactly captures my research interests. Recently, I have
been working on “positivity testing” decision problems. Here, the input is usually a real algebraic
number and we want to decide its sign. In this context, I am investigating the following problems:

PosSLP: A straight line program (SLP) P is a sequence of integers a0, a1, . . . , an such that
a0 = 1 and ai = aj ◦ ak for all i > 0 with j, k < i and ◦ ∈ {+, −, ×}. We say this SLP
P computes the integer an. In the PosSLP problem, we are given a SLP P as the input, task
is to decide the sign of the integer computed by P . It was essentially shown in 1,that a PosSLP
oracle can decide the problems decidable in polynomial time in the Blum-Shub-Smale model
of computation over the reals. In 1, it was also shown that PosSLP lies in the counting hierarchy.
Surprisingly, we still do not know any nontrivial lower bounds for PosSLP. In an ongoing work
with Prof. Peter Bürgisser, we are trying to establish lower bounds for PosSLP.

Sum of Square Roots Problem: In the sum of square roots problem (SSRP), we are given
an expression S =

∑n

i=1 δi
√

ai as input, where δi ∈ {−1, +1} and ai’s are positive integers.
The task is to decide the sign of S. It is know that SSRP reduces to PosSLP 1 2 . When the ai’s
are so called “polynomial integers”, then SSRP can be decided in polynomial time 2. But when
ai’s are not restricted to come from a special set then its reduction to PosSLP, is still the best
upper bound we know for SSRP. Can we improve this upper bound? This is an ongoing work with
Prof. Nikhil Balaji (IIT Delhi).

Koiran’s Trinomial Sign Problem: Koiran 3 proposed the following sign testing problem:
Given an integer trinomial f = axe1 + bxe2 + c and a rational p

q
, determine the sign of f( p

q
).

It is easy to see that this is also a special case of PosSLP. In 4, it was shown that this problem can
be solved in polynomial time except on a small fraction of the inputs. Can we unconditionally
improve the PosSLP upper bound for this problem?

1Eric Allender, Peter Bürgisser, Johan Kjeldgaard-Pedersen, and Peter Miltersen. On the Complexity of Numerical Analysis. In:
SIAM Journal on Computing 38 (Jan. 2006). DOI: 10.1109/CCC.2006.30.

2Neeraj Kayal and Chandan Saha. On the Sum of Square Roots of Polynomials and Related Problems. In: 2011 IEEE 26th
Annual Conference on Computational Complexity. 2011, pp. 292299.

3Pascal Koiran. Root separation for trinomials. In: Journal of Symbolic Computation 95 (2019), pp. 151 161. ISSN: 0747-7171.
4Erick Boniface, Weixun Deng, and J. Maurice Rojas. Trinomials and Deterministic Complexity Limits for Real Solving. 2022.

URL: https://arxiv.org/abs/2202.06115.
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GRK 2434 Christian Kipp

Isotropic constants of certain classes of centrally symmetric polytopes

Christian Kipp (kipp@math.tu-berlin.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Martin Henk

A major open problem in high-dimensional convex geometry concerns the volume distribution
in convex bodies. If K ⊂ Rn is an n-dimensional convex body with centroid 0 and Vol(K) = 1,
then its isotropic constant LK is given by L2n

K = det
[∫

K
xxT dx

]
. A famous conjecture

asserts that the isotropic constant is bounded from above by a universal constant, independent of
n:

Conjecture (Strong slicing conjecture). The unit cube Cn maximizes the isotropic constant

among o-symmetric convex bodies, i.e., it holds LK ≤
1

√
12

= LCn for every o-symmetric

convex body K with Vol(K) = 1.
The conjecture is part of a complex of related open questions in convex geometry; a positive

answer would have interesting consequences.1 After recent breakthrough results, the best known
upper bound is LK ≤ C log(n)4 for a universal constant C > 0. 2 A large part of the research
on isotropic constants is done from an asymptotic viewpoint. In contrast, our approach is closer
to the spirit of “classical” convex geometry in the sense that we focus on the extremal bodies in a
given dimension n. Rather than studying the whole space of convex bodies Kn, we restrict our
attention to certain classes of centrally symmetric polytopes:

1. Voronoi cells of (stable) lattices. Motivation: An affirmative answer to the strong slicing
conjecture for this class would settle the classical Minkowski conjecture on the product of
inhomogeneous linear forms. 3

2. Zonotopes. It is known that every zonotope Z satisfies LZ ≤ 1
2 . If the strong slicing

conjecture is true, the best upper bound is 1√
12

.

3. Centrally symmetric polytopes with restricted combinatorial complexity.

Our approach is mainly variational: For certain maps [a, b] → Kn, t 7→ Kt, it is possible to
compute derivatives of the function t 7→ L2n

Kt
.4 Setting the derivative equal to zero, we obtain

structural information about K0.

1B. Klartag and V. Milman, “The slicing problem by Bourgain”, https://www.weizmann.ac.il/math/klartag/sites/
math.klartag/files/uploads/bourgain_slicing_problem_v2.pdf, 2021. Accessed 26/04/2022.

2B. Klartag and J. Lehec, “Bourgain’s slicing problem and KLS isoperimetry up to polylog”, preprint arXiv:2203.15551v2, 2022.
3O. Regev and N. Stephens-Davidowitz, “A Reverse Minkowski Theorem”, preprint arXiv:1611.05979v5, 2021; A. Magazinov,

“A proof of a conjecture by Haviv, Lyubashevsky and Regev on the second moment of a lattice Voronoi cell”, Advances in
Geometry, vol. 20, no. 1, 2020.

4L. Rademacher, “A simplicial polytope that maximizes the isotropic constant must be a simplex”, Mathematika, vol. 62., no. 1,
2016.
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GRK 2434 Kristin Knorr

On Data Structures and Drawings of Graphs

Kristin Knorr (kristin.knorr@fu-berlin.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Mulzer

Geometric graphs are used in a wide range of scientific fields e.g. for modeling or visualizing
complex topics. Especially, the visualization of data sets is a relevant topic in graph drawing.
Since the data should be well-arranged, the drawings should be simple.

In simple drawings, edges are drawn as Jordan arcs and are allowed to have at most one point
in common. The common point is either an endpoint incident to both edges or a crossing point
between them. Another, less restrictive, kind of drawings are so-called semi-simple or star-simple
drawings. In star-simple drawings, edges are drawn as Jordan arcs as well but non-adjacent edges
are allowed to cross multiple times, see figure 0.73.

Figure 1: The left drawing is neither simple nor star-simple since the two adjacent edges cross. The right
drawing is not simple but star-simple.

We studied the maximum crossing number of star-simple drawings. The allowance of multiple
crossings of non-adjacent edges induces the need for more restrictions. Since edges twisting
around each other can produce infinitely many crossings, we forbid empty lenses. Thus, each
bigon has to enclose at least one vertex. However, we can still produce infinitely many crossings
by spiraling one edge around its end point and drawing a straight line through. This is avoided by
considering the complete graph. Taking these restrictions into account, we get forbidden structures
called deadlocks and spirals which then lead to a bound number of crossings.

By using these structures and a recursive analysis, we achieve an upper bound of n! for the
maximum crossing number in a star-simple drawing of Kn. Moreover, we could rise the lower
bound of the maximum crossing number by inventing a generalized product function on two loose
meander, meaning a pair of edges forming neither a deadlock nor a spiral. Using this procedure
exhaustively yields a lower bound of 2,28n. 1.

1Stefan Felsner, Michael Hoffmann, Kristin Knorr, and Irene Parada. On the maximum number of crossings in star-simple
drawings of Kn with no empty lens. In David Auber and Pavel Valtr, editors, Graph Drawing and Network Visualization,
pages 382389, Cham 2020. Springer International Publishing.
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GRK 2434 Pascal Kunz

Parameterized Algorithms for Temporal Graph and Multistage Problems

Pascal Kunz (p.kunz.1@tu-berlin.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Rolf Niedermeier

Graphs that occur in real-world applications are frequently not the static objects as which they are
modeled in theory, but rather change over time. There are several frameworks for algorithms that
take such change into account. One of them, temporal graphs, models time-changing graphs as
sequences of graphs (known as layers) with the same vertex set but different edge sets. Unsur-
prisingly, problems on temporal graphs are computationally significantly harder than their static
counterparts. In this thesis, we attack this hardness by developing parameterized algorithms, that
is algorithms with exponential running time in the worst case, but which restrict the exponential
blow-up to a small parameter rather than the size of the entire input instance.

For example, with the Multistage 2-Coloring problem, we define a notion of bipartiteness for
temporal graphs.1 We define the bipartiteness of a temporal graph to be the smallest integer d such
that each layer of the graph can be 2-colored in a way that the colorings of consecutive layers only
differ in at most d vertices. We find that determining whether such a coloring exists is NP-hard
even if d = 1 or the temporal graph contains only two layers. We develop FPT algorithms for
several parameters including the vertex cover number of the underlying graph plus the number of
layers and the maximum number of connected components in any layer.

Another example is the Network Untangling problem, which arises in data mining as a way
of explaining interactions between entities modeled by a temporal graph.2 Briefly, the goal is to
select a vertex cover of each layer of a temporal graph, but the layers in which each individual
vertex is selected must form a small number of intervals with restrictions on their length. We
provide a detailed analysis of the parameterized complexity of this problem, giving FPT algorithms
for several parameters and proving hardness for others.3

1Till Fluschnik, PK, “Bipartite Temporal Graphs and the Parameterized Complexity of Multistage 2-Coloring,” Proceedings of
the First Symposium on Algorithmic Foundations of Dynamic Networks (SAND), LIPIcs Vol. 221, 2022. To appear.

2It was introduced by Polina Rozenshtein, Nikolaj Tatti, and Aristides Gionis, “The network-untangling problem: From interac-
tions to activity timelines”, Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery, 35(1), 213–247, 2021.

3Vincent Froese, PK, and Philipp Zschoche, “Disentangling the Computational Complexity of Network Untangling”, Proceedings
of the 31st International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence (IJCAI), 2022. To appear.
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GRK 2434 Dante Luber

Subdivisions of Generalized Permutahedra

Dante Luber (luber@math.tu-berlin.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Michael Joswig

Generalized permutahedra are are a common generalization of many well known classes of
polytopes, including regular permutahedra, matroid polytopes, hypersimplices and beyond. They
are defined by the property that their edge directions are differences of standard basis vectors.
The goal of this Ph.D project is to study subdivisions of generalized permutahedra into cells that
are themselves generalized permutahedra. We call these permutahedral subdivisions. Regular
permutahedral subdivisions are of particular interest, due to their combinatorial structure as
a subfan of the secondary fan. By studying these subdivisions we obtain results that connect
numerous fields, such as algebra, combinatorics, and tropical geometry.

Well studied examples of regular permutahedral subdivisions concern hypersimplices subdi-
vided into matroid polytopes. The subfan of the secondary fan of ∆(d, n) whose points induce
permutahedral subdivisions is known as the Dressian, denoted Dr(d, n). The Dressian is cut
out as the intersection of tropical hypersurfaces, and contains the tropicalized Grassmannian
TGr(d, n) as a subfan.

During the first phase of this project we studied permutahedral subdivisions of the regular
permutahedron Πn

1. The cells of these subdivisions correspond to flag matroids, which are
generalizations of matroids. We prove that the collection of points in Rn! corresponding to
regular permutahedral subdivisions of Πn is the intersection of tropical hypersurfaces with linear
subspaces.

The subfan associated to regular permutahedral subdivisions of Πn is isomorphic to the full
flag Dressian FlDr(n) ⊆ R2n , which in turn contains the tropicalization of the positive full
flag variety2. These points correspond to sequences of strictly contained linear spaces whose
Plücker coordinates are positive. Our second main result shows that the regular subdivisions of
Πn induced by these points consist of cells that are Bruhat interval polytopes. That is, each cell
corresponds to an interval in a partial ordering on the symmetric group.

The current phase of this project, with Daniel Corey, studies initial degenerations of the
Grassmannian Gr(3, 8). These are are closely related to finite inverse limits of matroid strata,
where the diagrams come from permutahedral subdivisions of the hypersimplex ∆(3, 8). Our
goal is to show that the initial degenerations are smooth and irreducible, thus resolving the last
case of a conjecture by Hacking, Keel, and Tevelev3.

1M. Joswig, G. Loho, L., J. Olarte, “Generalized Permutahdra and Positive Flag Dressians”, arXiv 2111.13676, 2021
2M. Brandt, C. Eur, L. Zhang, “Tropical Flag Varieties", Advances in Mathematics, vol. 384, 2021
3J. Tevelev, “Compacfications of Subvarieties of Tori", American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 129, p.1087-1104, 2007
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Algorithms and Axioms for Justified Representation and Participatory
Budgeting

Jannik Peters (jannik.peters@tu-berlin.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Markus Brill

In recent years, many cities around the world, including Berlin 1, are adapting the democratic
paradigm of Participatory Budgeting (PB) 2. However, the current way these democratic processes
are run often leads to the so-called "tyranny of the majority". For instance, in several cities,
the citizens vote by approving, i.e., liking, a subset of projects, after which the city greedily
implements the projects with the most votes, which still fit into the budget. While easy to calculate,
this method has the potential to significantly overrepresent larger districts in the city, simply
because their absolute number of voters is larger than of any other district. Hence, other voting
methods and ways to analyze these voting methods 3 are needed.

To approach this, our aim is to generalize methods and axioms from the area of approval
based multi winner voting 4 and to theoretically analyze them in the domain of approval based
participatory budgeting, with the goal of creating rules which are proportional, polynomial time
computable and easy to understand.

Further, my research deals with the subcase of approval based multi-winner voting. For instance,
in a recent research project, we studied the (im)possibilities of representing individual voters and
designed approximation algorithms for special cases. 5

Finally, in my thesis, I am also working on algorithmic game theory, in particular on matching
theory. In a recent paper, I studied the possibilities of eliciting preferences of agents, i.e., of
designing protocols to efficiently uncover the underlying preferences of a set of agents, in a
one-sided matching setting 6.

In general, in my thesis, I am trying to approach problems from game theory or voting theory
from a theoretical/mathematical angle, trying to uncover interesting axioms, problems, and
solutions/algorithms for these problems.

1https://www.rbb24.de/panorama/beitrag/2021/10/berlin-finanzen-haushalt-buergerbeteiligung.html
2or Bürgerhaushalt in German
3See for example Peters, Pierczyński, Skowron, Proportional Participatory Budgeting with Cardinal Utilities, to appear in

Neurips’21 (note, different Peters)
4See Lackner and Skowron, Multi-Winner Voting with Approval Preferences, CoRR abs/2112.10407 (2021), for a survey on this

topic.
5Brill, Israel, Micha, Peters, Individual Representation in Approval-Based Committee Voting, to appear in AAAI’2022
6Peters, Online Elicitation of Necessarily Optimal Matchings, to appear in AAAI’22
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Realization Spaces of Polytopes & 4-Dimensional Point Groups

Laith Rastanawi (laisrast@zedat.fu-berlin.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Rainer Sinn and Prof. Dr. Günter Rote

My doctoral research project consists of two parts:
The Dimensions of the Realization Spaces of Polytopes. Robertson in 19881 suggested a

model for the realization space of a convex d-dimensional polytope P and an approach via the
implicit function theorem to prove that the realization space is smooth manifold of dimension
NG(P ) := d(f0 +fd−1)−f0,d−1, where f0, fd−1 are the number of vertices and the number
of facets of P , respectively, and f0,d−1 is the number of vertex-facet incidences in P . We call
NG(P ) the natural guess for (the dimension of the realization space of) P .

We use Robertson’s model and approach to study the realizations spaces of higher-dimensional
polytopes. We conclude combinatorial criteria to decide if the realization space of the polytope
in consideration is a smooth manifold of dimension equal to the natural guess. We study the
realization spaces of 4-dimensional polytopes with small number of vertices, and along the way,
we analyze examples where this approach fails and we determine the smallest examples where
this happens.

Finally, we investigate the realization space of the 24-cell; we construct families of realizations
of the 24-cell, and using them we show that the realization space of the 24-cell has points where
it is not a smooth manifold. This provides the first known example of a polytope whose realization
space is not a smooth manifold.

Towards a Geometric Understanding of 4-Dimensional Point Groups. The methods used in
the previous classifications of 4-dimensional point groups were algebraic and do not describe
the geometric actions of these groups. We analyze these groups and describe them geometrically.
In summary, we propose the following classification: There is a finite list of polyhedral groups,
which are related to the regular polytopes. There are axial groups, which leave a line through the
origin invariant. There are torodial groups, which are characterized by having a torus that remains
invariant. Finally, there are eleven classes of tubular groups, whose action can be described using
“tubes” of facets of some polytopes.

For the toroidal groups, we propose a new, geometric, classification into several classes of
infinite groups. Essentially, it boils down to classifying the isometry groups of the 2-dimensional
square flat torus.

The tubular groups are the groups which preserve a given left or right Hopf fibration. The
action of these groups can be understood using polar orbit polytopes, where the action induces a
decomposition of the facets into intertwining “tubes”.

1“Stewart A Robertson et al.” Polytopes and symmetry, volume 90. Cambridge University Press, 1984.
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Arrangements:
Combinatorial and Computational Problems

Sandro Roch (roch@math.tu-berlin.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Stefan Felsner

Arrangements of geometric objects in the euclidean plane, in the sphere or in other spaces are
a central topic in the area of discrete geometry. Examples are hyperplane arrangements, line and
pseudoline arrangements, circle and pseudocircle arrangements, and contact representations 1.
These arrangements reveal rich combinatorial structures. For example, pseudoline arrangements
are in connection with oriented matroids of rank 3 2, with zonotopal tilings 3 and with standard
young tableaux of staircase shape 4.

The PhD project aims at exploring computational problems arising from this, such as, for
example, the two strongly related problems of counting and random generation of arrangements.
Of particular interest are methods such as SAT solvers, which can be used for proving existence
or nonexistence of combinatorial objects satisfying certain properties.

Geometric arrangements can be found in many real world applications, as for example, in the
floorplanning of the tanks of a sewage treatment plant or in chip design. These applications also
give rise to problems concerning discrete optimization.

A research question for which we recently made a contribution is the following. A pseudocircle
is a simple closed curve in the euclidean plane. An intersecting pseducircle arrangement is a
collection of n pseudocircles which pairwise either have a single intersection where they touch,
or have exactly two intersections where they cross. The arrangement is called simple, if there is
no point in which three or more pseudocircles intersect. Grünbaum 5 conjectured that in simple
intersecting pseudocircle arrangements there can be at most 2n − 2 touchings. We proved that
this conjecture holds at least for arrangements which contain three pseudocircles that pairwise
touch6.

1Jacob E. Goodman, Joseph ORourke, Csaba D. Tóth (Eds.), “Handbook of Discrete and Computational Geometry”, Chapter 28,
2017.

2Jacob E. Goodman, Joseph ORourke, Csaba D. Tóth (Eds.), “Handbook of Discrete and Computational Geometry”, Chapter 6,
2017.

3Stefan Felsner, Helmut Weil, “Sweeps, arrangements and signotopes”, Disc. Appl. Math. 109, p. 67 - 94, 2001.
4Stefan Felsner, “The Skeleton of a Reduced Word and a Correspondence of Edelman and Greene”, Electron. J. Comb. 8 No. 1,

Research paper R10, 2001.
5B. Grünbaum, “Arrangements and Spreads”, volume 10 of CBMS Regional Conference Series in Mathematics, 1972.
6S. Felsner, S. Roch, M. Scheucher, “Arrangements of Pseudocircles: On Digons and Triangles”, Proceedings of the 38th

European Workshop on Computational Geometry (EuroCG), 2022.
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Efficient parameterized algorithms for structured graphs

Alexandre Simon (alexandre.simon@hu-berlin.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Stefan Kratsch

In the scope of the thesis, we are mainly interested in exploiting graph structures to design
faster algorithms. As a matter of fact, despite being large, some inputs exhibit a useful structure
that allows to solve several problems much faster. In other words, the work of the thesis falls
into the framework of Parameterized Algorithms. We also put a strong emphasis on designing
Efficient Parameterized Algorithms which focus on solving tractable problems faster. The reason
to study polynomial-time solvable problems come from the fact that, despite being easy to solve
theoretically, their fastest algorithms are still too slow in practice and thus do not have a real-world
application. It becomes then necessary to design algorithms around a graph parameter, preferably
low for many inputs, so that the overall size of the input does not infer too much in the running
time. This approach has already been successful for different problems and parameters1. In this
thesis, we investigate the problem of Triangle Counting that, given a graph, asks for its number
of triangles (number of triples of vertices that are pairwise adjacent). This problem is known to
be tractable and can, in fact, be solvable in time O(nω) where ω < 2.373, using fast matrix
multiplication2. Furthermore, efficient parameterized algortihms have also been designed for
the clique-width3 and the modular-width4 of the input graph. We give an algorithm that solves
the problem in time O(tww2n + m) where tww denotes the twin-width of the input graph.
Using only combinatorial argument, our algorithm is adaptive in the sense that it matches the
running time of the best unparameterized combinatorial algorithm (which runs in time O(n3)).
Furthermore, as the twin-width is more general than the clique-width as graphs of bounded
clique-width have bounded twin-width5, it allows to obtain an algorithm that is faster for more
inputs. However, an improvement would be to match the current best running time of O(nω) and
similarly it would be interesting to look for an even more general parameter that allows to obtain
an algorithm solving this problem in a similar running time.

1M. Bentert, T. Fluschnik, A. Nichterlein, and R. Niedermeier, “Parameterized aspects of triangle enumeration,” Journal of
Computer and System Sciences, 103, 61-77, 2019.

2N. Alon, R. Yuster, and U. Zwick , “Finding and counting given length cycles.,”Algorithmica, 17(3):209223, 1997.
3S. Kratsch and F. Nelles, “ Efficient and adaptive parameterized algorithms on modular decompositions.,” 26th Annual European

Symposium on Algorithms, 2018.
4D. Coudert, G. Ducoffe, and A. Popa, “Fully polynomial FPT algorithms for some classes of bounded clique-width graphs.,”

ACM Transactions on Algorithms, 2019.
5E. Bonnet, C. Geniet, E. J. Kim, S. Thomassé, and R. Watrigant , ‘Twin-width III: Max Independent Set, Min Dominating Set,

and Coloring.,” 48th International Colloquium on Automata, Languages, and Programming, ICALP, 2021.
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Complexity of Query Evaluation

Harry Vinall-Smeeth (harry.vinall-smeeth@informatik.hu-berlin.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Christoph Berkholz

This project, which began in May 2021, aims to explore aspects of the query enumeration
problem. In this setting we have a finite relational structure, which we call a database D, and a
query, q, which takes D as its input and outputs a relation of constant arity. We are then interested
in the following problem:

Input: A query q and a database D
Output: An enumeration of the set q(D) = {ā : D |= q(ā)}

This is a very general setting and so we almost always limit the queries to some language, which
is often a fragment of first-order logic. A prominent example is conjunctive queries (CQs), which
are those first-order formulas that can be built up from atomic formulas using only conjunction
and existential quantification.

We evaluate the results of queries in two stages: a preprocessing phase where we create a data
structure allowing us to enumerate q on D and a enumeration phase where all tuples in q(D) are
outputted one at a time. We want to know which classes of queries are in some sense ‘tractable’.

A lot of attention has been paid to this problem. For example it is known that when a class of
CQs has certain nice structural properties, for instance bounded free-connex treewidth1, the query
enumeration problem is tractable on that class. Conditional negative results, i.e. proofs that the
query evaluation problem is intractable on various classes of CQs, have also been obtained, for
example in 2. However a complete dichotomy for CQs has not yet been achieved.

So far we have focused on the factorised setting3, where we aim to reduce redundancy by
representing query results using unions, cartesian products and definitions. Recently Chirstoph
Berkholz and I, obtained a dichotomy theorem which states, informally, that for classes of CQs of
bounded arity ‘good’ factorisations exist if and only if the class has bounded treewidth, which we
hope to publish soon.

Our next step will be to explore the unbounded arity case. One would expect this to be harder
as for some related problems the bounded arity case is solved, whilst the unbounded arity case
remains open.

1Guillaume Bagan, Arnaud Durand, and Etienne Grandjean. On acyclic conjunctive queries and constant delay enumeration. In
Jacques Duparc and Thomas A. Henzinger, editors, Computer Science Logic, pages 208222, 2007.

2Dániel Marx. Tractable hypergraph properties for constraint satisfaction and conjunctive queries. J. ACM, 60(6), 2013.
3Dan Olteanu and Jakub Závodný. Size bounds for factorised representations of query results. ACM Trans. Database Syst.,

40(1), 2015
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Prof. Dr.-Ing. Felix Freiling
Email: felix.freiling@fau.de

Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg (FAU)
Internet: https://cybercrime.fau.de

Information technology has caused a new form of crime to emerge: cybercrime. It is incurring an
increasing cost on modern society and is arguably threatening the stability of our economic system.
Traditional law enforcement approaches appear to struggle with this new development. However,
with new technologies also come new forms of criminal investigation, like large-scale data analysis
and police trojans for covert surveillance. The effectiveness of such methods routinely raises
questions regarding their impact on the constitutional rights of affected citizens. The inherent
bounds of national law complicate matters further.

This Research Training Group aims to disentangle the many open ends of this research area
arising from the interaction between computer science and criminal law by bringing together
established scientists from both areas. Computer science is represented through the areas of
cryptography (Dominique Schröder), theoretical computer science (Lutz Schröder, Stefan Milius),
multimedia security (Christian Riess), hardware-software-co-design (Jürgen Teich, Stefan Wilder-
mann) and computer security (Felix Freiling). Colleagues from law represent criminal law (Hans
Kudlich), criminal procedural law (Christoph Safferling) and criminology (Gabriele Kett-Straub).
Our goal is to slowly but systematically work towards establishing new methodological standards
in handling digital evidence, intepreting and developing national and international law in the
years to come. At the same time, we attempt to (at least partially) remedy the lack of scientifically
trained experts in this area.

The individual research and training programme of funded researchers is undertaken in coop-
eration with an interdisciplinary advisory committee and supported by a joint lecture series, a
research seminar and interaction with international guests. During the annual cybercrime work-
shop, funded researchers interact by solving selected cybercrime cases involving forensic analysis
of digital evidence and its presentation in front of an expert panel consisting of computer security
professionals, public prosecutors and judges.
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GRK 2475 Hans-Peter Deifel

Coalgebraic Automata and Learning Algorithms and their Application
in Forensics

Hans-Peter Deifel (hans-peter.deifel@fau.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Stefan Milius

The study of dynamic systems has a long and rich history in computer science, spanning fields
such as classical automata theory, concurrency theory, and IT security. Such systems include
deterministic automata, (labeled) transition systems, and probabilistic systems. Historically, al-
gorithms developed for one type of system had to be adapted or reinvented for another one. In
contrast, the theory of Universal Coalgebra aims to provide a generic framework for systems that
encompasses the instances mentioned above and many others.

The use of coalgebraic techniques has recently facilitated the development of a generic partition
refinement algorithm, which we implemented in a tool that can efficiently minimize a wide array
of state based systems. In fact, for many of the studied system types, the generic algorithm matches
the run-time complexity of the best known specialized algorithm and for some system types even
surpasses it. Genericity is achieved by varying the coalgebraic type functor, but the base category
is assumed to be the category of sets.

In the above algorithm, partition refinement is used to compute the state space of a minimal
system w.r.t. behavioral equivalence. In this thesis we will, as a first step, extend the algorithm into
a fully fledged minimization procedure. This entails moving from computing the state space to
also computing the transition structure of the minimal system, while retaining the full genericity.

We will also add support for data automata to the algorithm, by porting it to another base
category. Data automata deal with infinite alphabets that are accessible only by a limited API.
They arise e.g. when dealing with user data in XML processing.

Another class of algorithms that has recently seen the introduction of coalgebraic techniques
is active automata learning, which allows to infer automata models by querying a black-box
system. E.g. Angluin’s original learning algorithm reconstructs a deterministic finite automaton by
posting a series of questions to an adequate teacher. Since this pioneering work, similar learning
algorithms have been developed for a variety of different systems, motivating the search for a
generic method. Advances in this direction were made using coalgebraic methods by Silva et
al. with their Coalgebraic Automata Learning Framework and more recently, by Barlocco et al. The
latest development is an algebraic approach by Schröder and Urbat. All of these approaches have
various shortcomings, in particular, they do not yield a concrete ready-to-use generic algorithm. In
this thesis, we will investigate the applicability of those approaches and hope to devise a concrete
algorithm with a high level of genericity.

As a case study, we will apply active learning techniques in the field of digital forensics, e.g. by
constructing accurate models of black-box systems in digital evidence.
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GRK 2475 Dominic Deuber

Cryptocurrency Anonymity

Dominic Deuber (dominic.deuber@fau.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Dominique Schröder

Cryptocurrencies are digital means of payments that are based on the blockchain technology
and cryptographic primitives such as digital signatures. In contrast to traditional currencies,
cryptocurrencies do neither require a central bank to issue new units nor a central point to monitor
transactions. These unique properties are the reason why cryptocurrencies increasingly change
how payments are made worldwide.

In most cryptocurrencies, transactions use public keys as part of a digital signature scheme to
specify senders and recipients of the payments. A person can generate an arbitrary number of
public keys on the fly and the keys themselves do not reveal the identity of the person. Therefore
cryptocurrencies working like this are often mistakenly considered anonymous. However, mul-
tiple public keys belonging to the same person can be grouped by linking heuristics.1 For this
reason, such cryptocurrencies only achieve pseudonymity and are thus non-privacy-preserving.
However, two main techniques have been developed to realize anonymity. On the one hand, there
are so-called overlays2 that can be used on top of non-privacy-preserving cryptocurrencies to add
anonymity by complicating linkage. On the other hand, there are privacy-preserving cryptocur-
rencies aiming for anonymity by design. The three largest privacy-preserving cryptocurrencies by
market capitalization are Monero, Zcash, and Dash. While the privacy measures of Monero and
Zcash have been extensively studied,3 Dash has not yet been subject to analyses. Therefore the
first part of my work is to understand and formalize Dash.

Cryptocurrencies, especially the aforementioned Monero, Zcash and Dash are more and more
used by criminals4 and thus gain the attention of law enforcement agencies. While the results of
deanonymization attacks might be sufficient to start investigations, it is not yet clear what their
meaning in a criminal trial might be. The reason is that deanonymization attacks are based on
heuristics and thus might lead to false positives. This may raise problems given the standard of
evidence required to find a defendant guilty. Thus, the second part of my work is to study how
results based on those heuristics can be used in criminal procedures, especially how they should
be interpreted.

1D. Ron and A. Shamir. Quantitative analysis of the full Bitcoin transaction graph. In FC 2013, pages 6–24, 2013. S. Meiklejohn
et al. A fistful of Bitcoins: characterizing payments among men with no names. In Internet Measurement Conference, pages
127–140, 2013.

2S. Meiklejohn and C. Orlandi. Privacy-enhancing overlays in bitcoin. In FC 2015 Workshops, pages 127–141, 2015.
3M. Möser et al. An empirical analysis of traceability in the Monero blockchain. PoPETs, 2018(3):143–163, 2018. G. Kappos

et al. An empirical analysis of anonymity in Zcash. In USENIX Security 2018, pages 463–477, 2018.
4G. Tziakouris. Cryptocurrencies–a forensic challenge or opportunity for law enforcement? An Interpol perspective. IEEE

Security and Privacy, 16(4):92–94, 2018.
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GRK 2475 Julia Drafz

Viktimologie Cybercrime

Julia Drafz (julia.drafz@fau.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Gabriele Kett-Straub

Die Digitalisierung schreitet in unserer Gesellschaft immer weiter voran und bringt neue Techno-
logien hervor. Nach der JIM-Studie 2019 des Medienpädagogischen Forschungsverbunds Südwest
ist von einer flächendeckenden Vollausstattung sowohl mit dem Internet als auch Smartphone in
den deutschen Haushalten auszugehen. Das Internet ist somit nicht mehr aus dem Berufsleben
und privaten Alltag wegzudenken. Doch die technischen Errungenschaften gehen jedoch nicht
nur mit positiven Aspekten einher, da auch Kriminelle das Potential des Internets zum Miss-
brauch für ihre eigenen Zwecke entdeckt haben. Während das Schadensausmaß enorm ist, ist
das Aufdeckungsrisiko aufgrund der Anonymität des Internets und fortschreitenden technischen
Entwicklungen gering. Im Gegensatz zu anderen Kriminalitätsbereichen steht die Forschung
im Gebiet der Internetkriminalität noch am Anfang. Insbesondere in der (Cyber-)Viktimologie,
einem Teilbereich der Kriminologie, das sich mit verschiedenen Facetten der Kriminalitätsopfer
beschäftigt, besteht ein großes Forschungsdesiderat.

Bisherige Studien beliefen sich bisher relativ erfolglos auf die ausschließliche Anwendung
quantitativer Methoden zur Identifizierung von Risikofaktoren bei Opfern von Cyberkriminalität
in der allgemeinen Bevölkerung. Um den Opfern nach einer Viktimisierung zu helfen und Taten im
Vorfeld zu verhindern, erfordert es eine Forschung, die sich nicht alleine auf statistische Analysen
beschränkt und sich neben der Aufdeckung von Risikofaktoren auch anderen viktimologischen
Themenfeldern widmet.

Im Rahmen der Dissertation steht deshalb neben der Aufarbeitung des aktuellen Stands der
Opferforschung sowie einer grundlegenden Darstellung des Phänomens Cyberkriminalität die
Durchführung einer eigenen empirischen Studie im Vordergrund. Mithilife eines standardisierten
Fragebogens sollen Opfererfahrungen von Privatnutzer*innen im Internet und ihr Online-Verhalten
erfasst und Daten für eine statistische Analyse gewonnen werden. Im anschließenden qualitativen
Forschungsteil werden ausgewählte Cybercrime-Opfer zu ihrem Umgang mit der Tat und der
Bewältigung der Tatfolgen interviewt. Diese kombinierte Vorgehensweise schafft zum einen
die Möglichkeit, statistische Kennwerte zu erhalten und zum anderen mittels einer qualitativen
Inhaltsanalyse nach Mayring Wissen über den Umgang mit der Tat von Cybercrime-Opfer zu
generieren, welche dann in die Opferhilfe und Präventionsarbeit einfließen können.
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GRK 2475 Chase Ford

Spectra of Behavioural Semantics via Graded Monads

Chase Ford (chase.ford@fau.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Lutz Schröder

The behavioural semantics of concurrent processes come in a variety of flavours, with variations
in at least two dimensions: the system type (e.g. labelled or probabilistic transition systems) and
the semantic type (e.g. equivalences, preorder, metric, etc.). Each choice of these parameters
further induces a spectrum of notions of behavioural semantics on the system type of interest of
various degrees of granularity (e.g. in the sense of the linear-time/branching-time spectrum for
LTS1), ranging from fine-grained identifications such as bisimilarity to more coarse grained ones
such as trace equivalence.

Graded semantics2 combines coalgebra and graded monads to yield a semantic framework
flexible in the mentioned data. Graded semantics is reasonably expressive (e.g. capturing even
intermediate equivalences such as ready simulation)3 and allows the principled extraction of
characteristic logics (in a generalization of coalgebraic modal logic) for the semantics. The aim
of this thesis is to further elaborate on the theory of graded semantics.

We develop a framework of universal algebra for graded monads on locally presentable cate-
gories (e.g. posets, metric spaces, nominal sets, etc.), putting graded semantics on an algebro-
syntactic footing in a variety of computationally relevant settings. We illustrate by developing
graded semantics over posets along with a Hennessy-Milner style expressiveness criterion for
the corresponding notion of graded logics 4. In another direction, we describe a generic Spoiler-
Duplicator game characteristic of graded behavioural equivalences. Considerations on this game
lead to a construction for determinizing coalgebras under graded equivalences, a novel notion
of infinite-depth graded equivalence, and a fixpoint characterization of graded semantics5. This
opens the path to a generic treatment of complexity and algorithmic matters for graded semantics,
which is to be pursued in future work.

1R. van Glabeek, “The linear time–branching time spectrum l; the semantics of concrete sequential processes", Handbook of
Process Algebra, p. 3-99, 2001.

2S. Milius, D. Pattinson, L. Schröder, “Generic trace semantics and graded monads", Algebra and Coalgebra in Computer
Science (CALCO 2015), p. 253–269, 2015.

3U. Dorsch, S. Milius, L. Schröder, “Graded Monads and Graded Logics for the Linear Time–Branching Time Spectrum",
Concurrency Theory (CONCUR 2019), p. 36:1–36:16, 2019.

4C. Ford, S. Milius, L. Schröder, “Behavioural Preorders via Graded Monads", Logic in Computer Science (LICS 2021), p. 1–13,
2021.

5C. Ford, H. Beohar, B. König, S. Milius, L. Schröder, “Graded Monads and Behavioural Equivalence Games", To appear: Logic
in Computer Science (LICS 2022), 2022."
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Logic and Argumentation in Social Media

Merlin Göttlinger (merlin.goettlinger@fau.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Lutz Schröder

Social media hosts vast amounts of discussions about any topic. This abundance of data offers
valuable information hidden from the human reader, due to its sheer amount and ranking algorithms.
In this setting, short sentences and abbreviations are common or even enforced by character limits.
This leads to argumentation being further obscured by incomplete arguments, where large parts
of the argumentation are left to be filled from common knowledge.

We approach representing these arguments via a bespoke formalism that incorporates aspects
from inference anchoring theory1, the argument interchange format2, and other structured ar-
gumentation frameworks. We propose a multi-layered graph where the main layers represent a
dialogue game, and structured arguments, respectively. The argument layer has nodes annotated
with formulæ in a suitable modal logic connected with conflict and deduction hyper-edges possibly
labelled with argument schemes.

“[. . .] the EU as done some good things
but the bad very much out weight good.
And they won’t stop sucking up powers.”

“what are the horrible things they have done? [. . .]”

“British fisheries can’t Fish [. . .]”

“is the fish issue not 2 fold [. . .]?”

challenge

answer

question

Dialogue

Gbad(EU)

F−1bad(EU)

F−1good(EU)

¬KBF−1bad(EU)

¬CBritish fisheriesfish

good(¬CBritish fisheriesfish)

AfC

AfS

AfE

Argument Map

force

force

force

Fig. 1: Exemplary Twitter conversation about the EU. Af{C, E, S} = Argument from {Commitment, Evidence,
Source}. Arguments are represented as modal formulæ, in this example featuring modalities F−1 at
some past point, G always in the future, Ka agent a knows, and Ca agent a can.

We extract the formulæ from the written arguments via linguistic queries similar to regular
expressions3. The framework of coalgebraic modal logic4 enables recovering implicit deductions
and conflicts from our annotated modal formulæ via a suitable logic reasoner.

1Budzynska, and Reed. Speech acts of argumentation. CMNA 2011
2Rahwan, and Reed. The Argument Interchange Format. AAI 2009
3Dykes, Evert, Göttlinger, Heinrich, and Schröder. (2020). Reconstructing arguments from noisy text. Datenbank-Spektrum, 20
4Cîrstea, Kurz, Pattinson, Schröder, and Venema. (2011). Modal logics are coalgebraic. Comput. J., 54
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GRK 2475 Benedikt Lorch

Reliable Models for Authenticating Multimedia Content as Forensic
Evidence

Benedikt Lorch (benedikt.lorch@fau.de)
Supervisor: PD Dr. Christian Riess

Criminal investigations often involve images or videos that can provide important clues for the
investigation or serve as evidence in court. To validate the authenticity and identify the source of
the recording, a broad range of forensic tools has been developed. Since recent years, the most
powerful of these tools are based on machine learning. However, concerns about the reliability
and opaqueness of machine learning raise the question whether such tools can be used in criminal
investigations.

This thesis explores the practical applicability of learning-based image forensics from both
technical and legal perspective. From a technical perspective, two major challenges of such tools
are their sensitivity to training-test mismatches and their vulnerability to adversarial attacks. To
mitigate the first issue, we propose the use of Bayesian detectors. While traditional detectors
faced with unfamiliar inputs tend to fail silently, Bayesian detectors communicate their predictive
uncertainty to the forensic analyst, who can choose to disregard the prediction. To overcome the
vulnerability to adversarial attacks, we demonstrate how combining multiple detector increases
the robustness against evasion attacks. Additionally, we show how to avoid subtle pitfalls in their
combination which can undermine the security.

From a legal perspective, the recently proposed Artificial Intelligence Act classifies the use of
machine learning in law enforcement as high-risk application. AI tools for high-risk applications
are permitted but must meet mandatory requirements. We analyze and discuss these requirements
in light of image forensics research. Our discussion highlights the key challenges and directions
for future work towards legal compliance with the AI act.
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GRK 2475 Florian Nicolai

Die strafprozessualen Ermittlungs- und Eingriffsmaßnahmen im Lichte
der Cyberkriminalität unter besonderer Berücksichtigung des Internets

der Dinge

Florian Nicolai (florian.nicolai@fau.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Hans Kudlich

Cyberkriminalität nimmt stetig zu. Im Lichte dieser Entwicklung sind die im Rahmen der Straf-
prozessordnung (StPO) geregelten Eingriffsbefugnisse der Ermittlungsbehörden überarbeitungs-
und reformbedürftig.

Im Fokus der Betrachtung steht das „Internet of Things“. In diesem Zusammenhang ist nicht
nur von Interesse, inwiefern Daten aus diesem Bereich überhaupt für einen Strafprozess von
Relevanz sein können. Vielmehr ist auch begutachtungswürdig, auf welche Weise diese Daten
gerichtsfest und für den Strafprozess verwertbar gewonnen werden können.
Es stellt sich zudem die Frage, inwiefern vernetzte Geräte neue Herausforderungen für das
materielle Strafrecht darstellen. So bilden sich aufgrund der Vernetzung verschiedener Geräte
neue Kriminalitätsfelder und Phänomene, auf die das Strafrecht keine passende, das begangene
Unrecht vollständig abbildende Antwort hat. Die materiellrechtliche Einordnung steht häufig in
einer Wechselbeziehung zum Strafprozessrecht.

Die vorhandenen Eingriffsbefugnisse sind sowohl in rechtsdogmatischer Hinsicht als auch unter
praktischen Gesichtspunkten nicht auf dem neuesten Stand. Zwar werden — teils unter Billigung
höchstrichterlicher Rechtsprechung — bestehende Normen (analog) auf neue, die IT betreffende
Sachverhalte angewandt. Jedoch bestehen hiergegen zum Teil (schwerwiegende) rechtsdogmati-
sche Einwände. Bedenken bestehen bisweilen auch bzgl. der Normenklarheit und -bestimmtheit,
denen mit Blick auf den Eingriffscharakter strafprozessualer Maßnahmen nicht immer mit einem
bloßen Verweis auf die Entwicklungsoffenheit der StPO begegnet werden kann.
Damit einher gehen Probleme bei der Rechtsanwendung, insbesondere bei den Ermittlungsbe-
hörden, für die die Unsicherheiten über den Anwendungsbereich der Ermittlungsmaßnahmen
im Alltag der Strafverfolgung Schwierigkeiten bereiten. Ferner steht zu befürchten, dass mit
weiterem Fortschreiten der Technik die existierenden Normen den neuen Anforderungen, denen
sich Staatsanwaltschaft und Polizeibehörden ausgesetzt sehen, nicht gerecht werden.

Diese Betrachtungen können nur unter enger Bezugnahme auf technische Neuerungen und
Grundverständnis der technischen Aspekte erfolgen. Unerlässlich ist ebenfalls eine dezidierte
Auseinandersetzung mit den technischen Möglichkeiten, auf Grundlage derer den Ermittlungsbe-
hörden neue Befugnisse und Ermittlungsmethoden an die Hand zu geben sind.

Es gilt, die Schwierigkeit zu meistern, die dabei besteht, eine möglichst für neue Technik offene
Regelungen zu schaffen und diese dennoch hinreichend bestimmt in ihrer Anwendbarkeit zu
gestalten.
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Bringing Science to Mobile Device Forensics

Jenny Ottmann (jenny.ottmann@fau.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr.-Ing. Felix Freiling

Mobile devices like smartphones have become an irreplaceable companion for many people today
and are used for a multitude of activities such as navigation, communication and entertainment.
Therefore, the data stored on a smartphone can serve as a valuable source of evidence during
a criminal investigation. Accessing data on a mobile device can be a technical challenge. In
smartphones, for example, many measures are employed to protect the users’ data, and various
methods, some hardware-based, others software-based, have been developed to facilitate data
extraction and subsequent analysis1. When such extraction methods are used it is important to
know if they make any changes to the device under investigation and how reliable their results are
as this influences their usability in court proceedings.

To establish under which circumstances an extraction method is reliable and in what cases
the produced data could contain errors testing needs to be performed. With regard to the ever
evolving hard- and software, it is important that testing is continously performed under the new
circumstances. Because of the possible importance of digital evidence it is not enough to rely upon
the word of the tool vendors that they are performing this continuous testing. And, in some cases,
the number of different settings in which a method could be used is too big to rely upon one entity
to perform testing for all of them. Therefore, it is necessary that practitioners and researchers also
perform tool and method validation. However, there are obstacles to this like limited resources and
a lack of reference data. More testing could also help to establish the limitations of tools better2.

As testing is an important factor for the extracted data to serve as reliable evidence, in this thesis
possibilities to validate data extraction methods used in the context of mobile device forensics
are explored. First, an extensive overview of methods that could be used in digital investigations
will be given and the methods classified according to the maximal data access they can provide.
Then quality criteria need to be defined and different possibilities for a validation setup assessed.
Finally validation methods should be implemented and evaluated regarding their usability and the
transferability of results between different devices.

1Maxim Chernyshev, Sherali Zeadally, Zubair Baig and Andrew Woodward, “Mobile Forensics: Advances, Challenges, and
Research Opportunities”, IEEE Security and Privacy, vol. 6_15, p. 42-51, 2017

2Graeme Horsman. ““I couldnt find it your honour, it mustnt be there!” Tool errors, tool limitations and user error in digital
forensics”. In: Science and Justice 58.6 (Nov. 2018), pp. 433440.
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Understanding Privacy in Cryptocurrencies

Viktoria Ronge (vikoria.ronge@fau.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Dominique Schröder

Cryptocurrencies are digital currencies normally not issued by a government or other central
authority relying on cryptographic tools. They enable users to transfer money all over the world
in a secure way, where there is no need for intermediaries like banks or exchange the money into
different currency. Thereby, no user can be prevented from transferring money, no one can spend
money they do not own or spend it twice and money can only be created under rules everyone
agrees to. They further provide different nuances of privacy, where somewhat fully private ones
are rare. The largest two are Monero1 and Zcash2. They pursue different approaches, which are,
with our current knowledge about privacy, at least partly incomparable.

This research project focusses on the foundations of anonymous cryptocurrencies from different
angles. One is to understand the theory behind different anonymous cryptocurrencies and to
formalize them. This is necessary as without formalizing no security can be proven and no
statements about actual privacy for users can be done. Another one is to extend our knowledge and
comprehension of different anonymity measures and to use them for comparison of currencies.
This would help us to answer simple questions like which currency offers better anonymity, but
this research is also important from a legal perspective, because anonymous cryptocurrencies
often are used by criminals. Understanding privacy of different systems might lead to ideas on
how to attack a system. This raises the fundamental question if this is proportional in relation
to the violation of privacy of honest users. Moreover, when using results from such attacks in
prosecution, we need an understanding of the results’ quality. For genetic tests we know well
about the accuracy based on past experiences. For deanonymising we are lacking such a ground
truth that exists in other areas used for evidence. Therefore it is urgent to gain confidence in the
accuracy of deanonymisation to make sure no innocent is falsely accused.

We hope to help giving an overview of these issues to provide the community with a better
understanding of what privacy means in this subfield and how reliable we can talk about it. A first
step was already done in formalizing Monero as a whole3. We further gave a better understanding
of choosing anonymity sets in Monero4 and are working on a followup.

1The Monero Project, https://www.getmonero.org/, last visited March, 27th , 2020
2Electric Coin Company, https://z.cash/, last visited March, 27th , 2020
3Omniring: Scaling Private Payments Without Trusted Setup, R. W. F. Lai and V. Ronge and T. Ruffing and D. Schröder and S.

A. K. Thyagarajan and J. Wang, Proceedings of the 2019 ACM SIGSAC CCS 2019
4Foundations of Ring Sampling, V. Ronge, C. Egger, R. W. F. Lai, D. Schröder, and H. H. F. Yin, Proceedings of PETS 2021
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GRK 2475 Dr. Christian Rückert

Digitale Daten als Beweismittel im Strafverfahren

Dr. Christian Rückert (christian.rueckert@fau.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Christoph Safferling

Durch die Durchdringung der Arbeitswelt und des Privatlebens durch Computertechnik und das
Internet werden in zunehmendem Maße Daten über Aktivitäten, Beziehungen und Bewegungen
von Personen erzeugt und gespeichert. Die erzeugten und gespeicherten Daten sind auch für das
Strafverfahren interessant und relevant. Dies gilt nicht nur für den Bereich des sog. Cybercrime,
sondern für alle Deliktsbereiche.

Das deutsche Strafverfahrensrecht bzw. die Auslegung seiner Normen ist derzeit nicht an die
sich schnell entwickelnde IT-Technologie angepasst. Das Habilitationsvorhaben adressiert dabei
die beiden aus Sicht des Verfassers dringlichsten Problemkreise.

Zunächst stellt sich im Bereich der Datenerhebung im Ermittlungsverfahren das Problem,
dass die Regulierung von Eingriffsgrundlagen zur Datenerhebung nicht mit der technischen
Entwicklung Schritt halten kann. Dies führt dazu, dass der Gesetzgeber in den letzten Jahren eine
Vielzahl von einzelnen Eingriffsgrundlagen für jeweils spezifische Technologien geschaffen hat.
Diese Eingriffsgrundlagen sind häufig eng zugeschnitten und lassen sich wegen des Vorbehalts
des Gesetzes nicht auf die Anwendung neuer Technologien übertragen. Dennoch werden die
Grenzen spezieller Eingriffsbefugnisse überschritten oder es werden neue Eingriffsgrundlagen
unter Verstoß gegen den Vorbehalt des Gesetzes und die Wesentlichkeitstheorie des BVerfG durch
Kombination verschiedener bestehender Befugnisnormen geschaffen.

Das Habilitationsprojekt möchte diese Problemstellung adressieren, indem aus höherrangi-
gen Normen (Verfassungs- und Europarecht) allgemeine Leitlinien zur Auslegung bestehender
und Schaffung neuer Eingriffsbefugnisse entwickelt werden. Als Ergebnis sollen Vorschläge
zur technikneutralen Reform der Befugnisnormen für Datenerhebungen auf Grundlage der not-
wendigen Schutzmechanismen in Abhängigkeit von der Eingriffsintensität unterbreitet werden.
Ein besonderer Schwerpunkt liegt dabei auf der Erarbeitung eines Kriterienkatalogs für Verhält-
nismäßigkeitsprüfungen bei strafprozessualen Dateneingriffen.

Der zweite Problemkreis betrifft die Würdigung von digitalen Daten als Beweismittel in der
Hauptverhandlung. Hier geht es vor allem um die Schaffung und Bewahrung eines möglichst
großen Beweiswerts. Da Daten flüchtig und leicht manipulierbar sind, müssen Regeln zur Siche-
rung der Authentizität und Integrität in das Beweisrecht der StPO intergriert werden. Weiterhin
stellt sich das Problem, dass das Tatgericht die Daten nicht selbst auswerten kann. Die Richte-
rinnen und Richter müssen sich daher auf die Auswertung durch IT-Forensiker/innen verlassen.
Hierfür muss es daher einheitliche Regeln hinsichtlich Methodik und Qualifikation der herangezo-
genen Sachverständigen geben. Das Vorhaben entwickelt diese Regeln sowohl aus dem Stand der
Wissenschaft und Technik der IT-Forensik als durch Auslegung der Normen des Beweisrechts
der StPO.
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„Der IT-Sachverständige im Strafverfahren“ — Heuristik und
Beweiswürdigung

Nicole Scheler (nicole.scheler@fau.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Christoph Safferling

Nicht nur viele unserer Lebensinhalte spielen sich nunmehr digital ab, auch die Beweismit-
tel haben längst die analoge Welt verlassen („eEvidence“). Durch die Allgegenwärtigkeit der
Informationstechnik in unserem Alltag (Smartphones, Laptops, Wearables, Navigationsgeräte,
Sprachassistenten, etc.), können anhand der dabei entstehenden Daten umfassende Persönlichkeits-
und Aktivitätsprofile erstellt und digitale Abbilder gespeichert werden. Diese Daten können um-
fangreiche Spuren enthalten, die auf Sachverhalte aus der körperlichen Welt schließen lassen und
menschliches Verhalten nachweisbar machen. Sie zu finden, zu sichern und gerichtsverwertbar
auszuwerten ist Gegenstand der IT-Forensik. Diese digitalen Spuren müssen als gerichtsfestes
Beweismittel in die Hauptverhandlung eines Strafverfahrens eingeführt werden. Neben den Heraus-
forderungen der Massendatenauswertung, der Heterogenität von Daten sowie der Verschlüsselung
der Kommunikation und von Festplatten, stellt sich u.a. auch der „Übersetzungsvorgang“ von
digitalen Beweismitteln durch IT-Sachverständige für die anderen Prozessbeteiligten vor Gericht
als problematisch dar. Die Gerichte können in vielen Verfahren nicht mehr auf die Hilfe von
IT-Sachverständigen verzichten. Aufgrund der steigenden Komplexität informationstechnischer
Systeme ist hierfür — neben der reinen Übersetzungstätigkeit in eine menschenlesbare Form durch
Software — in zunehmendem Maße auch eine tiefgehende Erläuterung der Ergebnisse von Daten-
verarbeitungsvorgängen durch menschliche IT-Forensik-Expertinnen und Experten notwendig.
Bei mangelnder Kompetenz der Gerichte im Bereich der IT-Forensik besteht die ernstzunehmende
Gefahr, dass nicht mehr die Richterinnen und Richter (allein) über Schuld oder Unschuld befinden
(§261 StPO), sondern die IT-Sachverständigen in weiten Teilen das Ergebnis hinsichtlich der
Schuldfrage determinieren. Um dieser Gefahr vorzubeugen, sollen verschiedene Lösungsansätze
entwickelt werden. Zum einen soll ein Vergleich zu den Anfängen anderer forensischer Wissen-
schaften vor Gericht hergestellt (u.a. DNA-Analysen, Rechtsmedizin, Glaubwürdigkeitsgutachten)
und ggf. die dabei entwickelten Regeln auf die IT-Forensik übertragen werden. Standardisierte
Verfahren sowohl in der IT-Forensik als auch bei der Bewertung und Würdigung digitaler Beweise
sind dringend notwendig für eine vertrauenswürdige und nachvollziehbare Tatsachenqualität, die
juristischen und grundrechtseinschränkenden Entscheidungen (wie Ermittlungsmaßnahmen und
Verurteilungen) zugrundeliegen. Zum anderen könnte eine präzisere Kommunikation zwischen
verfahrensbeteiligten Juristinnen und Juristen und IT-Sachverständigen notwendig sein, sowie
Grundkenntnisse aller Verfahrensbeteiligten hinsichtlich der Besonderheit der IT-Forensik und
Daten als Beweismittel, um die Ergebnisse der Gutachten im Rahmen der Beweiswürdigung auf
Plausibilität überprüfen zu können.
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Tools and Techniques for Structured Analysis of Digital Evidence

Janine Schneider (janine.schneider@fau.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr.-Ing. Felix Freiling

Digital evidence is an increasingly important form of evidence in courts of law today and it
comes in many different forms, be it pictures stored on a hard disk, documents in a cloud or
passwords stored in a computer’s main memory. This form of evidence constantly introduces new
challenges, changing with new technologies and applications. For example, because solid-state
drives (SSDs) operate in an entirely different way as classical hard discs (HDDs) it is questionable
whether classical techniques to recover deleted files (file carving) can still be applied. Furthermore,
the increased risk of bit errors could lead to integrity check failures while using cryptographic
hashes. Another example is the complex handling of cloud storage and shared documents. Vassil
Roussev and Shane McCulley already did some extensive research on API-based data acquisition
and analysis and developed a tool called kumodocs1 which is able to extract artifacts of Google
documents and slides. Besides, in contrast to other forms of evidence, the sheer quantity of
digital evidence is actually a problem. Therefore, it needs new ways to acquire and analyze digital
evidence efficiently, to ensure integrity and to combine already existing forensic approaches. Brian
Carrier already observed that the task to reconstruct evidence on higher levels of abstraction
from low level evidence is non-trivial2 since it involves decoding the mapping between pieces
of data on both layers and to bridge the semantic gap3. Within this PhD thesis we will develop
a model of storage abstraction layers to formalize the problem of reconstructing evidence on
higher levels from lower levels of abstraction. The model will make use of heuristics to formalizes
different analysis and reconstruction problems and to create a generalized interface for enabling
the combination of different solving approaches. Through the generic combination of various
techniques results could be strengthen or the result quantity could be decreased. To demonstrate
the applicability of the approach, a forensic analysis and reconstruction tool will be implemented.
The tool will be an open-source C++ framework whose architecture will be directly derived from
the model.

1Vassil Roussev and Shane McCulley, Forensic analysis of cloud-native artifacts, Digital Investigation, 16, S104-S113, 2016
2Brian Carrier, Defining digital forensic examination and analysis tools using abstraction layers, International Journal of Digital

Evidence, 1, 2003
3Jain et al., SoK: Introspections on Trust and the Semantic Gap, IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy, SP 2014, pp.

605-620, 2014
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GRK 2475 Jens Trautmann

Automated Side-Channel Evaluation of Embedded Devices

Jens Trautmann (jens.trautmann@fau.de)
Supervisor: Dr. Stefan Wildermann

The always increasing abundance of embedded devices dealing with sensitive or security
critical data should incentivize side-channel security evaluations not only for vendors but also
forensic investigators. Hereby, side-channels like electromagnetic radiation can compromise
mathematically safe cryptography by leaking information about the key. This is of special interest,
as smart home devices and the Internet of Things are on the rise and many devices can provide
valuable information when their cryptographic key is revealed. To analyze the side-channel
information of a specific device, emissions of several cryptographic operations need to be recorded,
synchronized, and compared to detect leakage. In order to enable easier and faster ways to evaluate
generic embedded devices, new approaches have to be developed.

Forensic investigations have specific requirements for side-channel analysis, as they should not
modify or tamper with evidence during the task. Therefore, electromagnetic radiation probes can
be used to measure the emissions. However, current side-channel evaluation techniques use highly
device-specific training or information which is not feasible due to the diversity of embedded
systems. Therefore, expensive experts and a lot of time and effort would be needed to retrieve
side-channel information at a crime scene. As this is not feasible for every crime scene, valuable
information may be lost.

To tackle these problems, this thesis investigates new approaches which will enable highly
automated side-channel evaluation of embedded devices. With a main focus on the Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) as it is widely spread for embedded systems as a symmetric, round
based block cipher. The goal is a system that automatically evaluates a device which uses AES
without preliminary knowledge about the device. Furthermore, other block ciphers are evaluated
as well as other cryptographic routines. Specifically, the following challenges are faced:

First, detecting and characterizing of cryptographic operations on a power trace with multiple
recorded cryptographic operations without device-specific knowledge. Second, the approach shall
be independent of the measuring setup as well as independent of the specific implementation of
the cryptographic algorithm in software or hardware. A final goal is to build a framework that can
do a live side-channel evaluation of a target device without modifying it physically.
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GRK 2535: Knowledge- and Data-Driven Personalization of
Medicine at the Point of Care (WisPerMed)

Prof. Dr. Britta Böckmann
Email: britta.boeckmann@uk-essen.de

University of Duisburg-Essen & Fachhochschule Dortmund
Internet: https://www.uni-due.de/grk_wispermed/

Thanks to increasing digitization in medicine, more and more data is becoming available, for
example in electronic patient records, through laboratory analyses, or even in treatment guidelines.
One challenge is to make the knowledge contained in this very diverse data available and usable
at the point of treatment for concrete individual therapy decisions. Existing clinical information
systems allow the collection and storage of important information, but usually in a relatively
unstructured way and without an individual, context-related compilation of the facts relevant for
a treatment decision. The aim of the research training group is to train young researchers from
the fields of medical informatics, computer science, statistics, epidemiology, and psychology
so that they obtain a holistic overview of the state of research on knowledge- and data-based
personalization of medical decision-making processes and learn to design new methods on
an interdisciplinary basis and implement them prototypically using the example of malignant
melanoma. For this purpose, methods from the fields of information extraction, knowledge
representation with machine learning methods, and insights into user interaction at the point of
care will be combined in a novel way. Through interdisciplinary measures, in particular through
job shadowing in the dermatology clinic, barriers to understanding between the disciplines are
broken down. Unique for a research training group is the cross-institutional cooperation between
the Dortmund University of Applied Sciences and Arts, the University of Duisburg-Essen, and
the University Hospital Essen, which is based on an already existing cooperation through a joint
study program in medical informatics. Together, the applicants represent broad expertise in the
fields of medical informatics, bioinformatics, epidemiology, artificial intelligence, psychology,
radiology, and melanoma research. Graduates of our program will be able to take leading roles
in the digitization process of healthcare and further improve treatment pathways using artificial
intelligence techniques, taking into account the direct feedback and experience of the treating
physicians.
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GRK 2535 Catharina Lena Beckmann

Context modeling and mapping of guidelines and SOPs

Catharina Lena Beckmann (catharina.beckmann@fh-dortmund.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Britta Böckmann

Clinical guidelines (e.g., the national S3 guideline on the diagnosis, treatment, and follow-up
of melanoma1) and clinic-specific standard operating procedures (SOPs) provide useful knowl-
edge for evidence-based care. However, identifying appropriate guideline- or standard operat-
ing procedure-based information linked to a concrete patient context currently requires time-
consuming searches by physicians2. Reasons are the unstructured information base and the missing
link of existing modeling and mapping procedures for guidelines to specific patient or user context.

In the presented project we will examine to what extent modeling and mapping approaches to
unstructured standard operating procedures, guidelines and study results, can improve the decision
for patient-specific therapy at the point of care and at the same time reduce time for treatment
preparation.

First important passages necessary at the point of care are identified in the documents in col-
laboration with dermatooncologists of the University Hospital Essen. Thereby, patient-specific
comorbidities, comedications and the patients general condition (Eastern Cooperative Oncology
Group (ECOG) performance status) are relevant for the identification of these passages, as well
as the inclusion of user-specific expertise.
The identified text passages are then formalized as patient-specific checklists for defined decision
points and mapped to a suitable ontology such as
SNOMED CT to establish semantic interoperability. Subsequently, we will evaluate the developed
model in terms of improved decision making and time savings in the clinical context.

As preliminary result, guideline-based context-sensitive Business Process Model And Notation
(BPMN) modeling for the melanoma patient treatment was performed and iteratively validated
by dermatooncologists. Afterwards, Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resource (FHIR) resources
were assigned to each modeled decision point to enable patient context sensitivity.

By providing physicians the information needed for the following steps of the treatment process
in a clear, standardized, and guideline-compliant form, we aim to make a significant contribution
to rapid and patient-specific medical decision making for melanoma patients in the clinical setting.

1Deutsche Krebsgesellschaft, Deutsche Krebshilfe, AWMF, “Diagnostik, Therapie und Nachsorge des Melanoms”, Langversion
3.3, 2020, https://www.leitlinienprogramm-onkologie.de/leitlinien/melanom/, retrieved: 19.01.2022

2Becker M., Kasper S., Böckmann B., Jöckel KH., Virchow I., “Natural language processing of German clinical colorectal
cancer notes for guideline-based treatment evaluation”, International Journal of Medical Informatics, 127, 141-146, 2019
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GRK 2535 Jeanette Bewersdorff

Extraction of Argumentation Structures

Jeanette Bewersdorff (jeanette.bewersdorff@uni-due.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Torsten Zesch

To help medical professionals at the point of care, it’s important to give them access to documents
that are relevant to their specific patient and case. In order to do so, not only must relevant entities
like FINDING X and THERAPY Y be found and extracted, but also the argumentation structure
in which the entities are used must be considered, as the mere mention of an entity does not
provide enough information to determine the relevance of the corresponding document for the
specific case. For example, an entity could be referenced in a negation (because X was not found,
Y was started) or used implicitly in another section of the document (because of the previous
findings, Y is no therapy option).

The purpose of this research project is thus to create information extraction models that
can recognize and extract argumentation structures from German medical texts in the field of
malignant melanoma. Implicit arguments will be given special attention. To achieve this, a
corpus of medical documents based on or connected to malignant melanoma will be constructed,
with the argumentation structures manually annotated. Information extraction models will be
developed based on this dataset, with the goal of eventually being able to automatically annotate
the argumentation structure of unread medical documents linked to malignant melanoma.

The diverse documentation style of doctors and other medical professionals is one of the two
key problems that are currently noticeable. Each person has their own writing style, which can
range from short notes with a lot of abbreviations to long, syntactically difficult texts. The models
have to be capable of annotating the argumentation structure on all writing and documentation
styles. Possible mistakes, such as spelling errors, must also be considered.

The availability and accessibility of medical documents for the corpus is another major challenge.
Although many medical guidelines and most of the related literature are written in English, the
clinical documents on which this project focuses are written in German. Another consideration is
that medical records frequently contain personal information about the patient, such as his full
name, residence, and medical history. Because this type of material is protected by privacy rules,
it is almost always impossible to use and distribute un-anonymized documents. Even anonymized
data is rarely made public, thus acquiring medical documents of sufficient quality and quantity for
the corpus and then being able to publicly disclose the corpus remains a challenge. The transfer
of medical corpora from other languages to German could be one approach to solve this issue.
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GRK 2535 Katarzyna Anna Borys

Analysis of clinical image data including further clinical data
Explainable Radiomics

Katarzyna Anna Borys (katarzyna.borys@uk-essen.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. med. Felix Nensa

Motivation:
Since Artificial Intelligence (AI) in medicine rapidly reshapes medical research and promotes
personalized clinical care, alongside its increasing usage, arises the urgent need for a deep under-
standing of its inner workings and the effects of interaction between AI systems and clinicians.
Such systems can only be fully trusted when communicating the origin of their results and con-
clusions reasonably. Furthermore, the transparency of AI systems positively affects the physicians
and patients trust and enables the identification of errors, biases, and possible limitations.

Research Question:
This work aims to investigate the interpretability and explainability of AI models, which were de-
veloped to predict the treatment response of melanoma patients to immune and targeted therapies
by implementing and evaluating Explainable AI (XAI) methods at the Point of Care. The primary
focus is examining which factors are decisive for a successful interaction between AI systems and
clinicians.

Methodology:
A promising approach for predicting melanoma-related treatment response, is the fusion of
clinical data and Radiomic-Features. Radiomics extract features from medical images using
data-characterization algorithms and can uncover tumoral patterns. The present work builds upon
AI models obtained within a DFG-funded project, which were developed to predict treatment
response using radiomic features extracted from Computed Tomography scans and clinical fea-
tures of 120 malignant melanoma patients. The models will be interpreted with established XAI
approaches and later evaluated within the clinical environment in cooperation with the University
Hospital Essen.

Preliminary Results:
A preliminary examination of the radiomic and clinical attributes feature importance indicates
that many of these models rely on influenceable features such as the therapy medication and
therapy line. These observations are particularly interesting for contrastive XAI approaches such
as counterfactuals or What if?-assumptions potentially enabling a first estimation of response
before treatment. Further aims are to deploy other state-of-the-art XAI methods and investigate
user acceptance and comprehensibility of XAI within the clinical workflow.
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GRK 2535 Sameh Frihat

Context-sensitive, personalized search at the Point of Care

Sameh Frihat (Sameh.Frihat@uni-due.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. -Ing. Norbert Fuhr

Medical data science opportunities emerging in recent years have enabled the retrieval of
similar cases, related treatments, and supportive information. However, current medical domain
search engines, such as PubMed, continue to retrieve health documents in a simple similarity
form with the users’ situational and contextual features not well integrated. Meaning, current
medical information systems are neither able to consider the case context nor do personalization,
thus requiring too much time that practitioners don’t have.

This research project aims to develop a search engine for medical practitioners, which takes
the case context and personalization into account. Therefore, we are trying to (RQ1) identify the
contextual aspects with regard to context and personalization information retrieval in the medical
domain. Furthermore, (RQ2) how to extract context-feature values at the document and query
levels, and what personalization features could be automatically extracted or manually configured?
Finally, (RQ3) how can these features be integrated into the retrieval process to consider these
factors during retrieval, aiming to get better answers using interactive information retrieval?

This research project’s goal is to contribute to context and personalization features. First, we
investigate technicality, topicality, ease of reading, treatment stage, and level of evidence as con-
textual features. After interviewing medical practitioners, features like the field of expertise, years
of experience, the average number of patients handled, age, gender, and languages are considered
as personalization aspects. Then develop models to extract feature values using machine learning
and natural language processing techniques. After that, study possible techniques for integrating
contextual features, such as integrating the variables into PageRank. Finally, determine interaction
elements that aim to improve the retrieval process by placing the user at the center of the process.
This can be accomplished through the use of various interactive information retrieval methods
such as query formulation, updating context feature values, explaining the context values of the
retrieved documents, or enabling new user guidance procedures such as scaffolding.

The primary outcome can be summarized as identifying contextual features such as the level
of evidence, field of expertise, and readability level. On the document level, natural language
processing techniques are used to extract knowledge; further evaluation is required. In addition, for
the TREC clinical trial 2021 challenge, a search engine for clinical trial documents was developed.
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GRK 2535 Wolfgang Galetzka

Treatment decision for melanoma patients: Identification of similar
patients at the point of care

Wolfgang Galetzka (wolfgang.galetzka@uk-essen.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Andreas Stang, MPH

In the treatment of melanoma patients, unusual constellations occur frequently. For those cases,
making a treatment decision can be difficult. Comparison of the currently treated patient with
similar previously treated melanoma patients, can support the physician’s decision-making process
by contrasting their received treatments and outcomes. This makes a method for retrieving data of
similar patients desirable in clinical practice.

There are many well-established approaches to patient similarity if the outcomes are binary
or continuous, e.g. via decision trees1 or metric-learning for k-nearest-neighbour classification2.
However, for cancer patients, the most interesting outcome is progression-free survival and thus,
methods are required to be able to deal with censored time-to-event data. The few existing meth-
ods3 addressing this problem exhibit some undesirable properties, such as lack of interpretability
or a non-deterministic retrieval due to a non-convex loss, and leave room for improvement. Pre-
liminary tests show that a more suitable optimization already leads to a substantial increase in
precision. A further approach investigates in a method for metric-learning exploiting the partially
ordered structure of time-to-event data, an adoption from metric-learning for regression4.

Hence, one aim of this project is to develop a method for retrieving data of similar patients
that allow for an accurate, patient-individual estimation of survival curves. A second aim is to
determine if the data of the similar patients allow for causal interpretation, i.e., if contrasting the
treatments and the respective outcomes of the similar patients leads to a valid conclusion about
which treatment is best for the currently treated patient.

The developed methods will be evaluated with physicians in two different clinical scenarios;
the adjuvant treatment of currently tumor-free patients and the curative treatment of patients with
metastases.

1Quinlan, J.R., “Induction of decision trees.” Machine learning 1(1): 81-106, 1986
2Weinberger K., Lawrence S., “Distance Metric Learning for Large Margin Nearest Neighbor Classification,” Journal of Machine

Learning Research, 10, 207-244, 2009
3Chen, G.H., “Deep Kernel Survival Analysis and Subject-Specific Survival Time Prediction Intervals.”, Proceedings of Machine

Learning Research, 126, 537-565, 2020
4Nguyen B., Morell C., De Baets B., “Large-scale distance metric learning for k-nearest neighbors regression” Neurocomputing,

214 C, 805814, 2016.
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GRK 2535 Eva Maria Hartmann

Development and Evaluation of a Context-Aware Adaptive User
Interface for Decision Support at the Point of Care in the Treatment of

Patients with Malignant Melanoma

Eva Maria Hartmann (eva.hartmann@fh-dortmund.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. rer. nat. Sabine Sachweh

Motivation: For the treatment of patients with malignant melanoma physicians need to get an
overview of the patients status within no time. In Hospitals though many different information
systems are used at the same time resulting in disparate incoherent and duplicated data. To give
an easier access to the relevant data of the patients conditions the aim of this project is to analyze
the data and processes at the point of care to develop a dashboard aware of the context as well as
the user experience.

Research Question: For the design and development of a user- and context-aware dashboard
this project investigates the structure of data, used knowledge sources and which user accesses
which data at which step and intent. Furthermore, it will be researched how this data can be visual-
ized, grouped, organized, and termed optimized for users needs bringing important data into focus.

Methodology: User-centered methodology will be used in various iterations to reveal the different
aspects of the research questions. In the first iteration the focus will lie on the discovery of the data
format, its sources, and its flow as well as on the definition of user (groups) and the (sub-)contexts.
Therefore, a combination of the Think Aloud Method, Contextual Inquiry, Design Thinking, and
a questionnaire will be used. Based on the insights gathered the information will be illustrated in
Personas, Empathy Maps, and contextual models. Furthermore, these will be used to develop a
first prototype of the dashboard. The prototype and some models will be evaluated in this cycle by
conducting Contextual Inquiry and/or the Think Aloud Method. Starting with the next iteration
gained findings will be integrated and the focus of research will shift towards the preferences
regarding visualization of the data while respecting the psychological and social characteristics of
the users. By this approach the interactions between user and software at the point of care will
gradually become more precise by the results of each cycle. This will manifest in the generation
and revision of models as well as in the redesign of the dashboard.

Early Results: Based on the first impressions made during a hospitation at the Universität-
sklinikum Essen four sub-contexts were identified: preparation of the tumor board, ambulatory
care, stationary treatment, and trial associated treatment. This will be used for the generation of a
first approach, differentiated, analyzed, and verified with the methods mentioned.
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GRK 2535 Ahmad Idrissi-Yaghir

Evaluation and Proposal System for Current and Relevant Literature at
the PoC

Ahmad Idrissi-Yaghir (ahmad.idrissi-yaghir@fh-dortmund.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr.-Ing Christoph M. Friedrich

Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPGs) are systematically developed statements by medical au-
thorities and organizations that provide recommendations to support decision making and reduce
variability in clinical practice. They describe optimal patient care based on current medical re-
search and are intended to improve patient outcomes. To reflect the latest research, guidelines
need to be continually reviewed and updated1. Ideally, they should be updated as soon as new
relevant evidence with clinical impact is published. However, given the complex, slow, and time-
consuming nature of the guideline development process, and the large number of publications
that are regularly released, guideline updates often lag behind medical scientific research.

This research project aims to use machine learning, information retrieval, and natural language
processing to develop systems capable of finding current and relevant publications that can be
recommended for updating clinical guidelines. It also intends to investigate how such systems
can be evaluated quantitatively and qualitatively. In addition, one of the goals of this project is to
explore approaches to automatically assess the quality of evidence included in recommendations
within a biomedical publication based on a specific evidence grading system such as the Strength
of Recommendation Taxonomy (SORT)2.

In the first stages of this project, an old and a current version of the German melanoma clinical
guidelines are being used to evaluate experiments, since no method is available to determine
whether a recommendation can be included in a newer version of the guidelines. The goal is
to predict the publications used in the current version based on those included in the older
version. Here, PubMed is used to retrieve biomedical publications, and different approaches
are being experimented to rank the retrieved documents, such as classical information retrieval,
bibliometric-enhanced information retrieval, and semantic search based on dense embeddings of
transformer-based models.

Preliminary results of the experiments indicate that while relevant publications can be found
using these approaches, it is difficult to rank the literature from the current guidelines among the
higher ranked publications. Therefore, additional assessment and scoring methods and potential
combinations of the different approaches are being explored.

1Becker M, Neugebauer EA, Eikermann M., “Partial updating of clinical practice guidelines often makes more sense than full
updating: a systematic review on methods and the development of an updating procedure”, J Clin Epidemiol, vol 67(1), p
33-45, 2014

2Ebell MH, Siwek J, Weiss BD, Woolf SH, Susman J, Ewigman B, Bowman M., “Strength of recommendation taxonomy
(SORT): a patient-centered approach to grading evidence in the medical literature”, Am Fam Physician, 1;69(3):548-56.
PMID: 14971837, 2004
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GRK 2535 Alisa Küper

Mitigating Cognitive Bias with Clinical Decision Support Systems

Alisa Küper (alisa.kueper@uni-due.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. phil. Nicole Krämer

Motivation: When physicians make clinical decisions, for example when finding the most prob-
able diagnosis for a patient, they make use of two different systems of decision making: a fast,
intuitive system that operates subconsciously and a slower analytical system1. When under time
constrains physicians potentially rely on the intuitive mode to make use of heuristics, rules of
thumb derived from prior experience. However, these are prone to trigger cognitive bias, which
can lead to diagnostic error. Bias has been identified as one of the major sources of diagnostic
error 2. With technology supporting physicians in many different areas in the clinical setting, a
clinical decision support systems that not only suggests possible diagnosis, like some electronic
differential diagnosis generators do, but additionally provides information to mitigate cognitive
bias, could support physicians in finding the correct diagnosis.

Research Question: The goals of this study are: 1) To test debiasing methods that were proposed
by previous research and find out whether they can succeed in mitigating biases. 2) To investigate
further influencing factors like confidence and experience on the probability to elicit bias and
remedy the decision after receiving decision aid. 3) To investigate whether the time of support
and the possibility to form a first opinion without decision aid makes a difference.

Methodology: A between subject three-group design was employed. Participants were presented
with a decision-making task under the influence of either availability or representativeness bias.
These tasks consisted of different vignettes depicting hypothetical clinical scenarios, formulated
in a way to elicit the aforementioned biases, with a choice of three to four differential diagnosis.
Depending on the test group, participants received additional information, such as base rate
probability or prototypical data for the diagnosis, to potentially mitigate bias. Furthermore, partic-
ipants were asked to rate their confidence in their decision. Demographic data, including years of
experience, were collected.

Preliminary Results: The data-set consists of 28 physicians and 75 medical students. First
results indicate that decision support systems that provide information about the base rate proba-
bility can help in mitigating the effects of availability bias. However, decision support systems
providing prototypical information did not significantly affect representativeness bias.

1Kahneman, D., Thinking, fast and slow", 2011
2Croskerry, P., From Mindless to Mindful Practice Cognitive Bias and Clinical Decision Making.," New England Journal of

Medicine, 368(26), 2013
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GRK 2535 Meijie Li

Explainable Multi-Modal Prediction Models

Meijie Li (Christin.seifert@uni-due.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Christin Seifert

Optimal treatment for a patient is planned after the final diagnosis has been made. In the case
of cancer, the treatment plan is not a static one-time decision, but rather a series of decisions
based on disease progression and patient condition during the therapeutic stage. The first decision
is made at the end of the diagnostic phase. From a computer science perspective the diagnostic
phase is characterized by information collection and aggregation. This stage continues until
a diagnosis can be made with high confidence, or until no other tests can be made and thus
no additional information can be collected. The therapy decision is then based on all clinical
information collected for the patient so far. This includes structured information obtained by the
initial patient history, unstructured information contained in clinical reports, imaging data and
genome sequencing data. In the case of malignant melanoma the treatment decision is made by an
expert group (“Tumorboard") considering the diagnosis, expected side effects for each treatment
option and patient’s preferences.

This dissertation project will develop a predictive model that could serve “as an expert in
the tumor board", and observe the patient during the therapeutic stage and predict “what would
happen, if". This model will i) predict patient outcome given a specific therapy decision based
on aggregated patient information ii) explain its reason for the decision; and iii) analyse which
modality contributes to which extend to the decision overall. Concretely, the project will answer
three research questions:

RQ1: To which extend can we predict patient outcome (survival time, side effects)
for a patient based on her historic clinical data? [Prediction Model]

RQ2 What are important factors contributing to the prediction for a specific pa-
tient? To which extend do these factors correspond to clinical knowledge? [Feature
Importance for a Decision]

RQ3: What is the contribution of each type of patient information, i.e., modal-
ity, for the final prediction? To which extend do these contributions match clinical
expectations? [Modality Importance for the Task]

Note, that RQ2 addresses importance of features for a single prediction, i.e., one patient and RQ3
asks for the global importance of modalities for the predictive model.
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GRK 2535 Daniel Sauter

Analysis of Preclinical Image Data Including Additional Clinical Data

Daniel Sauter (daniel.sauter@fh-dortmund.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. rer. nat. Markus Kukuk

Malignant melanoma have a high mortality rate when diagnosed at a late stage1. Fortunately,
there is recent progress in treatment2. Therapy options include surgical resection, biochemotherapy,
radiotherapy, photodynamic therapy, immunotherapy, and targeted therapy3.

Histopathological examination is an important element in the clinical practice of melanoma
treatment4. There are numerous applications of deep learning (DL) to histopathology for predicting
clinical endpoints5. Specifically for malignant melanoma, research is mainly based on the diagnosis
using supervised DL (e.g., Hekler et al.6). However, more complex endpoints like mutational
status7, therapy response, or disease-specific survival are relevant. Also, other technical approaches
(like multiple instance learning) promise to address challenges like the high labeling effort in
histopathology. Another relevant aspect is reproducibility8. Therefore, there is some effort on
explainable AI (XAI) for DL-based computational melanoma pathology9.

This thesis aims at predicting clinical endpoints from digital histopathology slides using DL.
We will identify suitable techniques in the literature on DL and computational pathology. Those
techniques will be applied to develop a model for BRAF mutation prediction. Also, we will
investigate how to explain the decision process of a model to a histopathologist by investigating
local and global explanations10.

1Robert Koch-Institut, “Krebs in Deutschland für 2015/2016,” Berlin, 2019, Accessed: Apr. 14 2021, Available:
https://www.krebsdaten.de/Krebs/DE/Content/Publikationen/Krebs_in_Deutschland/kid_2019/krebs_
in_deutschland_2019.pdf

2D. Schadendorf et al., “Melanoma”, Lancet, vol. 392, no. 10151, pp. 971984, 2018
3B. Domingues, J. M. Lopes, P. Soares, and H. Pópulo, “Melanoma treatment in review”, Immunotargets Ther., vol. 7, pp. 3549,

2018
4R. A. Scolyer, R. V. Rawson, J. E. Gershenwald, P. M. Ferguson, and V. G. Prieto, “Melanoma pathology reporting and staging”,

Mod. Pathol., vol. 33, no. 1, pp. 1524, 2020
5C. L. Srinidhi, O. Ciga, and A. L. Martel, “Deep neural network models for computational histopathology: A survey”, Med.

Image Anal., vol. 67, no. 1, paper 101813, 2021
6A. Hekler et al., “Deep learning outperformed 11 pathologists in the classification of histopathological melanoma images”, Eur.

J. Cancer, vol. 118, pp. 9196, 2019
7R. H. Kim et al., “Deep Learning and Pathomics Analyses Reveal Cell Nuclei as Important Features for Mutation Prediction of

BRAF-Mutated Melanomas”, J. Invest. Dermatol., in press, 2021
8B. Haibe-Kains et al., “Transparency and reproducibility in artificial intelligence”, Nature, vol. 586, no. 7829, pp. E14E16, 2020
9K. Hauser et al., “Explainable artificial intelligence in skin cancer recognition: A systematic review”, Eur. J. Cancer, vol. 167,

pp. 5469, 2022
10M. Graziani, V. Andrearczyk, S. Marchand-Maillet, and H. Müller, “Concept attribution: Explaining CNN decisions to

physicians”, Comput. Biol. Med., vol. 123, paper 103865, 2020
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GRK 2535 Henning Schäfer

Cross-linguistic span alignment to apply NER to German clinical texts

Henning Schäfer (henning.schaefer@uk-essen.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Christoph M. Friedrich

Clinical texts contain a lot of important information on etiology, family history, type of treatment
and success. Possible sources include publications (PubMed) or data from electronic health
records (EHRs). A systematic evaluation of this vast amount of data can improve clinical care
and help in decision support. Clinical text is often available as unstructured free text: While
biomedical text is intended for publications, clinical text is written by physicians under time
pressure. They are heterogeneous in terms of abbreviations, omission of words, and medical
jargon to keep information density high.1

With regard to the availability of natural language processing (NLP) tools for other languages
than English, there are major differences, for example in the processing of German clinical texts:
Anonymization is left to individual institutions, data protection officers and ethics committees,
which means that there are no uniform regulations. The state-of-the-art for German texts lags
behind and, despite great efforts 2, continues to be limited to rule-based systems 3 or is often
based on in-house data, which means that neither the data nor the trained models can be shared 4.

The research question can be defined as whether pre-trained English models can be used for
German clinical texts. In doing so, two variants are evaluated: (a) existing high-quality annotations
will be transferred beyond translation and are then used to train new German NLP models on the
result, and (b) already trained English models can be used on German clinical texts translated
into English to subsequently transfer the predicted concepts to the original text. The methodology
here comprises cross-language span prediction based on contextualized word embedding models
together with nerual machine translation.

1Leaman, R., Khare, R., and Lu, Z. (2015). Challenges in clinical natural language processing for automated disorder normaliza-
tion. Journal of biomedical informatics, 57, 28-37.

2Hahn, U., Matthies, F., Lohr, C., and Löffler, M. (2018). 3000PA-Towards a National Reference Corpus of German Clinical
Language. Studies in health technology and informatics, 247, 26-30.

3Roller, R., Seiffe, L., Ayach, A., Möller, S., Marten, O., Mikhailov, M., ... and Budde, K. (2020). Information Extraction Models
for German Clinical Text. In 2020 IEEE International Conference on Healthcare Informatics (ICHI) (pp. 1-2). IEEE.

4Carlini, N., Tramer, F., Wallace, E., Jagielski, M., Herbert-Voss, A., Lee, K., ... and Raffel, C. (2021). Extracting training data
from large language models. In 30th USENIX Security Symposium (USENIX Security 21) (pp. 2633-2650).
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GRK 2535 Jessica Swoboda

Predictive Modeling Based on a Clinical Concept Model of Melanoma
using Patient Similarity

Jessica Swoboda (jessica.swoboda@uk-essen.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Britta Böckmann

Patient-specific predictions, using patient data and similarity to calculate individual probabilities
for possible outcomes, have great potential to improve medical care1. Compared to general
predictive modeling, individual predictive modeling uses regularly documented medical data
rather than specifically collected cohort data2. This data offers a variety of possible predictors
that might not have been considered and documented within a cohort study.

The aim of this study is to assess whether prediction models can be developed, that make
patient-specific probabilistic predictions for the treatment of melanoma patients for different
outcomes, based on electronic health record data and patient similarities.

Clinical concept models are created to standardize aspects of retrospective electronic health
records from the University Hospital Essen as basis for prediction models. They describe clinical
concepts as patterns using artifacts and combine them into use cases. The international standard
openEHR is used because its concepts aim to describe the maximum data set of clinical content3.
For predictive modeling of clinical outcomes, metrics are constructed with covariates of an out-
come. A first approach is based on the prediction of side effects. openEHR models of side effects
and associated biomarkers are used to make patient-specific predictions based on electronic health
record data, using supervised machine learning algorithms for classification such as random
forest, gradient tree boosting and (kernel) support vector machines. Model validation is performed
using nested/k-fold cross-validation to show the models are robust. Several performance mea-
surement parameters, such as c-statistics, positive predictive value, and precision-recall curve,
are determined using test data and compared to the assessment of dermatooncologists. For this
purpose, clinicians and machine learning algorithms estimate the probability of the occurrence of
pre-specified medical phenomena using defined predictors4.

1Jenkins, D. A., Sperrin, M., Martin, G. P. and Peek, N. (2018). Dynamic models to predict health outcomes: current status and
methodological challenges. Diagnostic and prognostic research 2, 23.

2Goldstein, B. A., Navar, A. M., Pencina, M. J. and Ioannidis, J. P. A. (2017). Opportunities and challenges in developing risk
prediction models with electronic health records data: a systematic review. Journal of the American Medical Informatics
Association : JAMIA 24, 198208.

3Bosca, D., Moner, D., Maldonado, J. A. and Robles, M. (2015). Combining Archetypes with Fast Health Interoperability
Resources in Future-proof Health Information Systems. Studies in health technology and informatics 210, 180184.

4Gupta, S., Tran, T., Luo, W., Phung, D., Kennedy, R. L., Broad, A., Campbell, D., Kipp, D., Singh, M., Khasraw, M., Matheson,
L., Ashley, D. M. and Venkatesh, S. (2014). Machine-learning prediction of cancer survival: a retrospective study using
electronic administrative records and a cancer registry. BMJ open 4, e004007.
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GRK 2535 Hamdiye Uzuner

Uncertainty-aware HLA typing at subclone resolution

Hamdiye Uzuner (hamdiye.uzuner@uni-due.de)
Supervisor: Dr. Johannes Köster

With the advance of high throughput DNA sequencing in cancer research, there is an increasing
demand to interpret sequences towards discovering the cause of the disease and orienting therapy
decisions. Neoantigen-based immunotherapy as a therapy option is based on training of T cells
targeted against neoantigens, which are so-called novel antigens produced by mutated tumor cells1.
The human leukocyte antigen (HLA) system, also known as Major histocompatibility complex, is
involved in immune system responses against pathogens and certain diseases including cancer2. In
neoantigen based immunotherapy, determination of HLA types is necessary due to their role in the
representation of neoantigens to immune system. However, this is a challenging task considering
the heterogeneity of tumors at subclonal levels.

In this project, a Bayesian approach is presented inside a novel software, which is called the
ORThogonal evidence HAplotype Quantification, shortly Orthanq. The aim of the project is the
accurate and precise identification of HLA types in tumors at subclone resolution together with
the calculation of their uncertainty estimates. Orthanq can be reached under Orthanq organization
(https://github.com/orthanq) which contains both the Orthanq implementation licensed
under the MIT license and the associated evaluation workflow.

Representation of neoantigens via HLAs leads to the requirement of a sensitive approach for the
identification of HLA types in different subclones. Moreover, extreme polymorphism and sequence
homology make HLA typing difficult to tackle with traditional approaches. As our solution,
Orthanq is based on a Bayesian latent variable model that collects two types of information to
overcome the existing issues in HLA typing. The first information involves collecting allelic
fractions of type specific variants using Varlociraptor3, a variant caller that can deal with all types
of genomic variants as well as their involved biases and uncertainties in the process of variant
discovery. The second information involves collecting haplotype specific counts, using Kallisto4,
that adopts the pseudoalignment approach which makes it efficient for quantifying highly similar
sequences. The initial tests containing different fractions of HLA types in simulated samples
resulted in correct estimation of HLA types. The findings will be validated with the use of public
data, as well.

1Blass, E., and Ott, P. A. (2021). Advances in the development of personalized neoantigen-based therapeutic cancer vaccines.
Nature reviews. Clinical oncology, 18(4), 215229.

2Choo S. Y. (2007). The HLA system: genetics, immunology, clinical testing, and clinical implications. Yonsei medical journal,
48(1), 1123.

3Köster, J., Dijkstra, L. J., Marschall, T., and Schönhuth, A. (2020). Varlociraptor: enhancing sensitivity and controlling false
discovery rate in somatic indel discovery. Genome biology, 21(1), 98.

4Bray, N. L., Pimentel, H., Melsted, P., and Pachter, L. (2016). Near-optimal probabilistic RNA-seq quantification. Nature
biotechnology, 34(5), 525527.
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Research School on Data Science and Engineering

Prof. Dr. Felix Naumann
Email: felix.naumann@hpi.de

Hasso Plattner Institute, University of Potsdam
Internet: https://hpi.de/research-schools/hpi-dse.html

The increasing abundance of data in science and in industry creates many challenges and
opportunities. Data science has grown to be a foundational discipline in information technology,
allowing new insights from data and creating ever more intelligent applications. Simultaneously,
it is becoming increasingly difficult to collect, clean and deliver the vast amounts of data and
apply and maintain complex data science processes. Targeting these challenges, the discipline of
data engineering has become equally foundational.

The 2019 newly established research school Data Science and Engineering unites top PhD
students in all areas of data-driven research and technology, including scalable storage, stream
processing, data cleaning, machine learning and deep learning, text processing, data visualization,
digital health and more. We apply our research to many different use cases across the participating
interdisciplinary research groups, joining forces whenever possible.
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HPI Research School Christoph Anders

Wearable Devices for Classification of Mental States

Christoph Anders (christoph.anders@hpi.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Bert Arnrich

The mental state of a person can be linked directly to human errors or subjective decisions, with
stress, mental workload, and drowsiness being main areas of interest. Chronic stress can lead to
depression, burnout, and other mental health problems requiring medical treatment. Currently,
few preventive measures exist, and many individuals still to this day perceive mental health as
something personal which is not broadly discussed in society. However, implementing preventive
measures could significantly increase quality-of-life for a big share of the population. Continuous
monitoring of mental workload, stress, and drowsiness in daily life offers many opportunities,
ranging from accident prevention over preventive measures to assistance in the treatment of
medical conditions. While the literature body encompasses work on classification of mental states
using on-body sensor-systems, many open questions remain. Especially real-time classification
using wearable on-body sensor-systems in uncontrolled environments needs further examination.

To bring wearable devices and their assistance in mental healthcare closer to society, plenty
of challenges in the application of wearable devices have to be overcome. Common challenges
are the contamination of recorded time-series with noise, the partial absence of a ground-truth
label, and synchronization of the utilized wearable systems. Noise can significantly distort the
signal of interest, a missing ground-truth is due to measurements in an uncontrolled environment,
and issues with synchronization are due to potentially different internal clocks of the individual
wearable devices. Altogether, these challenges require subsequent labeling of the data, alignment
of multi-modal time-series usually involving sampling-rate matching, and advanced data pre-
processing. While solutions exist for these challenges, no clear advice on best-practices can be
given, as benchmarks usually do not encapsulate challenging aspects of recordings in uncontrolled
environments, due to lacking availability of data.

In order to broaden knowledge in this field, we are working towards collecting and publish-
ing data sets that will investigate mental workload, stress, and drowsiness in controlled, semi-
controlled, and uncontrolled environments, utilizing multi-modal sensor systems, equally collected
from healthy and sick participants. Furthermore, our goal is to provide an universally applicable
data pre-processing pipeline, automatically guiding the process, and also mitigating the challenge
of few training data by means of data augmentation and time-series forecasting. In a first step, we
experimentally evaluated different data pre-processing methods on high-frequency somatosensory
evoked potentials and in a second step we are investigating on best-practices, identifying common
challenges, and describing new research questions in a systematic literature review on wearable
electroencephalography and multi-modal mental state classification.
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HPI Research School Mazhar Hameed

TAHARAT: Preparing Ill-Formed Records using Syntactic Patterns

Mazhar Hameed (mazhar.hameed@hpi.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Felix Naumann

CSV files are an excellent format for data exchange due to their flexible standard. However, due
to this flexibility and plain text format, these files often contain data with structural issues, such
as unescaped quote characters within quoted fields, columns containing multiple value formats,
records with different numbers of cells, etc. We refer to records that contain such structural
inconsistencies as ill-formed. Consequently, ingesting these files into a host system often requires
many prior data preparation steps. Cleaning up the structure of ill-formed records is a task that
data scientists have to deal with manually to make data loadable.

Traditionally, data scientists write custom code to clean up ill-formed records, even before
using data cleaning tools and libraries. These tasks are tedious and time-consuming, requiring
expertise and frequent human intervention. To automate this process, we propose TAHARAT1, a
system that automatically infers row patterns for records in CSV files using a syntactic pattern
grammar. We leverage these patterns both to understand the ill- and well-formedness of individual
records in a file and to clean up their structure.

1TAHARAT is an Urdu word that means the state or quality of being clean.
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HPI Research School Pauline Hiort

Network-based multi-drug response prediction using multi-omics data

Pauline Hiort (pauline.hiort@hpi.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Bernhard Renard

Networks are an important tool for analysis of interactions in complex systems. Networks have
been shown to be especially beneficial when investigating molecular interactions in biological
cells, e.g., in humans. In these cells different types of molecules are interacting and regulating
each other. Especially in disease states, for example in cancer, the interactions can be altered.
An in-depth comparative analysis of an altered disease state and a healthy state can facilitate
finding suitable medications. Methods to analyze single types of molecules have been previously
proposed.
We developed an R package called DrDimont Drug response prediction from Differential analysis
of multi-omics networks. It enables differential predictions between two conditions, e.g., two
groups of patients. Utilizing correlations of abundance measurements, DrDimont generates
condition-specific networks. Multiple layers of information from different types of molecules, like
genes and proteins, are combined into multi-layer networks. The condition-specific networks are
further processed by computing a novel semi-local, path-based integration. Differential predictions
on drug responses are inferred by comparing the condition-specific integrated multi-layer networks.
The differential drug responses are explainable, so that the differences in the molecular interactions
contributing to a differential drug response score can be retrieved.
As a case study, we predict differential drug response in breast cancer contrasting estrogen receptor
negative and estrogen receptor positive patients. We used transcriptomics, proteomics, phosphosite,
and metabolomics measurements to build the differential integrated multi-layer network with
DrDimont. We compared our approach to drug response predictions based on differential protein
expression1 and on the PageRank algorithm2. When evaluating all three approaches on ground
truth data from cancer cell lines, DrDimont performed best. The subsequent goal is to extend our
single-drug prediction pipeline to a workflow for multi-drug response predictions.

1Zhang, X., et al. (2018). Proteome-wide identification of ubiquitin interactions using UbIA-MS. Nat Protoc, 13(3), 530550.
2Brin, S. and Page, L. (1998). The anatomy of a large-scale hypertextual web search engine. Computer Networks and ISDN

Systems, 30(1), 107117.
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HPI Research School Justin Albert

Prediction of Physical Exertion During Resistance Training Using Sensor
Fusion and Machine Learning

Justin Albert (justin.albert@hpi.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Bert Arnrich

Intensity quantification is an essential aspect of weight training to adjust training routines and
prevent injuries. Usually, training intensity can be assessed objectively by measuring the lifted
weight. On the other hand, subjective measurements such as questionnaires or ratings of perceived
exertion (RPE) can also determine important information from athletes. The Borg scale is a
standard RPE scale, ranging from 6 to 20. Six refer to minimal exertion, and 20 refer to maximal
exertion. We have recorded a dataset of 16 participants performing the squat exercise in this
project. Subjects were measured using Inertial Measurement Unit sensors, electrocardiography
(ECG), and RGB-D cameras. The subjects performed squats for a given number of sets while
being recorded with six IMU sensors placed on the lower- and upper body. Heart-rate variability
(HRV) parameters in the time and frequency domain were obtained from the ECG signal. Based
on the calculated features, we utilize conventional machine learning methods such as Support
Vector Regression (SVR), Random-Forest-Regression (RF), and Multi-layer perceptron (MLP)
to estimate the subjects’ RPE values. The best results were achieved by a Gradient Boosting
Regression Model with a mean absolute percentage error of 7.71 %, a Pearson correlation
coefficient of 0.85, and an R2 value of 0.48. We analyzed and ranked the feature importances and
found the TRIMP (training impulse) parameter to be the most important.

We are currently extending our work by implementing multi-branch Deep Learning models for
RPE prediction that consume different sensor modalities in different branches. Overall, this will
allow for a comparison between Deep Learning versus traditional machine learning approaches.
A second goal is using unsupervised learning to find hidden structures in the different sensor
modalities. Present clusters or structures within the data could give insights into subjects’ exertion
state without the explicit need for ground truth labels.
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HPI Research School Alexander Kastius

Reinforcement Learning for Revenue Management

Alexander Kastius (alexander.kastius@hpi.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Hasso Plattner

Companies that do offer their products online on large marketplaces, which allow fast price update
intervals, are facing problems at a previously unseen scale. In many cases, they offer a product
that has a magnitude of alternative sellers or products with comparable properties. While this is
also the case in retail, online trade allows for possible customers to easily get a detailed overview
of the market in its current state. In addition, the competitors can also access all publicly available
information and use it to gain an advantage. Automation allows increasingly fast observations of
the market and reactions to its current state. In this environment, automation becomes a must-have
to stay competitive.

In the past, we applied generalistic Reinforcement Learning algorithms for economic problems.
For those experiments, we focused on dynamic pricing, in which the agent has to correctly
determine the price choice for a product that maximizes long-term revenue given the current
competitor prices. We have shown that the generality of algorithms like Deep Q-Networks
(DQN) and Soft Actor-Critic (SAC) allow their application on very broad market setups. We
evaluated if and under which conditions those systems do find near-optimal policies in duopolies
in many market setups with different competitor strategies. We have observed that the more
complex actor-critic systems tend to show better performance than their value estimation-based
counterparts. The analysis displayed a noticeable disadvantage of the systems, which lies in the
number of required observations until convergence. SAC did achieve convergence after more than
100,000 observations to yield a near-optimal policy reliably, a number rarely found in real-world
applications. We suggest using several additions to overcome this limitation.

Transfer learning formalizes the idea, that the convergence speed of an algorithm can be
improved by using data sourced from multiple problems. We currently evaluate a set of algorithms
to find their weaknesses, further research will focus on overcoming those limitations, which
include performance issues, manually tuned hyperparameters, and structural limitations.

Past research has shown that it is hard to achieve stable equilibria with multiple reinforcement
learning-based agents in the same system, especially if they rely on non-linear function approxi-
mation tools. In the past, several publications evaluated markets with non-symmetric information
and achieved convergence under those conditions. In such a market, one agent has access to all
other agents’ current policies and can incorporate this information into its learning mechanism by
evaluating the expected reward given the competitors’ reaction. Our last research project aims
at evaluating if such a system achieves convergence even when used with non-linear function
approximation tools.
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HPI Research School Marta Lemanczyk

Interpretability of motif interactions in genomic convolutional neural
networks

Marta Lemanczyk (marta.lemanczyk@hpi.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Bernhard Renard

Convolutional neural networks (CNN) are capable of learning patterns and complex interactions
between features. This makes them a useful tool for biological sequence-based tasks. To under-
stand a model’s decision, one option is to apply post-hoc interpretability methods where scores are
assigned to each input feature based on their importance to the outcome. Adjacent features, which
represent single positions in an input sequence from a sequence-based task, can be aggregated to
motifs with a biological function based on their scores. To verify biological relevance of these
identified motifs, a common approach is to compare the identified motifs with known motifs
from task-specific databases. However, this approach does not assure completeness of all motifs
contributing to a given outcome. Interactions of features can influence interpretability methods
and, in this case, lead to missing motifs or noisy scores.
In our work, we focus on analyzing post-hoc methods (e.g. Integrated gradients [1]) concerning
the interpretability of models trained on interacting motif data. Due to the lack of suitable genomic
data containing interactions, we formalize a set of interaction definitions where the presence
or absence of motifs is logically representing the interaction between them and the target value
encodes the effect of that relationship on the outcome. This allows us to generate data sets with
known ground truth. To create a realistic scenario, we include motifs from the JASPAR database
for transcription factor binding sites [2]. Based on that data, we train CNNs for various interaction
simulations and compare how the interactions affect interpretability. Our observations indicate
that interaction complexity influences performance with regard to interpretability. Fewer motifs
are identified in test sequences for models representing more complex motif relationships.
With this work, we offer a selection of formalized motif interactions in genomic sequences that
can be used for various biological sequence-based problems. Furthermore, we show that post-hoc
interpretability methods are affected by motif interactions which can lead to incomplete and noisy
interpretations.

References:
[1] Sundararajan, Mukund, Ankur Taly, and Qiqi Yan. "Axiomatic attribution for deep networks."
International conference on machine learning. PMLR, 2017.
[2] Castro-Mondragon, Jaime A., et al. "JASPAR 2022: the 9th release of the open-access database
of transcription factor binding profiles." Nucleic acids research 50.D1 (2022): D165-D173.
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HPI Research School Marcus Pappik

Efficient Approximation of Partition Functions in Statistical Physics

Marcus Pappik (marcus.pappik@hpi.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Tobias Friedrich

Statistical physics models large particle systems as probability distributions over the possible
system states. Central to this is the notion of the Gibbs distribution, which assigns each state
a probability that is inverse-exponential to the state’s energy. The normalizing constant of this
distribution is called partition function, and it is central for understanding various aspects of the
systems. This leads to two main algorithmic tasks: sampling from the Gibbs distribution and
computing the partition function. My research work focuses on designing algorithms for these
two algorithmic tasks. Specifically, I study algorithmic connections between two main types of
models, namely discrete spin systems and continuous Gibbs point processes.

Discrete spin systems are defined based on an undirected graph G = (V, E) and a finite set of
spins Q. The states of the spin system consist of assignments of vertices to spins σ : V → Q.
Every state σ has a weight w(σ) that is inverse exponential to its energy. The Gibbs distribution
assigns each state σ a probability that is proportional to w(σ), and the partition function sums
the weights of all states.

In contrast, continuous Gibbs point processes are defined based on a continuous domain,
such as regions in Euclidean space. The states of a Gibbs point process are locally finite point
configurations in that domain. Each such point configuration has a weight, and the Gibbs dis-
tribution is defined by a density with respect to a Poisson point process proportionally to those
weights. The partition function is defined by integrating over the weights of all locally finite point
configurations.

Many discrete spin systems were initially introduced to discretize Gibbs point processes while
still obtaining qualitatively similar results. My research work focuses on showing that discrete
spin systems can also be used to obtain rigorous algorithmic results for Gibbs point processes.
The core idea is to use discrete spin systems to construct discretizations that provably preserve
specific quantities of the Gibbs point process, such as the partition function. The main advantage
of this approach is that discrete spin systems have been studied extensively by the computer
science community. In contrast, little is known about computational aspects of Gibbs point
processes. Using the above discretization approach to map Gibbs point processes to discrete spin
systems allows us to apply a variety of existing algorithms to solve the computational problems
at hand. Based on this, we obtained various new algorithmic results, such a fully polynomial
randomized and quasi-polynomial deterministic approximation algorithms for the grand-canonical
hard-sphere model, and fully polynomial randomized approximation algorithms for general Gibbs
point processes with infinite-range repulsive pair potentials.
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HPI Research School Sidratul Moontaha

Self-Prediction of Epileptic Seizures by Affective Computing using EEG
sensors

Sidratul Moontaha (sidratul.moontaha@hpi.uni-potsdam.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Bert Arnrich

Epilepsy is a neurological disease causing sudden electrical bursts in the brain resulting in
seizures. 30% of these patients possess treatment-resistant epilepsy. Some of these patients are
capable of reporting self-prediction of their seizures by observing their affectivity. Moreover,
some patients report no signs of feeling premonitory symptoms, prodromes, or aura. Therefore, for
both of these groups, we propose to provide a model which could classify the mental state through
sensor-based technology and provides objective information about their upcoming seizures. This
eventually ensures a better quality of life by providing pre-emptive therapy for epilepsy manage-
ment1. Before going with a study with epilepsy patients, we conducted a feasibility study with
the healthy participants for mental state classification. For this, we use Electroencephalography
(EEG) sensors to gather physiological parameters. Nowadays, the non-invasive and portable
consumer-grade wearable EEG recordings are becoming more convenient to use in daily life
through fewer electrodes, unlike the in-hospital setting EEG recordings used before.

To conduct the experiment, we recruited 14 healthy participants to take part in two laboratory
experiments. In one experiment, we asked the participants to perform certain cognitive tasks to
elicit mental workload. In another experiment, we let the participant play a computer game to
relax their mental state. We gathered EEG data through an EEG headband with four channels
from both of the randomized controlled sessions of 2 hours each. Participants also fill out pre and
post mood questionnaires to rate their mood on different scales. Additionally, between each task,
they rated the difficulty of their task with the NASA task load questionnaire (NASA-tlx) as ground
truth for labeling. Afterward, we performed certain preprocessing methods and extracted absolute
and related power-related features as well as EEG asymmetry features from five frequency bands
and four channels. We also used the raw data from four EEG channels to an automatic feature
extraction method called Echo State Network (ESN). With both these features, we trained several
machine learning models individually with leave-out-subject out cross validation. Our results
shows that the personalized models across each subject outperforms the state of the art evaluation
performance, whereas on the other hand the general models still lacks up to the level performance.
As a future work, we will extract more features and apply more models to get the performance
evaluation better than the state of the art.

1Self-prediction of seizures in drug resistance epilepsy using digital phenotyping: a concept study
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HPI Research School Stefan Neubert

Enumeration Complexity of Problems in P

Stefan Neubert (Stefan.Neubert@hpi.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Tobias Friedrich

In conventional complexity theory, the line between problems that can be solved “efficiently”
and “inefficiently” respectively was defined to be the border between the complexity class P of
problems with polynomial-time solutions and problems with higher computational complexity.
Given that the amount of data to be processed by digital systems is growing steadily, this coarse
separation no longer fulfills the goal of theoretical models to be useful for applied algorithm
design: Even quadratic or cubic runtime can be unfeasible when handling big data. Therefore, in
recent years, the research field of Fine Grained Complexity tries to find new complexity classes
with more precise bounds on the runtime, such as an equivalence class formed around the all pairs
shortest paths problem that includes problems with cubic time complexity. Whilst this approach
does offer a refined perspective on the idea of “feasibility”, it still forces users to wait a potentially
long time for the completion of an algorithm before being able to follow up on the results.

The goal of our work thus is to formalize a complexity theory that not only takes into account
the total runtime of solution algorithms but classifies problems based on the gradual progress
solution algorithms make during execution. Instead of measuring the time it takes until a complete
solution is ready, we analyze when a subsequent step in a data processing pipeline can continue
to work on partial results. This perspective is inspired by the field of Enumeration Complexity.
Whilst this area of research primarily considered how to enumerate all solutions to a problem
instance, we treat such a solution as a (possibly ordered) set of partial solutions; the enumeration
of which piece by piece forms a solution for the problem instance.
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Graph partitioning in restricted graph classes

Aikaterini Niklanovits (Aikaterini.Niklanovits@hpi.de)
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Tobias Friedrich

Structural properties of graphs have been proven to be interesting and useful when it comes to
dealing with algorithmically hard problems. In particular through forbidding certain substructures
some graph classes are defined in which NP-hard problems can be solved in polynomial time.

One way to define such a class is through focusing on induced subgraphs. A graph H is said to
be an induced subgraph of a graph G if it can be obtained from G after only removing a set of
vertices. Some such popular classes are claw free, chordal and HHD free graphs. A graph is said
to be claw free if it doesn’t contain a vertex with three neighbors forming an independent set, as
an induced subgraph. A cycle is said to be chordless if every vertex participating in it has degree
two. Moreover a graph is characterized as chordal if any chordless cycle that exists as an induced
subgraph has length exactly three. A generalization of the class of chordal graphs is the class of
HHD free graphs, where HHD refers to hole, house, domino which are the forbidden induced
subgraphs defining this class. A hole is a chordless induced cycle of length at least five, while a
house is a cycle of length five with exactly one chord. Lastly a domino is consisted of two cycles
of length four sharing exactly one edge.

Polynomial time algorithms for recognizing graphs in these classes have been provided. Apart
from the independent significance these algorithms have, they also use notions such as the perfect
elimination ordering which are also used to construct efficient algorithms for hard problems on
these graph classes.

The main focus of my research is partitioning problems under such graph classes. The goal
usually is to partition a given graph into a specific number k of connected components each of a
given size. One such approach is for these components to have approximately the same size which
leads to two well known related objectives, that is minimizing the size of the largest component
or maximizing the size of the smallest one. Gyori and Lovasz have independently proven that if a
given graph is k-connected then not only such a balanced partition is possible, but we can also
chose the size and a terminal vertex of each component. The algorithm that occurs from their
proof however requires exponential time.

The approach to obtain efficient algortihms realizing this theorem used so far has been restricting
the value of k. Specifically, such algortihms have been provided for the cases where k is at most
four. The aspect of realizing this problem under restricted graph classes but for general k is of
particular interest to me. The techniques that seem to be useful for this approach are the perfect
elimination ordering, the structural properties of minimal separators the graphs belonging in these
classes have and possibly some techniques from graph minor theory.
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In an unstable and critical time marked by the COVID-19 pandemic, the Russian war against
Ukraine, and the climate crisis, imminent changes and constraints are inevitable. Especially
entrepreneurs develop psychological issues due to the fear of the increasing inflation and the
unstable economic situation resulting from the ongoing crises. However, the role of entrepreneurs
in the economy is essential, as they are drivers of innovation for society and create the conditions
for future growth. Despite this evidence, relatively little is known about effective support programs
to address the increasing occurrence of mental illness among different groups of entrepreneurs. For
example, novice and expert entrepreneurs differ in terms of their cognition (e.g., decision-making),
but how do they differ regarding their mental health.

In this research project, we aim to address the issue of how the current crises influence the
state of mind of entrepreneurs who have just started their business (novices) and those who have
already founded a business (experts). The present study employs a qualitative approach that
involves multiple interviews at two different periods to accompany perceptions of the current
crises through an indirect evaluation process. Based on the collected data, annotated transcriptions
are used to identify the emotions of novice and expert entrepreneurs concerning the current
crises. We annotate the collected documents in terms of Plutchik’s eight basic emotions (fear,
anger, joy, sadness, acceptance, disgust, anticipation, and surprise), distinguish whether these
emotions are positive or negative, and measure the emotional intensity. Additionally, we use
topic modeling, particularly the Latent Dirichlet Assignment (LDA) model, to understand the
underlying causes of emotions. Identifying and understanding the unconscious emotions of novice
and expert entrepreneurs and analyzing the origin of these emotions is a necessary starting point
for developing and testing support programs for these particular groups of entrepreneurs.
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Pre-trained language models (PLMs) have received significant attention in the last years because
with them, many approaches are able to define new state-of-the-art models that solve a broad
range of natural language processing (NLP) tasks.

The transformer model1, which is the basis of most PLMs, encodes multiple aspects of text into
rich contextualized vectors, representing lexical, syntactic, and semantic information captured
during pre-training. But some of these representation are kept in the hidden layers and then
aggregated to have a single final summarized representation to be used in downstream tasks.
The research community has been able to empirically identify the presence of these structures
within the pre-trained models 2 that were not necessary trained to find them, suggesting that with
large amounts of text and sufficiently rich models, many linguistic structures were inferred in an
unsupervised fashion.

Disentangling this structures from the multiple hidden layers, could open the possibility of
transferring structural representations of text from general-domain corpora, to low-resource
domain-specific models.

In our work we intend to create transferable models, that could be easily adapted from general-
domain PLMs to domain-specific versions of task like named entity recognition, relation extraction
and open information extraction. As a case study, we plan to evaluate these models in the cultural-
heritage domain, in which annotated data is very scarce.

1Ashish Vaswani, Noam Shazeer, Niki Parmar, Jakob Uszkoreit, Llion Jones, Aidan N. Gomez, ukasz Kaiser, and Illia Polosukhin.
Attention is all you need. In Proceedings of the 31st International Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems. 2017

2Anna Rogers, Olga Kovaleva, Anna Rumshisky; A primer in BERTology: What we know about how BERT works. Transactions
of the Association for Computational Linguistics. 2020
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Data files are produced, consumed, and distributed in a variety of formats. One of the most
used formats for tabular data is the CSV format: although there exists a standard for these files,
described in the RFC4180 document, in practice files often do not comply with it. Because of
this, loading data from CSV files is typically more cumbersome than simply applying a standard
parser, but requires different steps such as dialect detection, table recognition, or line classification
(to exclude metadata rows such as preamble or footnotes). In a typical data science workflow,
many systems interact and share data: e.g., programming frameworks, for statistical and machine-
learning operations; business intelligence tools, to build dashboards and data visualizations;
database management systems, to store data.

Different systems have different assumptions regarding data files and their formats; therefore,
users are required to prepare their data files to successfully leverage each system’s capabilities.

We designed a benchmark named Pollock, which stands for “Polluted CSV benchmark” to
assess the data loading capabilities of a system with respect to non-standard CSV data files.
The term “pollution” describes a structural inconsistency that lets a file deviate from the CSV
standard.“ Pollock benchmarks a given system under test by systematically polluting a standard
CSV file, loading it into the system, and measuring its performances using a set of numerical
metrics.

We analyzed a large subset of CSV files publicly available on open data portals and categorized
a list of 124 recurring pollutions. We apply each of the pollutions on the input file and feed the
polluted input to the system under test. The results are saved back as a CSV file and compared
against the polluted and clean versions of the input. Pollock includes a set of metrics computed for
each of the polluted input files. A final benchmark score is obtained as the sum of each of these
scores obtained for the original input file and the 124 polluted versions of it. To demonstrate the
applicability and relevance of Pollock, we experimented with systems belonging to four different
classes: programming frameworks (e.g., data parsers modules), business intelligence tools (e.g.,
data visualization software), spreadsheet software, and database management systems.
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Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices are used in many fields, in industry as well as in research. These
devices are connected in huge decentralized networks. The decentralized networks produce large
data streams that need to be processed in a timely fashion. To evaluate unbounded data streams,
events from those data streams are grouped into bounded windows based on queries. The stream
processing engines are deployed in huge decentralized networks and perform those windows.
These SPEs often run their computation cluster on data centers, which is for processing queries.
However, data streams are distributed among decentralized networks. That leads to SPEs having
to centralize data streams to their computation clusters. To handle decentralized networks, state-
of-arts processing queries are close to data streams, but they can not perform complex windows.
Furthermore, in order to process multiple queries, state-of-arts can slice windows then share
partial results between these queries. Nevertheless, they can not share slices between queries
that have different window types, measures, and aggregation functions, yet. We present Desis,
a decentralized stream processing system that is designed for efficiently processing multiple
continuous queries in decentralized networks. Instead of collecting events, Desis pushes down
processing queries close to data sources which is beneficial in decentralized networks. We propose
an optimizer that can share partial results between multiple queries with different window types,
measures, and aggregation functions. Our evaluation shows that the throughput of Desis increases
linearly with the number of nodes. Desis outperforms baseline by 10 times when processing
thousands of different queries.
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A network graph is a mathematical model consisting of vertices and pairs of vertices, called
edges, that can describe structures in nature and technology. There are many practical applications,
and research on graph theory is extensive. A separator in a graph is a group of vertices that
fundamentally separate parts of the graph from each other while satisfying certain properties. In
many real-world problems such as security, surveillance control, and epidemics, separators can be
represented as significant points in a network. Moreover, separators can be used to efficiently solve
many graph optimization problems by using them to develop divide-and-conquer strategies or to
implement parallel processing algorithms. This generality and their wide applicability have made
the study of separators a rich and active area of research. Although separators play an important
role in graph theory, they are still not fully understood.

We are concerned with bounded separators, i.e., a set of vertices whose removal leads to small
connected components, where the goal is to minimize this separator set. In general, scientific
advances in bounded separators are very valuable because of their ability to decipher structures
in graphs. It is interesting for us to understand how they relate to other problems and how
structures arising from separators provide the ability to deal with problems that are difficult in
terms of complexity. For example, through our results on bounded separators, we arrive at new
insights into problems of partitioning connected subgraphs with different objectives. Another
interesting example is the packing problem, where the goal is to find a maximal set of disjoint
connected subgraphs with lower bounded sizes. This problem can be viewed as the dual of the
bounded separator problem in a linear programming sense, and can also derive results for related
problems through its structural insights. In summary, we have obtained several approximation and
kernelization results for those problems, where kernelization can be interpreted as reduction rules
for problem instances that allow faster brute-force algorithms to solve the objective accurately.

For future work, we extend our research by combining bounded separators with probability
theory, basically looking at two different areas. First, we want to understand how random meta-
solvers deal with the bounded separator problem. Here, we are interested in particular instances
and study the random meta-solvers in terms of the runtime required for the solver to find an
optimal solution. The other field combines bounded separators with random graphs modeled with
an underlying geometry. The motivation lies in the models themselves, since they can represent
real graphs and even allow us to explain properties by their underlying geometry. Our challenge
in this area is to design efficient algorithms that are suitable for the corresponding geometry.
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